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Abstract: One of the principal operations in the area of bioinformatics is
similarity assessment at the levels of protein sequence (string of characters)
and protein structure (3D shape). It is employed in a wide range of ap-
plications such as protein structure prediction, protein function assessment,
automatic classification, etc. The protein databases have been growing ex-
ponentially in recent years, thus making the existing methods for similarity
retrieval inappropriate concerning the volume of the protein-related data. In
this thesis, we focus on similarity retrieval on protein sequence and structure
levels. At both levels, we propose improvements to the existing methods, as
well as novel methods for managing proteins from the similarity perspective.

In the first part of the thesis we approach the problem of similarity re-
trieval at protein sequence level. First, we evaluate the possibilities of uti-
lizing metric access methods for efficient storing and retrieval of protein se-
quences. Then, we focus on the protein similarity measure itself. Since the
similarity computation of protein sequences is based on dynamic program-
ming, we introduce an improvement for increasing efficiency (response time)
of the retrieval by reusing parts of the dynamic programming matrix, while
maintaining original effectiveness (quality of query result).

The second part of the thesis concerns the structure level. We introduce
novel protein structure representation employing features invariant with re-
spect to translation and rotation. The invariance stems from the features
being based on mutual distance and density of amino acids in given protein.
The protein structure similarity assessment algorithms can be divided into
two classes — alignment- and nonalignment-based approaches, while employ
our feature extraction technique in both areas. Our method is evaluated by
its application to the area of automatic protein classification. We show that
effectiveness and efficiency of our approach is comparable to or outperforms
the other methods.

Keywords: protein, protein sequence, protein structure, similarity search,
metric access methods
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Abstrakt: Jedna z hlavních operací v oblasti bioinformatiky je přiřazení
podobnosti proteinových sekvencí a struktur. Toto přiřazení se využívá
v širokém spektru aplikací jako je predikce proteinové struktury, přiřazení
funkce, automatická klasifikace, atd. Proteinové databáze zaznamenaly v
posledních letech exponenciální růst dat, čímž se stávající metody pro ex-
trakci podobnosti stávají nevhodnými vzhledem k objemu dat. V této práci
se zabýváme podobnostním vyhledáváním na úrovni proteinové sekvence a
struktury. Na obou úrovních navrhujeme vylepšení stávajících metod, stejně
jako nové metody pro práci s proteiny z hlediska podobnosti.

V první části se zabýváme podobnostním vyhledáváním na úrovni pro-
teinové sekvence. Nejdříve zkoumáme možnosti aplikace metrických přís-
tupových metod pro efektivní uložení a vyhledávání sekvencí. Poté se za-
měřujeme na podobnostní míru proteinových sekvencí jako takovou. Výpočet
podobnosti proteinových sekvencí je založen na dynamickém programování a
proto navrhujeme vylepšení za účelem zrychlení vyhledávání znovuvyužíváním
částí matice dynamického programování při zachování přesnosti vyhledávání.

Druhá část práce se zabývá podobností proteinových struktur. Před-
stavujeme nový přístup k reprezentaci proteinových struktur, který je in-
variantní s ohledem na posun a rotaci. Invariance vyplývá z vlastnosti ex-
trahovaných rysů založených na vzájemné vzdálenosti a hustotě aminoky-
selin v daném proteinu. Algoritmy pro přiřazení podobnosti proteinovým
strukturám lze rozdělit na dvě třídy - přístupy založené na zarovnání a přís-
tupy které ho nevyužívají. Uvedenou techniku extrakce vlastností aplikujeme
na obě oblasti. Pro ověření naší metody ji aplikujeme na oblast automat-
ické klasifikace proteinů. Zde ukazuje výkon a přesnost srovnatelnou, nebo
překonávající, ostatní metody.

Klíčová slova: protein, proteinová sekvence, proteinová struktura, podob-
nostní vyhledávání, metrické přístupové metody
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Preface

The area of data information and retrieval is being utilized in many ap-
plied fields of computer science. One of the fields that has experienced most
progress is bioinformatics, especially its branch concerning protein-based
data (sequences — strings of characters and structures — 3D shape) — the
proteomics. Databases of protein sequences and structures have been grow-
ing exponentially in the previous decades, while the volume of data calls for
effective methods to access and manipulate them. The need is emphasized by
the reality that, independently on the goal with which the protein databases
are accessed, virtually every area within the proteomics field heavily employs
similarity-based retrieval. Proteins are in the center of interest since they are
carriers of many functions in living organisms and employment of sequence
and structural similarity into many proteomics areas stems from evolution-
ary nature of protein function similarity. Protein’s function can be roughly
modeled by sequence and structure and thus many approaches from the area
of string algorithms find their use in protein sequence- and structure-based
similarity retrieval.

Although protein sequence and structure information is correlated, there
exist separate algorithms for managing protein sequence and structure in-
formation. The field of protein sequence similarity algorithms has been
thoroughly studied due to its close proximity to the computer science field
of string processing and due to the number of available protein sequence
data gathered during the last two decades. Despite the numerous attempts,
there still exists a need for faster algorithms solving optimal protein sequence
alignment/similarity problem. On the other hand, protein structures form
noticeably information-richer domain and hence offer possibilities for a wide
spectrum of novel approaches to the protein structure similarity problem.
These approaches encompass protein structure representation, similarity as-
sessment and also research of the effective methods for accessing the contin-
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uously growing protein structure databases.

The Goal

With the launch of human genome project and related sequencing activities,
the amount of data in the protein-related databases began to increase rapidly.
In face of this growth, the state-of-the-art methods became unreasonably inef-
fective. Therefore, new methods to handle the substantially growing amount
of protein-related data have emerged (and are still emerging). The general
goal of this thesis is to contribute to the areas of both protein sequence and
structure similarity search by improvements of the contemporary methods
and by proposal of new methods to retrieve and handle the protein sequence
and structure data.

Scope of the Thesis

Problems coming from the bioinformatics research area can be approached in
two ways. First, we can deal with the problems from biological perspective
or second, we can focus on computer science aspects of the subject. The first
way usually concentrates more on correct modeling of biological systems and
thus contributing to the overall knowledge of the biological field. Second,
the computer science aspect deals with offering efficient methods for manip-
ulating the data using computer-based approaches. Since our background
is in computer science, namely database engineering, we approach the area
of protein databases from the side of development of effective and efficient
methods for similarity-based retrieval of the data. However, we evaluate
quality of our algorithms on problems, settings and data tightly connected
to the proteomics domain.

Summary of Contributions

In this thesis, we propose novel or improved methods to handle data in
protein databases. The contributions are summarized in the following list
(including citations of publications where the individual outcomes were in-
troduced) :
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• Protein sequence database search

In the protein sequence similarity search area, we investigated two ap-
proaches. The first is based in application of metric indexes employing
the standard similarity measure for protein sequence similarity. The
second speeds up the computation of the similarity measure itself. In
contrast to most of the other approaches, we focus on exact search and
explore the area of approximate (heuristic) search only as an extension
to the proposed solutions, in order to evaluate the possible pros and
cons of the approximate approach.

– First, we investigate application of metric indexing to standard
protein sequence search [Hoksza and Skopal, 2007]. The appli-
cation requires turning standard similarity measure into metric
distance function, which is achieved by turning the measure into
semimetric and subsequent application of the TriGen algorithm.

– Since the similarity measure utilized for protein sequence simi-
larity is not easily indexable for exact search, we propose a solu-
tion which speeds up the calculation of the computation-expensive
dynamic programming-based measure itself [Hoksza, 2008]. Our
modification utilizes properties of the data domain which enables
to store specific parts of the dynamic programming matrix and
thus to speed up subsequent computation.

• Protein structure database search

As a contribution to the area of protein structure search, we propose
a novel feature extraction method utilizable for both alignment- and
nonalignment-based search in protein structure databases.

– Nonalignment-based similarity approach offers high-speed search,
although, as we show, its quality is not as good as for alignment-
based methods. We propose a feature extraction method appli-
cable to both types of similarity assessment approaches, which is
based on distance and density of the individual amino acids [Hok-
sza, 2009]. The features are then indexed using a metric access
method, while scoring and corrective mechanisms are employed
within the search process.
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– We employ our feature extraction method for finding an alignment
of amino acids and apply modified transformation and scoring al-
gorithm to obtain superposition and similarity of a pair of protein
structures [Hoksza and Galgonek, 2009, 2010]. Moreover, similarly
to protein sequence search, we investigate possible application of
metric indexing by examining several metric qualities of the em-
ployed structure similarity measure [Galgonek and Hoksza, 2009].

Thesis Organization

Apart from the introduction and conclusions chapters, the thesis is organized
into two parts. Part I (chapters 2,3,4) deals with protein sequence search.
In Part I we give a brief overview of metric access methods (MAMs). The
MAMs are included also in Part II (chapters 5,6,7,8) which discusses methods
for protein structure similarity search. For better readability, the description
of individual chapters follows.

Chapter 1 introduces areas of bioinformatics where the concept of simi-
larity retrieval is essential together with proteins fundamentals. We focus on
protein structure levels and how similarity on different levels implies func-
tional similarity which became the headstone in proteomics research. Finally,
we give the motivation of this thesis.

Existing methods for protein sequence similarity search and storages for
protein sequence information used worldwide are discussed in chapter 2. We
also present here the essential definitions and introduce the problem (and
standard solution) of the optimal local and global sequence alignment which
is applied in both sequence- and structure-based algorithms.

Chapter 3 shows the evaluation of application of metric indexing to the
protein sequence similarity search problem. The chapter incorporates short
introduction to metric access methods with focus on tree access methods
which are utilized also in Part II of the thesis.

Since the results in chapter 3 show that (more or less) direct application
of metric indexing is not possible for the original protein sequence align-
ment problem, chapter 4 introduces a novel approach. Basically, parts of the
alignments’ dynamic programming matrices are reused in subsequent steps
and thus decreasing computation costs by up to 20% on semantically related
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datasets as the closing experimental results confirm. We also discuss possi-
bilites of approximate search and how it influences the quality of the retrieval
process with respect to the possible speedup.

Protein structure similarity algorithms can be divided into alignment- and
nonalignment-based approaches each of which is discussed in chapter 5. We
present state-of-the-art methods and some of them, primarily those utilized
for experimental evaluation with our proposed algorithms, are presented here
in detail. We also present contemporary protein structure databases in this
chapter.

In chapter 6, we engage the nonalignment-based approach. As the basis,
we introduce our feature extraction method which will be also utilized in
the following chapter. After introducing the extraction process, based on
aggregating amino acids into so-called three-dimensional rings, we show some
applied distance measures and how we utilize them to store the extracted
features. Then, we describe the retrieval process and show comparison of the
classification accuracy of our algorithm, with respect to the other methods.

The density-based feature extraction is utilized as a part of a more compli-
cated process of protein structure alignment which is presented in chapter 7.
We show how we incorporate the features into dynamic programming al-
gorithm, in order to align protein structures and how we modify TM-score
similarity measure to allow fast, yet accurate, search. Within the chapter
we also compare alignment- and nonalignment-based methods from the per-
spective of their classification prediction abilities.

The algorithm introduced in the previous chapter uses a simple sequential
scan to identify similar protein structure in a database. To evaluate possi-
bilities of application of a metric indexing approach, the chapter 8 analyzes
metric properties of the similarity measure used in the method presented in
the chapter 7.

Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and gives an outlook to the future research
based on the ideas and methods presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Proteins play an important role in many biological features and processes
taking place in every being. They are crucial for catalyzing, strictly speak-
ing, every chemical reaction (enzymatic function), they coordinate cellular
activities (signaling function), bind to other molecules in order to transport
them to another place (transportation function), and are building block of
tissues (building function) [Alberts et al., 2002]. From the brief description
of proteins’ function immediately follows that detailed knowledge of their
behavior is the central part of disciplines such as drug discovery, discovery of
evolution and mutation patterns, etc. In virtually every area of proteomics
research, the crucial task is assessing similarity to a pair of protein sequences
or structures and finding those structures in a large repository of already
known sequences or structures. The protein similarity paradigm is based
on the knowledge, stemming from central dogma of molecular biology (see
section 1.1), that structure/sequence-similar proteins are evolutionarily re-
lated. That means they used to be functionally identical and so the extent
of their difference depends on the time period elapsed since the point of their
divergence.

1.1 Central Dogma of Molecular Biology

Although proteins are the organism’s driving force, the information deciding
which proteins will be synthesized (and to what extent) is stored in the well-
known double-helical molecule called DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). DNA
molecule is stabilized by hydrogen bonds connecting four types of bases in
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two strands, adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T). The
bases are then connected to sugar-phosphate backbones of the respective
strands. Adenine and guanine in one strand are connected to thymine and
cytosine in the second strand. The process of creating proteins out of the
information stored in DNA is called central dogma of molecular biology (fig-
ure 1.1). The actual synthesis of proteins goes on in ribosomes (complicated
RNA molecules) and the process is called translation. Before the translation
can occur, the information has to be transported from DNA to ribosomes,
which is why DNA is transcribed into single-helical RNA (ribonucleic acid)
molecules. These are able to transport the information from the cell’s nucleus
into the ribosomes.

Figure 1.1: Central dogma of molecular biology

1.2 Areas Employing Protein Similarity
Similarity of protein structure on sequence or structure level employs many
areas of biological research. Here, we will present a few of them although
there exist many others and new areas continuously emerge with widening
the spectrum of available sequences, structures and derived data.

Functional similarity derived from structural similarity is an evolution-
based property, because separation of two or more evolutionary branches was
caused by DNA mutation which transitively modified the proteins’ function.
Hence, both sequential and structural similarities are widely used as tools
supporting creation of phylogenetic (evolutionary) trees.

One of the fundamental ways of protein sequence and structure similarity
use encompasses the function prediction [Whisstock and Lesk, 2003]. Since
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structure (and thus transitively sequence) is determinant of the function, it is
highly probable that similar structures share similar function. Hence, when
a new protein structure is determined, it is possible to search a database of
protein structures with already known function to get clue to the function of
the newly determined protein structure. Stronger structural similarity refers
to closer evolutionary distance and thus to a more similar function.

Another large area where protein similarity is employed is protein struc-
ture prediction. Experimental determination of a protein structure using
NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) or X-ray crystallography is highly time-
consuming. Thus, a great effort is devoted to the research enabling pro-
tein structure determination from the protein sequence alone (template-based
modeling [Cozzetto et al., 2009]). The utilization of modern mass spectrom-
eters allows sequence determination which is much faster than structure de-
termination [Matthiesen, 2007]. One of the approaches is utilizing already
determined protein structures to search for similar sequential fragments in a
database of protein sequences. Respective structural fragments are then used
as a frame for building the desired structure. Protein structure determination
is useful in drug design and related areas.

A relatively young domain incorporating all of the already mentioned
areas is protein engineering/design [Lesk, 2000]. The task of protein engi-
neering is to propose and test modifications of existing protein structures to
obtain modified and possibly improved function for a given purpose. There
is a wide spectrum of possible applications of protein engineering such as in-
dustrial applications (e.g. strengthen hydrophobic core of enzymatic proteins
to increase the temperature when they are disparted) or clinical applications
(e.g. supporting transfer of foreign antibodies to human).

1.2.1 Application of Similarity Retrieval Methods

Representation Both protein sequence and structure are in their basic
forms easily representable by sequence of letters over an alphabet consist-
ing of twenty letters in case of the protein sequence, or by a set of three-
dimensional coordinates in case of the protein structure. Both representa-
tions can be further extended when incorporating more biological-related
information providing more effective application-specific search. Neverthe-
less, the ability of abstraction of protein information into easily manageable
representation offers room for application of many algorithms and approaches
known from the area of the similarity retrieval.
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Phylogenetic trees Phylogenetic trees are usually built based on the se-
quence information. The more frequent use of sequence information results
from its abundance compared to the structure information. The construc-
tion algorithms employ multiple sequence alignment (a problem well-known
from the area of string processing), tree similarity approaches, clustering al-
gorithms utilizing maximum likelihood estimation, etc. (nice overview of the
mentioned principles can be found in [Jones and Pevzner, 2004]). In general,
phylogenetic trees are usually built for specific subsets of evolutionary related
proteins and so do not usually require algorithms designed for dealing with
data-intensive problems.

Protein function prediction Prediction of function of an unknown pro-
tein demands large databases of protein sequence and structure information.
These are searched according to given similarity measure. Input of the prob-
lem is a protein sequence or structure for which one wants to identify most
functionally similar protein (or proteins) in a database of proteins with known
functions. Thus, application of nearest neighbor search suggests itself where
the unknown protein (represented by sequence or structure) acts as the query
object. Moreover, integral part of the database similarity search forms simi-
larity measure investigation together with investigation of appropriate access
methods. Properly chosen similarity measure increases quality of the result
set by identifying those proteins whose function is biologically well related
to the query object. On the other hand, the research in the area of access
methods allows effective retrieval of the result set.

Protein structure prediction Structure prediction employs similar tech-
niques as function prediction does. The input of the problem is a protein
sequence and the desired output is a set of three-dimensional coordinates
representing the respective protein structure. Since the folding mechanisms
influencing the final three-dimensional shape are still not well understood,
heuristic approaches are involved. One of the popular approaches presented
above, encompasses similarity search of a database of protein sequences with
known structures. The input protein sequence thus acts as the query se-
quence and range query is performed. Sufficiently similar database sequences
(or rather their portions highly similar to the query) are reported. Corre-
sponding structural fragments are then employed as “structural drafts” of the
input sequence. The available knowledge in molecular mechanics is applied
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in the post-processing step where the drafts are modified to optimally suit
an energy function. The research on effective energy functions is a partly in-
dependent sub-field of the research [Lazaridis and Karplus, 2000]. The best
fitted modified structure with lowest energy is then reported.

Protein engineering The very applied nature of the protein engineering
domain implies encompassment of all the above mentioned approaches. The
field can be also understood as an aggregated approach. Hence, within pro-
tein engineering field various data information retrieval approaches find use.
Besides, the field utilizes many ad-hoc algorithms and methods which stems
from the more biologically-oriented focus of the field [Lesk, 2000].

1.3 Protein Structure Levels
Proteins are modeled on four levels of abstraction/complexity which are
called primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary structure. The primary
structure abstracts proteins into linear sequences of amino acids. The sec-
ondary structure describes proteins as local three-dimensional segments folded
into specific repeated structures formed by hydrogen bonds. The tertiary
structure consists of secondary structure parts connected together by various
loops forming the overall protein structure. Hence, tertiary structure defines
spatial relations among the secondary structure elements (SSEs). Finally, the
quaternary structure is defined for proteins consisting of multiple polypep-
tide chains — tertiary structures. Since in this thesis we propose methods
for managing protein data on each of the levels (primary and tertiary in the
first place) we describe each of the levels more thoroughly.

1.3.1 Primary Structure

Each protein consists of biological units called amino acids. These units form
a (non-branching) sequence which is called primary structure of a protein.
The awareness of protein sequence linearity dates back to 1902, when Fis-
cher and Hofmeister proposed linear view of the protein in contrast to the
prevailing idea of protein consisting of loose bundle of small molecules called
colloids [Fruton, 1972]. There exist 20 basic types of various amino acids1.

1Some proteins contain non-standard amino acids which are results of post-translational
modifications. Moreover, proteins can also contain ions or water molecules.
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Each of the amino acids has its 3-letter template in the DNA called codon.
Since there exist 20 types of amino acids, some are coded by more than one
codon. The translation table determining which triplet of nucleotides will
translate into which amino acid is called the genetic code (tab. 1.1).

Table 1.1: Genetic Code

U C A G

U

Phe (F) Ser (S) Tyr (Y) Cys (C) U
Phe (F) Ser (S) Tyr (Y) Cys (C) C
Leu (L) Ser (S) STOP STOP A
Leu (L) Ser (S) STOP Trp (W) G

C

Leu (L) Pro (P) His (H) Arg (R) U
Leu (L) Pro (P) His (H) Arg (R) C
Leu (L) Pro (P) Gln (Q) Arg (R) A
Leu (L) Pro (P) Gln (Q) Arg (R) G

A

Ile (I) Thr (T) Asn (N) Ser (S) U
Ile (I) Thr (T) Asn (N) Ser (S) C
Ile (I) Thr (T) Lys (K) Arg (R) A
Met (M) Thr (T) Lys (K) Arg (R) A

G

Val (V) Ala (A) Asp (D) Gly (G) U
Val (V) Ala (A) Asp (D) Gly (G) C
Val (V) Ala (A) Glu (Q) Gly (G) A
Val (V) Ala (A) Glu (Q) Gly (G) G

Inner table contains three and one-letter codes of amino acids which
are coded by the respective triplets of nucleotides written in the edges
of the table. STOP represents triplets which cause interruption of the
transcription process.

Every amino acid comprises amino group (NH2), carboxyl group (COOH)
and hydrogen atom ((H) attached to the central carbon atom. Hence, the
individual amino acids share common main-chain structure and differ only
in their side chains (sometimes labeled as R-group) connected to the central
carbon called Cα carbon. The linkage connecting a pair of amino acids is
called peptide bond. A reaction of a carboxyl group of one amino acid and
amino group of another amino acid results in creation of a dipeptide (see
figure 1.2). Polypeptide, which is linear polymer of many amino acids con-
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nected by peptide bonds, is called protein. An amino acid in a peptide bond
is sometimes referred to as amino acid residue. Finally, the peptide linkages
together with the main-chain atoms form protein backbone having sequence
N−Cα−C−N−CαC−N−CαC−N−Cα−C . . .

Figure 1.2: Repetitive pattern of a protein sequence

1.3.2 Secondary Structure

Proteins form various shapes in the space. These are determined by types
and ordering of their amino acids. The steric configuration is attributed to
the structure of the backbone and side chains of the individual amino acids.
The backbone chain has rotational freedom only around Cα atom. Let us
define dihedral angle φ as the angle defined by atoms C−N−Cα−C, angle ψ
by N−Cα−C−N, and angle ω by Cα−C−N−Cα (figure 1.3). Then, since the
peptide bond ω is most often 180 ◦ (in trans isomer) or 0 ◦ (in cis isomer)2,
atoms in the shaded rectangles in figure 1.3 are located in a plane. Thus, a
protein can be viewed as a sequence of rigid peptide units (planes) that can
rotate according to the rotation angles φ and ψ. Further degree of freedom
is in connecting the R-group to the α-carbon, which can be rotated freely.
Existence of such rigid planes is the reason why most of structure similarity
methods consider positions of α-carbons of the investigated proteins only.

Local conformations in a protein structure are called secondary structure
elements (SSE). Much like the hydrogen bonds cause the unique double he-
lical structure in DNA, there are typical substructures (SSEs) that can be
seen in proteins caused by hydrogen bonding between peptides. The most
abundant ones are α-helices and β-sheets.

2Cis-trans isomers are such isomers that differ in orientation of their functional groups
(in figure 1.3, trans means that alpha carbons are situated on the opposite sides of the
shaded plane).
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Figure 1.3: Planar characteristics of the peptide bond

An α-helix is a coiled structure which is stabilized by vertical hydro-
gen bonds where i-th carbonyl oxygen is connected to the (i + 4)-th amide
proton, so there arises a regular structure having 3.6 amino acids per turn
(other types of helices have different number of amino acids per turn) —
see figure 1.4a.

β-sheets (strands) consist of multiple strands connected to each other by
hydrogen bonds making an inter-strand connection (in contrast to intra-
strand connection in α-helices). Beta sheets can be either parallel (fig-
ure 1.4b) or antiparallel (figure 1.4c), depending on the mutual orientation
of the individual strands.

1.3.3 Tertiary Structure

The ordering and types of amino acids in the sequence determines the three-
dimensional shape that the protein occupies in space — the tertiary structure
of protein. All the amino acids have their unique physico-chemical properties
which dictate their mutual position in the space. The major determinant of
the resulting shape of a protein structure is hydrophobicity of the amino
acids in the chain. Proteins occur mostly in watery environment, so the
hydrophobic parts of the structure tend to be clustered in hydrophobic core
of the protein. Another determinants of the resulting fold are sulfide or
disulfide bridges between cysteine amino acids.

Various combinations of helices and sheets form several common motifs
such as beta ribbon, beta-hairpin, helix-loop-helix, greek key and many more.
According to these structures, proteins can be classified.
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(a) Alpha helix (b) Parallel beta
sheet

(c) Antiparallel
beta sheet

Figure 1.4: Secondary structure types

1.3.4 Quaternary Structure

The quaternary structure is defined only for proteins consisting of multi-
ple sequences/chains. The individual chains are interconnected by hydrogen
bonds and sulfide bridges. Such a connection permits clusters of hydrophobic
amino acids reside not only in the core of the tertiary structure. The chains
can form a pocket hiding hydrophobic residues which would otherwise be ex-
posed to the aquatic environment. This spatial arrangement allows forming
a globular structure with hydrophobic core such as hemoglobin.

1.4 Motivation of the Thesis

In this thesis we treat proteins from both sequence and structure perspectives.
In each of the cases, we focus on pairwise protein similarity and consequent
search in protein sequence and structure databases. Although the purpose
of searching sequence and structure databases is similar — finding proteins
with similar function as the query protein — approaches to the search and
similarity itself differ. The sequence contains less information than structure
does. Moreover, sequence similarity is more rigid in the meaning that the
notion of optimal sequence similarity is more matured in contrast to the
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structure similarity.
If we compare quantity of records in sequence databases with the amount

of data in structure databases, we immediately observe that the volume of
sequence databases is much larger. This situation results from the difficulty
of experimentally obtaining a protein structure in comparison with obtaining
a protein sequence. Hence, there are many protein sequences with unknown
structure for which we need fast algorithms in order to search the still grow-
ing sequence databases. For searching sequence databases, the expensive
sequential scan is nowadays employed when optimal (exact) sequence sim-
ilarity is necessary. One of the outcomes of this thesis is an algorithm for
speeding up exact sequence database search by up to 20% in comparison to
the naïve sequential scan — see Part I.

Nevertheless, the determinant of protein’s function is its structure —
the sequence is only an approximation of the structure. The superiority of
structure over sequence for examination of various functional features is the
reason for numerous attempts to automatically asses structure to sequence.
These attempts have been up to date mostly unsuccessful (although par-
tial successes have been achieved [Cozzetto et al., 2009]) due to the vague
knowledge of protein structure folding mechanisms. On the other hand, the
structure determination mechanisms (NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystal-
lography) are evolving and so the volume of data in structural databases
grows rapidly. This growth calls for development of fast and precise algo-
rithms applicable to protein structure similarity search. An outcome of this
thesis, contributing to the structural similarity search field, is a fast method
that outperforms other solutions in classification accuracy (accuracy perfor-
mance criterion) — see Part II.
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Part I

Protein Sequence Database
Search
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Chapter 2

Protein Sequence Access Methods

In previous sections we substantiated the need for searching protein sequence
databases. The related research field has been active since 1970s and its roots
in text similarity search are even older. First DNA and protein sequence
databases emerged in 1980s. Since then, volume of their data doubles ev-
ery one or two years due to the data coming from large genome sequencing
projects such as human genome project and many others [Sugawara et al.,
2009]. The extreme growth of the data enforced emergence of new access
method being able to search the growing databases. Unluckily, the similarity
measures employed for real-world applications (section 2.2.2) are too com-
plex to utilize standard indexing approaches — or the indexing techniques
are hard to apply (section 3) — so that usually heuristic approaches are
employed (section 2.2.3). In this part of the thesis we present state-of-the-
art solutions to speed up the sequence database search (section 2.2) and
show two possible non-heuristic solutions. First, we show how metric access
method are applicable to protein sequence similarity problem (section 3). As
stated above, such an approach is very difficult to implement due to limited
indexability of the optimal sequence similarity measure, hence we proposed
another solution that speeds up the computation of the similarity assessment
algorithm itself (section 4).

2.1 DNA and Protein Sequence Databases

As we have mentioned, the role of databases in bioinformatics is of major
importance. Nowadays, there exist three most prominent databases of se-
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quences — American GenBank [Benson et al., 2009], European EMBL [Stoesser
et al., 1998] (European Molecular Biology Laboratory Data) and Japanese
DDBJ [Tateno et al., 2002] (DNA Data Bank of Japan), which are not mod-
erated (meaning that anybody well-founded can add a sequence into it). Be-
sides these databases, there exist several other (mostly protein) databases. In
our experiments we used the Swiss-Prot [Bairoch et al., 2004] — a moderated
database of proteins. The Swiss-Prot together with TrEMBL (TRanslated
EMBL) and PIR (Protein Information Resource) constitute the UniProt
database [Wu et al., 2006], which serves as a central repository of protein se-
quences and their functions. TrEMBL is partly moderated, database of com-
puter translated data coming from DNA sequencing experiments1, whereas
PIR is unmoderated source of translated data. As we can see in figure 2.1, the
size of databases grows exponentially in time, so the needs for more efficient
access methods grow as well.
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Figure 2.1: Nucleotide and protein databases growth

1A protein sequence can be predicted solely from the data stored in DNA based on the
knowledge of the genetic code. But since not all of the DNA is transcribed into RNA, a
subsequent human revision is desirable.
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2.2 State-of-the-art Similarity Search Approaches
In the following section, we will introduce protein sequence similarity, hence
we need to introduce essential terms in order to be able to exactly define
the way how sequence similarity works. Since primary protein structure is
abstracted into sequence of amino acids which can be viewed as letters over
a finite alphabet, we can reuse the terminology grounded in the theory of
string processing [Gusfield, 1997].

Definition 2.1. (String, Sequence, Length)
Let Σ be an alphabet and lets call elements of Σ characters, then a string or
sequence over Σ is an ordered list of elements from Σ. The number of the
elements in the list is called the length of the sequence and is denoted as |S|
for sequence S. Alternatively, we denote string of length n over alphabet Σ
as Σn.

Definition 2.2. (Reverse String)
For any string S = s1s2 . . . sn, a string S = sn . . . s2s1 denotes reverse string
of S (reverse(S)).

Definition 2.3. (Subsequence)
For any string S = s1s2 . . . sn, a string S = si1 . . . sim such that ij ≤ ij+1

∧1 ≤ im ≤ n is denoted as a subsequence of S (subseq(S)).

Definition 2.4. (Substring)
Any subsequence S = si1 . . . sim of S = s1s2 . . . sn fulfilling ij + 1 = ij+1 is
denoted as a substring of S (substr(S)).

Definition 2.5. (Prefix)
A prefix of string S = s1s2. . .sn (prefix(S)), is a substring S = s1s2. . .sm
fulfilling m ≤ n.

Definition 2.6. (Suffix)
A suffix of string S = s1s2. . .sn (suffix(S)), is a substring S = sisi+1. . .sn.

Definition 2.7. (i-th Character)
For any string S = s1s2. . .sn, S[i] (i ≤ n) denotes i-th character of S.
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Based on the presented general definitions we can define terms needed for
the specific purpose of protein sequence similarity assessment.

Definition 2.8. (Amino Acid Alphabet)
One-letter2 amino acid alphabet is an alphabet ΣA containing elements
{A, C, D, E, F, G, H , I, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, Y }3. For
similarity assessment purposes, the alphabet can be extended to comprise an
empty element −, hence ΣA− = ΣA ∪ {−}.

Definition 2.9. (Protein Sequence)
Protein sequence is a sequence over ΣA alphabet. Moreover, we define set
of all possible protein sequences Σ∗A =

⋃
n∈N

Σn
A. We also define extended set

of all possible protein sequences with gaps as Σ∗A− =
⋃
n∈N

Σn
A−.

Ordinary sequence similarity is usually loosely dually defined through
sequence distance. In the area of string algorithms there exist many sequence
distance measures which can be used for measuring proximity of a pair of
sequences. However, in bioinformatics all these measures have to conform
to the ultimate target which is functional or evolutional similarity — so
the sequence similarity should correspond with functional similarity. Hence,
bioinformatics in most cases employs sequence similarity measures providing
tight relation to the protein function.

Methods for assigning similarity/distance to a pair of protein sequences
can be divided into following classes:

• analysis of dot matrix

• dynamic programming

• heuristic methods using q-grams

All of these methods are usable for searching database of protein se-
quences according to sequence similarity. The similarity of two sequences is
defined by an alignment between them. An alignment of two 4 sequences

2There exists also three-letter version of the ΣA which is often used.
3Some additional letters may be introduced when we need to represent an amino acid

which we are not sure about - B,Z, J,X
4There can be also multiple sequences mutually aligned for some purposes, but that is

out of scope of this thesis.
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is every such correspondence between letters in both (sub)sequences (usu-
ally one written below the other for purposes of visualization), which can be
achieved by inserting gaps into either sequence (see figure 2.2).

Definition 2.10. (Pairwise Global Sequence Alignment, Gap, Match,
Mismatch)
Global alignment of a pair of sequences (S1, S2) is defined as a pair of
sequences (AG1 ,AG2 ) where AG1 ∈ Σ∗A− is derived from S1 by inserting "−"
(gap) elements on various positions. AG2 is derived likewise and @i : AG1 [i] =
AG2 [i] = ”− ” ∧ |AG1 | = |AG2 |. If position i contains "−", it is called gap po-
sition. Such a position i where S1[i] = S2[i] 6="−" is called match, otherwise
(AG1 [i] 6= AG2 [i] 6= ”− ”) it is called mismatch.

Definition 2.11. (Pairwise local sequence alignment)
Let (AG1 ,AG2 ) be global alignment of (S1, S2) and let AL1 and AL2 be sub-
sequences of AG1 and AG2 then (AL1 ,AL2 ) is local alignment of a pair of
sequences (S1, S2).

Alignment
S1 = NPHGIIMGLAE

Ô
N P H G I - I M G L - A E . . .A1

S2 = HGALGLLE - - H G - A - L G L L - E . . .A2

Figure 2.2: Alignment of two sequences

Among all the possible alignments we are interested in the optimal one
(see section 2.2.2) which is the alignment with best real-value score (inter-
preted as sequence similarity). A particular method of finding and scoring
and alignment depends on the actual method (see following sections), how-
ever, it is always based on a sum over the scores between aligned charac-
ters/gaps.

Consequently, the similarity assessment (score of the alignment) can be
used in retrieval of sequences from a database similar to a query sequence.

2.2.1 Dot Matrix Method

A dot matrix (dotplot) analysis is a simple method for finding possible align-
ments of two sequences [Gibbs and McIntyre, 1970]. In the dot matrix anal-
ysis, we mark each of the axes with one amino acid sequence and then mark
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each position in the matrix where the two sequences match or the mismatch
involves sufficiently similar amino acids. Similar segments can then be seen
as diagonal rows of dots going from left to right (see figure 2.3).5

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.3: Dot matrix

This algorithm can be improved by use of a sliding window of given length
(which is longer for nucleotide sequences) — see figure 2.3a. The window is
successively placed to every position, and diagonal of the window is checked
for occurrences of matches or sufficiently similar mismatches. If the number
of matching characters in both sequences is above a fixed threshold, a dot is
placed on the position of the upper left corner of the window (figure 2.3b).
Subsequently, short diagonals in the resulting plot can be filtered out for
better transparency (figure 2.3c).

Afterwards, the dot matrix is (visually) checked for diagonals long enough
to be used as candidates for even longer alignment. Pairs of sequences show-
ing sufficient similarity can then be further inspected using other, more elab-
orate, techniques (e.g. tools using dynamic programming).

2.2.2 Dynamic Programming

The dot matrix method is appropriate for visualization and manual analysis
of alignments of two sequences, but it does not give us the optimal alignment
— especially if an alignment with gaps is our goal. Moreover we aim to
search databases containing enormous number of sequences and for these

5This method can also be used to find reverse matchings (diagonals go from right to
left in that case).
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purposes any manual or partly manual method is inappropriate. To solve
this problem, there exist algorithms based on dynamic programming which
can compute optimal alignment with gaps in O(mn) time (where m,n are
lengths of the aligned sequences). With minor modifications, one can use the
same algorithm for finding both global and local alignment. The dynamic
programming algorithms solving optimal alignment problem (see below) are
built on top of the simpler sequence similarity measures and algorithms.

Probably the most simple sequence distance measure, which can be viewed
as the predecessor of all the dynamic programming-based measures, is Ham-
ming distance which is defined on two strings of equal lengths.

Definition 2.12. (Hamming Distance)
Hamming distance (∆H) of sequences S1 and S2 where |S1| = |S2| = n is
defined as

∆H(S1, S2) =
n∑
i=1

µ(S1[i], S2[i]), µ(a, b) =

{
0 ⇐⇒ a = b
1 ⇐⇒ a 6= b

∆H sums number of positions for which the corresponding elements differ.
Because ∆H is a metric (see definition 3.1), it is often used when indexing
sequences split to q-grams.

Although ∆H can be applicable measure for some bioinformatics prob-
lems, it is not appropriate for general protein sequence similarity task. The
most noticeable drawback is ignoring possible sequence shift. If one of the
sequences would be shifted one character right (e.g. S1[i] = S2[i + 1]) the
sequences will be marked as dissimilar which is not true from the bioinfor-
matics point of view. Therefore, a better measure is the edit (or Levenshtein)
distance which can be loosely defined as the minimum number of edit op-
erations required to convert one string into the other [Gusfield, 1997]. The
edit operations are inserting an element into a string, deleting an element
from a string and replacing an element in a string. The edit distance can be
formally defined using the concept of alignment6.

6The more usual definition of edit distance demands incorporating recursive formula
(such as equation 2.4) which describes not only the distance itself, but also the way how
to obtain it. We believe that separating the function declaration from its implementation
is more correct which is why we propose the alternative edit distance definition.
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Definition 2.13. (Edit Distance)
Let A be the set of all possible alignments (A1,A2) of sequences (S1, S2).
Edit distance (∆E) is defined as

∆E(S1, S2) = min
(Ai,Aj)∈A

∆H(Ai,Aj)

The edit distance can be further extended with operation weights. Every
replacement, insertion or deletion can be scored by a constant value — each
operation can have its own value. Such an extended edit distance is called
operation-weighted edit distance (∆OWE).

However, when considering DNA or protein sequences, even weighted edit
distance is not adequate. The reason is that probability of mutations of one
amino acid into another (mismatch in an alignment) is dependent on the
two particular amino acids involved (the same holds for nucleotides but it is
not so often used, since there are only four types of nucleotides). To deal
with this fact, a scoring function σ : ΣA × ΣA → R is employed. σ(X, Y )
represents so-called weight of mutation of an amino acid X into an amino
acid Y . Such a distance modification where replacement operation is scored
based on the alphabet is called alphabet-weighted edit distance (∆AWE). Of-
ten used approach is to view the scoring function as a (symmetric) ΣA×ΣA

matrix (by using identity matrix we get ordinary edit distance). There exist
many different scoring matrices used for different purposes (e.g. PAM matri-
ces [Dayhoff et al., 1978], BLOSUM matrices[Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992],
etc.). In general, these matrices express the assumed evolutional distance
of the compared sequences. Hence, the resulting similarity of two protein
sequences is highly dependent on the applied scoring matrix. Since scoring
matrices used in bioinformatics contain scores interpreted as similarity of two
amino acids/nucleotides, instead of distance measures we more often speak
of similarity measures (where the greater overall scores stands for greater
overall similarity). Hence, unlike Hamming or edit distance, the best scored
alignment is the one with the highest score. In protein (and also nucleotide)
sequence similarity, two types of alignment are used — global alignment
(the alignment spans over whole sequences — figure 2.4a) and local align-
ment (we search for optimal alignment which might not span over the whole
sequences — Fig 2.4b). In the following section we will more thoroughly
describe the algorithms used for finding optimal global and local alignment.
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N P H G I I M G L A E
-7 -7 +8 +6 -7 -7 +2 +6 +4 -7 -7 Ô -16
- - H G - - L G L - -

(a) Global alignment

N P H G I I M G L A E
+8 +6 +2 Ô 16
H G L

(b) Local alignment

Figure 2.4: Alignment of protein sequences NPHGIIMGLAE and HGLGL
according to BLOSUM62 scoring matrix and gap penalty -7

Global Sequence Alignment.

If we know ΣA, σ and a score (penalty) for introducing a gap into an align-
ment then each global alignment defines ∆AWE value. Hence, we can define
global alignment problem as:

Definition 2.14. (Global Alignment Problem)

Problem of finding the optimal global alignment for sequences S1, S2, that is
a global alignment minimizing/maximizing7 ∆AWE(S1, S2), is called global
alignment problem (GAP). The score of the optimal alignment will be
denoted as GAP∆AWE

(S1, S2) and the alignment as AG∆AWE
(S1, S2).

The first algorithm for finding global alignment was published in 1970 by
Needleman and Wunsch [Needleman and Wunsch, 1970]. Needleman-Wunsch
is based on dynamic programming employing dynamic programming matrix
G. Borders ofG are labeled by the sequences S1 and S2 to be aligned, while at
position G[i, j] it contains optimal global alignment of i- and j-long prefixes
of S1 and S2. The recursive formula for filling cells of the distance matrix is:

7Whether GAP is a minimization or maximization problem is based on the alphabet-
based scoring function and gap penalties. In further text we will treat GAP as maximiza-
tion problem if not stated otherwise.
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G[i, j] = max


G[i− 1, j] + γ
G[i, j − 1] + γ
G[i− 1, j − 1] + σ(S1[i], S2[j])

(2.1)

(2.2)
G[i, 0] = i× γ (2.3)
G[0, j] = j × γ (2.4)

where S1, S2 represent the sequences to be aligned, γ being the gap
penalty8 and σ the alphabet-based scoring function. Since G[i, j] contains
the score of global alignment of the i-long prefix of S1 and j-long prefix of
S2, the cell G[|S1|, |S2|] contains the score of the optimal global alignment of
sequences S1, S2, i.e.:

GAP∆AWE
(S1, S2) = G[|S1|, |S2|] (2.5)

If we are interested in the alignment AG∆AWE
(S1, S2) itself, it can be re-

vealed by backtracking the matrix G (the indexes of the visited cells form
the alignment).

Recursion 2.4 solves the GAP for alphabet-weighted edit distance. But
in sequence alignment we should moreover distinguish various gap types.
Needleman and Wunsch suggested to represent the gap penalty as a gen-
eral function of its length. Existing implementations make use of affine gap
penalty model consisting of two components — penalty for opening a gap
and penalty for its extension (the opening penalty being considerably higher
than the extension penalty) — we will label them γopen, γextend. To reflect
this modification of the gap penalty model in the dynamic programming, we
have to modify the recursion 2.4 as follows:

8Note that when solving maximization problem, γ should be nonpositive.
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G[i, j] = max


H[i, j]
V [i, j]
G[i− 1, j − 1] + σ(S1[i], S2[j])

(2.6)

H[i, j] = max

{
H[i− 1, j] + γextend
G[i− 1, j] + γopen

(2.7)

V [i, j] = max

{
V [i, j − 1] + γextend
G[i, j − 1] + γopen

(2.8)

G[i, 0] = V [i, 0] = γopen + (i− 1)× γextend (2.9)
G[0, j] = H[0, j] = γopen + (j − 1)× γextend (2.10)

We employ two additional matrices H (for horizontal gapping) and V (for
vertical gapping) which are used to store auxiliary information for decision
whether at a given position it is better to start a new gap or to extend an
already started one. Moreover, the initial values of matrix G have to be
modified to reflect the affine gap penalty model.

Local Sequence Alignment.

Global alignment is commonly used when comparing sequences sharing com-
mon characteristics (i.e. sequences coming from the same protein family).
However in most of the situations we are interested in matching subsequences,
so we want to search for local similarities in the respective proteins. Two
globally dissimilar protein sequences may easily share common core due to
the evolutionary nature of the protein similarity. Divergence in the protein
sequence may come from various sources — such as mutation, gene combina-
tion, etc. — but there is always tendency to preserve function otherwise the
protein would be functionless and the probability of transfer of its genetic
template into next generation would decrease. The preservation of the func-
tion equals preservation of so-called active sites (places where the action is)
at the molecular level. Usually when we are interested in functional similari-
ties we are searching for the active sites which correspond to conserved sites
in the protein sequences. These sites are often placed in the hydrophobic
core of the protein divided by segments corresponding to the surface loops
that can be very dissimilar in different proteins. For these purposes, the
global alignment is unsuitable in comparison to the local alignment. Local
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alignment is capable of finding similarities among portions of the protein se-
quences and so it is well applicable to protein similarity problem. To cope
with the problem, we need to solve the so-called local alignment problem.

Definition 2.15. (Local Alignment Problem)
Given sequences S1 and S2, by local alignment problem (LAP) we
understand finding substr(S1), substr(S2) having optimal9 global alignment
among all substrings of S1, S2. The score of the optimal alignment is denoted
as LAP∆AWE

(S1, S2) and the alignment itself as AL∆AWE
(S1, S2).

Thus LAP can be thought of as solving GAP over all pairs of subse-
quences of the aligned sequences. The algorithm for local alignment can be
seen as a modification of Needleman-Wunsch and was published in 1981 by
Smith and Waterman [Smith and Waterman, 1981]. It modifies filling of
the distance matrix by not allowing negative values. It does not make sense
to examine alignments crossing a position with a negative value since each
alignment starting from that position would have higher overall score than
that crossing the position and hence would be better local alignment. The
recursive formula is adjusted in the following way (in order to differentiate
local and global alignment we will denote the dynamic programming matrix
as L):

L[i, j] = max


H[i, j]
V [i, j]
L[i− 1, j − 1] + σ(S1[i], S2[j])
0

(2.11)

H[i, j] = max

{
H[i− 1, j] + γextend
L[i− 1, j] + γopen

(2.12)

V [i, j] = max

{
V [i, j − 1] + γextend
L[i, j − 1] + γopen

(2.13)

L[i, 0] = V [i, 0] = γopen + (i− 1)× γextend (2.14)
L[0, j] = H[0, j] = γopen + (j − 1)× γextend (2.15)

The optimal local alignment score is then the maximum value in the
dynamic programming matrix, expressing the fact that there is no way to

9As with the GAP, the term “optimal” might refer to both minimal or maximal, de-
pending on understanding of the problem as minimization or maximization problem.
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increase the score with extending (or cutting) either of the two subsequences
(alignment). Formally:

LAP∆AWE
(S1, S2) = max

1≤i≤|S1|,1≤j≤|S2|
L[i, j] (2.16)

Again, as with global alignment, the actual optimal alignment (AL1 ,AL2 )
can be found by backtracking L from the position with the highest score up
to the position containing zero value. For both local and global alignment
problem, score of a known alignment (A1,A2) can be defined analogically as:

[G|L]AP∆AWE
(S1, S2) =

A1∑
i=1



σ(A1[i],A2[i]) ⇐⇒ A1[i] 6= ”− ” ∧ A2[i] 6= ”− ”

γopen ⇐⇒ (A1[i] = ”− ”∧
(i = 1 ∨ A1[i− 1] 6= ”− ”))∨
(A2[i] = ”− ”∧
(i = 1 ∨ A2[i− 1] 6= ”− ”))

γextend ⇐⇒ i > 1∧
((A1[i] = ”− ” ∧ A1[i− 1] = ”− ”)∨
(A2[i] = ”− ” ∧ A2[i− 1] = ”− ”))

(2.17)

2.2.3 Heuristic Approaches

The Smith-Waterman algorithm gives the optimal solution to LAP but it is
computationally very expensive similarity operation with respect to the pace
of growth of the sequence databases. Hence, it is not appropriate to search
the databases using sequential scan due to the time constraints and there
have been developed cheap heuristics which approximate the sequential scan
with optimal local alignment. In general, the methods apply coarse filtering
on all the database sequences and few top scored protein sequences are then
aligned with the query sequence using Smith-Waterman algorithm which
defines the resulting ordering.

FASTA & BLAST

The first published wide-spread method of this type was FASTA [Pearson
and Lipman, 1988], which uses short local alignments as so-called seeds that
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are further extended on both sides. Nowadays, BLAST (Basic Local Align-
ment Tool) [Altschul et al., 1997] algorithm is widely used, because, in most
cases, it is faster then FASTA and gives better results — suffers from less
false dismissals with respect to sequential scan using Smith-Waterman align-
ment. The underlying idea in both FASTA and BLAST algorithms is that
similar sequences should contain highly similar short fragments. Hence first,
sequences without these short similar regions are discarded and on the rest,
local alignment is carried out. In short, BLAST algorithm can be described
as follows:

1. Remove low complexity regions from the query sequence. Low com-
plexity regions contain short repetitive fragments which can give rise
to false positives.

2. Generate all q-grams (substrings of length q) from the query sequence.

3. Compute similarity for every possible sequence of length q (over given
alphabet) and each q-gram from the previous step.

4. Filter out sequences from step 3 with similarity lower than a cut-off
score (called neighborhood word score threshold).

5. Use remaining high-scoring sequences, organized in a search tree, to
scan all database sequences for exact match (each q-gram in the database
is examined).

6. Connect high-scoring sequences within a given distance (those on the
same diagonal if we imagine sequences in a dot matrix) using gapped
alignment and extended these as long as the score grows10. Such align-
ments are called high scoring pairs (HSP).

7. All HSPs with scores below a given threshold are excluded.

8. Compute the scores of non-filtered sequences using the Smith-Waterman
algorithm.

10This applies to BLAST2 [Lopez et al., 2003] — previous versions of BLAST did not
connect sequences on diagonals (and therefore used higher value for cut-off score in step 4).
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Statistical Relevance Because of the heuristic nature of BLAST, it is
important to have a method measuring the quality of the found hits —
particularly because there is no way to determine the retrieval error, say
precision/recall in the information retrieval terminology [Baeza-Yates and
Ribeiro-Neto, 1999]. We are also interested whether the retrieved alignments
were obtained by coincidence, or whether they really refer to a biological
relation. The local alignments are statistically well understood, so we are
able to say how relevant the retrieved sequences are. This statistic evidence
fits primarily to ungapped local alignment, but it has been shown (mostly by
computational experiments) that it applies to gapped alignments, too [Arra-
tia and Waterman, 1994].

We are interested whether the resulting score (either Smith-Waterman or
any other) has any statistical significance (otherwise the score alone is just
a number). We have to take the score distribution into account, considering
the entire sequence space and a particular scoring matrix. We can derive an
expected number of sequences of lengths m and n with score at least S as

E = Kmne−λS (2.18)

where K and λ are characteristics of the Smith-Waterman score distribution.
The E formula is called the E-value for score S [Karlin and Altschul, 1990].

The E-value as defined above does not take into consideration dealing
with more than two sequences. However, we should additionally take into
account the fact that probability of finding a sequence with given score de-
pends also on the number of sequences in the database or/and the query
sequence length. In order to prevent the effect that finding a short sequence
with given E-value has the same probability as finding a longer sequence
with the same E-value, we should multiply the E-value by the total number
of residues (characters) in the database and obtain a new E-value (used by
FASTA). Alternatively, instead of multiplying the E-value by database size,
we could adjust the E-value by distinguishing different sequence lengths,
since a query is more likely to be related to a long sequence than to a shorter
one (used by BLAST).

Indexing Methods

Although BLAST shows good speed and accuracy, there is still 64% slow-
down every year (as stated in [Cameron et al., 2004]) because of exponential
growth of the databases which BLAST searches for similarities (remember
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figure 2.1). This slowdown became the reason for efforts to find methods
which would find similarities in sublinear time, e.g. indexing. In the follow-
ing sections we will show several efforts aimed at the index-based speedup.

SSAHA [Ning et al., 2001] is a method that is primarily meant to be
used for nucleotide sequences but the idea could be generalized for protein
sequences as well. It makes use of hashing all q-grams of the database se-
quences where each q-gram is stored as a tuple consisting of index of the
sequence in the database and offset of the q-gram in the sequence. While
searching, the query sequence is split into q-grams and each hit of every such
q-gram is converted to a triplet (index, shift, offset), shift being position
of the q-gram in the query sequence from which position of the offset in the
database is subtracted. The resulting list is sorted, first by index and then
by shift. Finally, the sorted list is scanned for runs with identical index
and shift which indicates correspondence between the query sequence and
database sequence with given index of length equaling length of the run.

BLAT. Direct improvement of BLAST is BLAT (BLAST-like alignment
tool) [Kent, 2002] that uses indexing for improving efficiency of BLAST.
Although BLAT uses similar procedure as BLAST does (searching for short
matches and extending these into HSPs), it differs significantly — whereas
BLAST creates a search tree for each query sequence and scans the database
letter by letter, BLAT does it contrariwise. It organizes non-overlapping q-
grams of the database sequences into an index and this index is scanned in
order to find similarity with every q-gram of the query sequence. Because of
splitting into q-grams, the method is still heuristic, much like BLAST. BLAT
was principally intended to be used for nucleotide sequences.

FT#N(s) [Ozturk and Ferhatosmanoglu, 2003] is a method that trans-
forms nucleotide (protein) sequences into feature vectors and on these vec-
tors a distance function is defined to be able to index them using R-tree
(although any other indexing method can be applied). Feature extraction is
based on splitting a sequence into q-grams and counting frequencies of the
q-grams. If the sequences are defined over an alphabet Σ there are Σq possi-
ble q-grams, hence dimension of the feature vectors is Σq (i.e. FT2N(S) for
a nucleotide sequence S has 16 dimensions). In the FT domain, the authors
define FD#N(S1, S2) distance that is shown to be the lower bound of the edit
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distance between original strings.11 With growing length of the q in q-grams,
length of the transformed vectors grows exponentially, therefore [Hsieh et al.,
2006] introduced a method which uses similar transformations and distance
functions but grows linearly with the number of features that replaced the
original q-grams.

mPAM. Authors of mPAM method employed observation made in [Sell-
ers, 1974] stating that global alignment of equally long sequences with metric
scoring matrix is a metric function (see section 3 for definition of metric).
Therefore they revisited mathematics of the PAM matrices which resulted
in mPAM (metric PAM) substitution matrix which has similar sensitivity to
PAM matrix [Xu and Miranker, 2004]. This matrix is then used in global
alignment to define measure for indexing q-grams with MVP-tree (multi van-
tage point tree) [Bozkaya and Özsoyoglu, 1997, 1999]. That is very similar to
BLAT but unlike BLAT, mPAM method employs global edit distance with
a substitution matrix for aligning q-grams (BLAT uses exact or near-exact
matching or Hamming distance12).

2.2.4 Parallelization

All the presented speedup solutions show the same major drawback stemming
from being heuristics — their results are not identical to sequential scan using
Smith-Waterman algorithm when searching for similarity in a database of
protein sequences. Another speedup approach is to parallelize the search
while maintaining the accuracy of the full local alignment algorithm. The
following methods utilize parallelization for this purpose.

MPSrch [MPSrch, 2009]13 employs the most straightforward paralleliza-
tion technique which is to parallelize the whole database search by running
multiple alignments at the same time on more than one computational unit.

11Edit distance is often used for nucleotide sequences but is not very suitable for protein
sequences as stated earlier.

12When aligning nucleotide sequences (for which BLAT is primarily intended), substi-
tution matrices are not usually used, hence there is no problem using the simple edit
distance.

13MPSrch was retired from the EBI portfolio on Dec. 30th 2009 and we are not aware of
any followers. However, the idea of parallelization employed by MPSrch is still applicable.
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The speedup is directly proportional to the number of the computational
units involved.

Hardware-based speedup Another approach demands hardware modifi-
cations and focuses on speeding up single distance computation (computing
the dynamic programming matrix). The hardware platform enabling this
solution is FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) [Ramdas and Egan,
2005; Dydel and Bała, 2004] or standard CPU enabling certain degree of
parallelism [Rognes and Seeberg, 2000].

2.2.5 Compression-Based Speed-up

Compression-based speedup was introduced in [Masek and Paterson, 1980].
It was proposed for nucleotide sequences and the algorithm utilizes repeti-
tions in the sequences to speed up the search by dividing dynamic program-
ming matrix into constant-sized blocks and reusing information stored in the
blocks. The principal idea is taken from [Arlazarov et al., 1970] called “Four-
Russians speedup”. Extension to their algorithm was introduced more than
20 years later in [Crochemore et al., 2003]. Their method combines the Masek
and Peterson’s algorithm with LZ78 or LZW compression methods to em-
ploy variable-sized blocks and to allow use of non-rational scoring function.
An extension of the approach for other compression schemes was presented
in [Hermelin et al., 2009]. All the algorithms decrease the theoretical time
complexity to O(N2/log2N). However, the algorithms were proposed for
small alphabets (usually 4 in case of nucleotide sequences) and do not con-
sider affine gap penalty model. Since improvement of the algorithms is based
on repetitions, noticeably larger alphabet of protein sequences would not
only decrease the number of repetitions, but it also increases space needed
for storing the precomputed partial results using for speeding the pairwise
similarity computation. Moreover, the speedup requires fairly complex sys-
tem of supporting structures which might increase the real time. We did
not notice any real time experiments in the papers validating the speedup
for real-world data. The only experimental results were presented by Masek
and Peterson in [Masek and Paterson, 1983] — superiority of the method
over classical dynamic programming was achieved using binary alphabet for
strings with length exceeding 262,418 (protein sequences are much shorter
and have ten times larger alphabet).
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2.2.6 Upper-Bounding

An interesting improvement was achieved in [Itoh et al., 2005] by employing
upper bounds and thus reducing the portion of the database which has to be
scanned against the query sequence using full Smith-Waterman algorithm.
The idea is similar to lower-bounding principle employed in MAMs, except
that the optimal local alignment is similarity measure, instead of distance,
hence we speak about upper-bounding instead of lower-bounding. The al-
gorithm in [Itoh et al., 2005] utilizes precomputed all-to-all similarities of
the database sequences. First, a template sequence is found in the database
using BLAST and then the all-to-all similarity matrix is utilized to return
set of candidate sequences. The candidates are selected based on inequality
introduced in [Stojmirovic, 2004].

The drawback of the used inequality formula is that it is usable only for
a subset of the typically employed scoring matrices (specifically, the upper-
bounding does not cope with PAM matrices and some of the BLOSUM ma-
trices). The authors introduced a more generalized inequality applicable to
every scoring function, but the experimental section shows results only for
the more effective upper-bounding method working with some scoring func-
tions/matrices only.

Another related drawback stems from using the all-to-all similarity ma-
trix. Such a matrix is dependent on the similarity measure employed. Thus,
the method is able to support only given subset of scoring functions/matrices
and gap penalties. On the other hand, usually real-life users are usually uti-
lizing only few scoring matrices and gap penalties.

Moreover, the speedup is dependent on distance matrix used for the first
step (using BLAST to obtain the candidate set) — when a scoring matrix
such as BLOSUM50 instead of BLOSUM62 is applied, the size of the candi-
date set, that has to be verified by full Smith-Waterman algorithm, increases,
since more evolutionary-distant proteins are detected.

The final disadvantage of the proposed method is in taking only range
queries into account. This might be a disadvantage in applications such as
protein classification.

But although these comments were not considered or were not taken
into account in the experimental section, the method achieves considerable
speedup in comparison to the original Smith-Waterman algorithm reaching
several-fold time decrease (when the special conditions discussed above hold).
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Chapter 3

Metric Indexing Speedup
Approach

As in this thesis we focus on exact protein sequence search, we have to
decrease number of distance computations (number of times the alignment
is computed) or decrease the time spent in the alignment computation itself.
First we employ indexing methods to attempt to decrease computations count
which was originally presented in [Hoksza and Skopal, 2007].

3.1 Metric Access Methods

Metric access methods (MAMs) form a group of access methods which have
been designed to quickly search in databases modeled in metric spaces [Chávez
et al., 2001b; Zezula et al., 2005]. The goal is achieved by utilizing axioms
of metric distance function to effectively filter objects that are not related
to the query object. The metric distance function utilization is the common
feature of all MAMs.

Definition 3.1. (Metric Space, Metric Function)

A pair (U,∆µ), U being universe of objects and ∆µ a distance function, is
called metric space if and only if ∆µ is a metric, hence if it satisfies metric
axioms ∀Oi, Oj, Ok ∈ U:
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∆µ(Oi, Oi) = 0 reflexivity
∆µ(Oi, Oj) > 0 (Oi 6= Oj) positivity
∆µ(Oi, Oj) = ∆µ(Oj, Oi) symmetry

∆µ(Oi, Oj) + ∆µ(Oj, Ok) ≥ ∆µ(Oi, Ok) triangle inequality

Since the metric spaces lack a notion of a coordinate system, location of an
object in the space is defined by relative position with respect to the other
objects in the space. MAMs are based on partitioning space into regions,
hence data objects residing in the same partition should be specially close to
each other with regard to the given distance function.

The principal idea of MAMs is excluding from the search process those
database objects being far from the query objects without necessity to com-
pute the, possibly highly computationally-expensive, distance between query
object and the objects to be excluded. Such mechanism is called lower-bound
filtering. Let Q be the query object, P and X database objects, and let us
have the distances ∆µ(Q,P ) and ∆µ(P,X) already computed. Than, if we
search for database objects being in distance ρ from Q, X can be filtered out
if ∆µ(Q,P )−∆µ(P,X) > ρ. We do not have to know the distance ∆µ(Q,X)
and thus we save up one expensive distance computation.

Basically, MAMs are designed to support range queries and k-nearest
neighbors (kNN) queries.

Definition 3.2. (Range Query)
Let ∆ be a general distance function, D ⊂ U a database of objects, and
Q ∈ U a query object with query range r (distance threshold), then the
range query is defined as

RQ(Q, r) = {O ∈ D : ∆(Q,O) ≤ r}

Definition 3.3. (kNN Query)
Let ∆ be a general distance function, D ⊂ U a database of objects, Q ∈ U
a query object, k a positive integer, then the kNN query is defined as

kNN(Q) = {V ⊆ D : |V| = k ∧ (∀Oi ∈ V, Oj ∈ U\V : ∆(Q,Oi) ≤ ∆(Q,Oj))}
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The range query is defined by a center object and a query radius, hence
we ask for objects located within a predefined distance from the query object.
On the other hand, the kNN query asks for k nearest objects to the query
object. Both range and kNN queries can be visualized as ball query regions
(the radius of kNN ball is the distance to the k-th nearest neighbor), thus the
searching by MAMs is reduced to a simple geometric problem — searching
for database objects falling into the query regions/balls.

3.1.1 MAMs’ Efficiency Determinants

The performance of MAMs is usually determined by the number of distance
computations that have to be done in comparison to the simple sequential
scan. The number of distance computations depends on filtering ability of
given MAM which, in turn, is heavily influenced by properties of the space
in which the objects reside.

Suitability of metric spaces can be expressed by intrinsic dimension [Chávez
and Navarro, 2000; Skopal, 2007] (see section 8 for details) which measures
diversity of distribution of the objects in the space. We use distance distri-
bution histogram-based definition which defines intrinsic dimensionality as
the fraction of mean and variance of the database. The more diverse the dis-
tances between objects are (low mean, high variance), the more suitable is
given set of objects for metric indexing. With growing (intrinsic) dimension
the efficiency of similarity queries degrades which effect is known as the curse
of dimensionality [Chávez et al., 2001a]. High intrinsically dimensional ob-
jects show low variance (the distances among objects are similar) and thus
it is difficult to filter any objects. Moreover, to obtain a give portion of
the database, one has to use high range, which again complicates use of the
filtration paradigm.

3.1.2 M-tree

A typical tree-based MAM designed for database environments is the M-
tree [Ciaccia et al., 1997; Patella, 1999] which forms foundation for so-called
M-tree based family, e.g. [Skopal et al., 2005; Skopal and Hoksza, 2007]. M-
tree is a dynamic, balanced tree structure based on the idea of the B- and
B+-tree [Bayer and McCreight, 1972; Comer, 1979] in terms of organizing
objects into a balanced hierarchical tree structure.
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The Structure

As in other MAMs, data objects are organized into regions defined by the
metric distance function ∆µ. These regions are stored in a tree structure
which is a concept that can be seen as a direct generalization of R-trees [Guttman,
1984] into metric spaces. Similarly to R-tree’s notion of minimum bounding
rectangles (MBRs), M-tree utilizes covering balls specified by a center data
object and radius arranged in a hierarchical fashion. Unlike R-tree, M-tree
cannot use a synthetic center object, it must pick one of the indexed objects.
The capacity of each node is bounded by a lower bound representing min-
imum number of objects that can be stored in the node and its maximum
capacity.

(a) Region (Oi) (b) Routing entry rout(Oi)

Figure 3.1: M-tree region and its corresponding routing entry

Whilst inner nodes contain routing entries associated with metric regions,
leaf nodes are represented by ground entries containing data objects or iden-
tifiers uniquely identifying the data (figure 3.1). The routing entry consist
of four components:

rout(Oi) = [Oi, ptr(T (Oi), rOi ,∆µ(Oi, Par(Oi))]

whereOi is the pivot1 for routing entry rout(Oi) (routing object), ptr(T (Oi))
is a pointer to a subtree containing nested ball regions (covering subtree), rOi
is covering radius of this region and ∆µ(Oi, Par(Oi)) is distance of Oi to the
parent routing object (used for effective pruning in the search phase). The
ground objects are defined similarly:

1Pivot denotes an object to which other database objects are referenced according to
the ∆µ distance.
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ground(Oi) = [Oi, oid(Oi),∆µ(Oi, Par(Oi))]

where Oi is the indexed data object, oid(Oi) is the identifier of the data
object and ∆µ(Oi, Par(Oi)) is distance of Oi to the parent routing object.

In order to achieve the effect of nested regions, all objects stored in the
covering subtree T (Oi) need to be withing distance rOi fromOi (see figure 3.2)

(a) Nesting metric regions (b) M-tree entries

Figure 3.2: M-tree regions and its corresponding hierarchy

Querying

M-tree supports both range and kNN queries. While range querying, only
those nodes whose regions overlap the query region are processed. A kNN
query processing is similar, however, the radius of the query region is un-
known at the beginning, so it must be updated during the query evaluation.

Pruning in M-tree is based on two lemmas which allow to filter out whole
subtrees if predefined conditions hold.

Lemma 3.1.
Let (Q, rQ) be a hyper-spherical region and (Oi, rOi) a metric region de-
scribed by a routing entry rout(Oi). If ∆µ(Q,Oi) > rQ + rOi then for each
object Oj in the subtree T (Oi), ∆µ(Q,Oj) > rQ holds.
Proof: See [Skopal, 2004b] �

Hence, the whole T (Oi) can be filtered out, since none of the objects in
T (Oi) can be present in the result set. The correctness of the previous lemma
is based on metricity of ∆µ (especially the triangle inequality condition) and
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on the nesting condition in M-tree — all objects in the covering subtree T (Oi)
are within the covering radius rOi from the pivot object Oi.

Another lemma employed in pruning is based on the pivot-to-parent dis-
tances. In the following lemma, for the sake of readability, we denote parent
of Oi as Op instead of Par(Oi).

Lemma 3.2.

Let (Q, rQ) be a hyper-spherical region and (Oi, rOi) a metric region de-
scribed by a routing entry rout(Oi). If |∆µ(Q,Op)−∆µ(Oi, Op)| > rQ + rOi
then ∆µ(Oi, Q) > rOi + rQ.

Proof: See [Skopal, 2004b] �

The proof of the lemma is a direct consequence of the triangle inequality.

The range query algorithm utilizes the presented lemmas to prune ob-
jects that are irrelevant to the query. In general, it starts in the root node
and checks the direct descendants whether their traversal can be skipped
or whether the algorithm has to check them for intersection with the query
region. The algorithm follows:
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Algorithm 1: Range query algorithm
Input: Node N ; RQuery (Q, rQ)
Output: DB objects within distance rQ from Q

QueryResult = ∅
let Op be the parent routing object of N
; /* if N is root then ∆µ(Oi, Op)=∆µ(Op, Q)=0 */
if N is not a leaf then

foreach rout(Oi) in N do
; /* application of Lemma 3.2 */
if |∆µ(Op, Q)− d(Oi, Op)| ≤ rQ + rOi then

compute ∆µ(Oi, Q)

; /* application of Lemma 3.2 */
1 if ∆µ(Oi, Q) ≤ rQ + rOi then

RangeQuery(ptr(T (Oi)), (Q, rQ))

else
foreach grnd(Oi) in N do

; /* application of Lemma 3.2 */
if |∆µ(Op, Q)−∆µ(Oi, Op)| ≤ rQ then

compute ∆µ(Oi, Q)

if ∆µ(Oi, Q) ≤ rQ then
QueryResult = QueryResult cup Oi

return QueryResult ;

The k nearest neighbors queries follow similar principle as range queries
do. They employ both the lemmas for pruning but moreover the query radius
is not known in advance. Therefore, at the beginning of the algorithm, the
query radius rQ is set to∞ and it is being decreased during the search so that
it corresponds to the distance within which are k nearest objects from the
query with respect to the ongoing search. To store the temporary nearest
neighbors and order in which the tree should be traversed, two additional
structures are defined — priority queue PQ and nearest neighbors array
NN .

The PQ stores pending regions in the form (ptr(T (Oi)),∆µmin(T (Oi))).
A pending region is a not yet processed region defined by objects in T (O(i))
which are no further from the query than ∆µmin(T (Oi)). Thus, these regions
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overlap with the dynamic query region (Q, rQ). Let us have a metric region
(Oi, rOi), the lower-bound distance to the query Q is defined as:

∆µmin(T (Oi)) = max {0,∆µ(Oi, Q)− rOi}

The NN stores k objects (or regions) that are actual nearest neighbors
regarding the ongoing search. At j-th position of the NN resides candidate
for the j-th nearest neighbor to the query in the form (oid(Oi),∆µ(Q,Oi))
or record (−,∆µmax(T (Oi))). Similarly to PQ, ∆µmax(T (Oi)) represents a
region with objects being candidates for nearest neighbors. Formally, the
upper-bound distance ∆µmax(T (Oi)) is defined as:

∆µmax(T (Oi)) = ∆µ(Oi, Q) + rOi

The NN array is sorted according to the distance being stored in second
component of its records. Thus, NN [k] stores the actual value of rQ and at
the end of the search it contains the distance to the k-th nearest neighbor.
Each time an entry is inserted into the NN array, the value of rQ changes,
and thus those values (ptr(T (Oi)),∆µmin(T (Oi))) have to be deleted from
PQ having ∆µmin(T (Oi)) > rQ.

Construction

While constructing an M-tree, two possible methods are available — subse-
quent dynamic insertions and bulk loading [Ciaccia and Patella, 2000; Skopal
and Lokoč, 2009].

Within the dynamic object insertion approach we find the most suitable
leaf for insertion of an object Oi. Such a leaf is found by traversing the tree
from the root. At each level, that node ON (region (rout(Oj))) is chosen
whose distance from the region’s pivot Oj to the object Oi to be inserted is
the lowest (single-way insertion) and ∆µ(Oj, Oi) < rOj . If there is no such
node, that one is selected whose region extension is minimal. Oi is then
inserted into the leaf OL and if the leaf overflows, splitting occurs. Splitting
comprises finding two new pivots, dividing the objects of OL between the new
pivots and promoting the splitting information to the parent node (where,
recursively, the splitting can occur).

Bulk loading uses k-way clustering algorithm to create clusters of objects
to be inserted. Each of the clusters is treated recursively in the same way.
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Then the clusters are rooted to obtain k-ary tree. The algorithm can result
in a non-balanced tree which is subsequently fixed by reinsertions.

3.1.3 PM-tree

Although the M-tree does a good job in pruning parts of the trees that will
not be part of the result set, its efficiency is highly influenced by the “ball
shape” of the covering regions. If a query region intersects more regions on
a given level of M-tree’s hierarchy, each of the regions needs to be examined
which, in turn, increases the query time. One of the solutions is to decrease
space occupied by the query regions by modifying the shape of the regions.
Such an approach is used in PM-tree [Skopal, 2004a; Skopal et al., 2005]
which can be viewed as a combination of M-tree and pivot-based method
LAESA (see section 3.1.5).

The Structure

The PM-tree structure is originated in the M-tree, hence we will describe
only the extensions found in the PM-tree. First of all, PM-tree stores a pivot
set P of size p which is fixed during the lifetime of the tree2. The routing
and ground entries are modified in order to include distances to P . Routing
entry is modified in the following way:

routPM(Oi) = [Oi, ptr(T (Oi), rOi ,∆µ(Oi, Par(Oi)), HR]

where HR array stores distance intervals to each3 of the pivots repre-
senting minimal (HR[t].min) and maximal (HR[t].max) distance from given
pivot to the stored objects in T (Oi). Each of the intervals thus form a hyper-
ring with center in the respective pivot. Ground entries undergo similar
modification:

ground(Oi) = [Oi, oid(Oi),∆µ(Oi, Par(Oi)), PD]

Here, PD stores distances to the pivots, hence PD[t] = ∆µ(Oi, Pt) where
Pt is t-th pivot.

An example of how hyper-rings influence the original M-tree metric region
shows figure 3.3.

2For a description of general pivots’ selection strategies see [Bustos et al., 2003, 2008].
3In case when there does not exist a distinction between pivots for inner and leaf nodes.
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(a) M-tree node (b) PM-tree node

Figure 3.3: Intersection of a query with (a) M-tree and (b) PM-tree node

Querying

Querying process is analogous to that of M-tree, only the filtration condition
is modified to allow to filter out nodes whose modified covering region does
not intersect with the query region. It means that for a node Oi to be further
processed, not only its region has to intersect with the query but also all the
hyper-regions have to intersect. Formally:

phr∧
t=1

∆µ(Q,Pt)− rQ ≤ HR[t].max ∧ ∆µ(Q,Pt) + rQ ≥ HR[t].min (3.1)

Construction

The construction of PM-tree differs from M-tree in the necessity to update
HR and PD arrays for each entry in the insertion path.

3.1.4 Slim-down Algorithm

A particular hierarchy of M-tree’s (or PM-tree’s) nested data regions can be
far from optimal, which means the volumes of regions can be very large, and
they can also overlap significantly. An approach to tackle the problem is
shrinking the total space consumed by a node region (as PM-tree does) so
that the overlap probability with the query is minimized. But the hierarchy
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itself may be degraded by subsequent insertions — remember that finding
an appropriate leaf for insertion of a new object is a heuristic procedure.
Hence, another approach is to try to adjust the hierarchy to better fit the
data. Generalized Slim-Down algorithm [Skopal et al., 2003] has been devel-
oped (based on the Slim-trees introduced in [Traina et al., 2000]) to optimize
an already built (P)M-tree index. It is based on the idea of moving objects
between overlapping nodes and thus decrease radii of those nodes. The "slim-
ming down" is an expensive operation but it can speed up the subsequent
querying by an order of magnitude.

3.1.5 Pivot Tables/LAESA

Pivot tables [Navarro, 2009] represent the most simple implementation of
the lower-bound distance idea. The core of the pivot table-based methods
resides in selecting a set of p objects from the database representing pivots.
For each of them is then computed p-dimensional vector of distances to each
of the database objects. The vectors form a distance matrix called pivot
table. Within a range query (Q, r), pivots are used to form a distance vector
representing distances to the query Q. Subsequently, a p-dimensional hyper-
cube4 is constructed with the center in Q and length of the edge 2r. Database
objects which do not intersect the query cube can be safely discarded (the
mapping is contractive) and the original distances of remaining objects to
the query are computed. Finally, those objects falling into the query range
are reported.

A classical pivot table-based method is LAESA [Micó et al., 1994] which
is an extension of the original AESA idea introduced in [Vidal, 1994]. While
AESA sees all the database objects as the pivot set, LAESA makes use of
more space-efficient representation where only a small portion of the database
is selected as the pivot set.

The advantage of LAESA lies in non-quadratical space complexity while
maintaining high speed search. But although the LAESA method is very
powerful in its pruning effectiveness, due to expensive selection of pivots and
due to the sequential processing of the distance matrix, its usage in dynamic
database environments is limited.

4We use the term p-dimensional cube rather then p-dimensional ball since for pivot
tables L∞ metric is utilized and hence in three dimensions the region forms a cube.
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3.2 Indexing of Protein Sequences

As far as we know, the possibility of application of MAMs to the protein
sequence similarity problem has not been studied yet. Many papers present-
ing MAMs provide experimental section where the given access method is
tested on biological real-world data such as protein or nucleotide sequences.
However, Hamming distance or similar simplified metric distance measure
is employed. Such measures, as discussed above, are generally not usable
for real-world applications since they do not model biological similarity very
well. Below, we show necessary adaptations to be able to apply metric in-
dexing to protein sequence similarity problem (introduced in [Hoksza and
Skopal, 2007]). We also show experimental evaluation and comparison to the
heuristic approach BLAST.

Since both GAP∆AWE
and LAP∆AWE

can be viewed as a non-metric sim-
ilarity measure, they are not directly indexable by MAMs which requires
a metric distance function. The measures are symmetric but they are not
distances at all and they do not hold triangle inequality (can be verified em-
pirically). Hence we tried to modify the measure into symmetric distance
and to apply the TriGen algorithm (see section 3.2.1) to enforce triangle in-
equality and convert GAP∆AWE

and LAP∆AWE
into a distance metric, which

would satisfy metric axioms.
First, we have to decide whether to use LAP∆AWE

(or GAP∆AWE
) directly

or whether to use a derived measure. Using LAP∆AWE
would be the simplest

solution, however LAP∆AWE
itself is a similarity measure, not a distance

(higher similarities are expressed by higher scores). Another problem is that
LAP∆AWE

lacks statistical significance. Therefore, the use of E-value is more
favorable, since it is a distance and it is also widely used to rank results
retrieved by FASTA or BLAST. Our method is then comparable to BLAST
or FASTA regarding resulting values.

The E-value is a distance function but it is missing almost all other metric
properties necessary for metric indexing. From the equation 2.18 follows that
the original E-value satisfies the non-negativity property only, but it can be
easily modified to satisfy also reflexivity and symmetry. To enforce reflexiv-
ity, the definition of E-value can be modified in a way that identical sequences
have a zero E-value. This is not a problem because two identical sequences
are also most similar in mathematical and biological meaning (no other se-
quence can be more similar). To satisfy the symmetry property, we have
to accomplish a more substantial change. As mentioned in paragraph 2.2.3,
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the BLAST’s modification of E-value takes into account the total number
of residues (characters) in database N and the length of inspected database
sequence n:

E =
Kmne−λSN

n
(3.2)

If we change the role of query and database sequence, we get different
values. So we modify E-value as follows:

E =
Kmne−λSN

max(m,n)
(3.3)

where m is length of the query sequence. This is a minor change in statistical
relevance if we realize that the average length of a query is very similar to
the the average length of a database sequence. As mentioned before, FASTA
does not take sequence lengths into account at all.

3.2.1 TriGen Algorithm

Up to now, we have turned the E-value into a semi-metric (reflexive, non-
negative, symmetric distance). The last step is to enforce the triangle in-
equality, which is the hardest part. For this purpose we utilize the TriGen
algorithm [Skopal, 2006, 2007] designed for general-purpose modifications of
unknown semi-metrics into metrics (or approximations of metrics). More-
over, using TriGen we can specify (by so-called T-error tolerance) to what
extent the resulting modified distance may violate the triangle inequality.
While distances modified into full metrics guarantee 100% precision of in-
dexing by MAMs with respect to the precision of sequential search, a mod-
ification which is only an approximation of metric (more or less violating
the triangle inequality) exhibits lower intrinsic dimensionality [Chávez and
Navarro, 2001] (i.e. better indexability) at the expense of lower precision of
indexing/retrieval.

The TriGen algorithm defines a term similarity preserving modifier (SP-
modifier) which stands for strictly increasing function f having f(0) = 0.
Since SP-modifier preserves similarity ordering, given an original semi-metric
distance function δ, the kNN queries return identical results using modified
distance f(δ) instead of the original δ. For range queries we have to ex-
ecute the range search according to modified threshold f(rQ). On top of
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the SP-modifiers we can define a class of triangle-generating modifiers (TG-
modifiers). TG-modifier not only preserves ordering but also modifies the
distances among objects so that predefined amount of triplets (within the
indexed objects) fulfills triangle inequality. It has been shown that a SP-
modifier has to be concave (f(x+y

2
) ≥ f(x)+f(y)

2
) to belong to the class of

TG-modifiers. TG-modifiers can be used to reduce extent of triangle in-
equality violation or even turn the distance to metric (but at the cost of
decreasing indexability of such a measure; see e.g. [Skopal, 2007; Galgonek
and Hoksza, 2009]).

3.3 Experimental Results

As dataset, we used random subset of the Swiss-Prot database [Bairoch et al.,
2004] using 3000 protein sequences having the total number of 1,041,027
amino acids. Another random 100 sequences were chosen as query sequences.
All of the sequences were of maximal length 1,000 which does not cause any
problems when we realize that there are only 9,191 longer sequences out of
252,616 in whole Swiss-Prot which makes 3% of the database (average se-
quence length is 365 in the whole Swiss-prot and 335 in our reduced variant).
These longer sequences could then be treated specifically since they are just
a small part of the whole.

We do not present time comparison in our experiments since the runtime
highly depends on the implementation of the Smith-Waterman algorithm.
The implementation is not subject of this chapter, hence runtime comparison
with other methods would not be evidence of the possible speedup. On the
other hand, number of runs of the dynamic programming algorithm is a good
criterion. In that way, our method can be easily compared to SSEARCH
(part of FASTA package) when we realize that SSEARCH is equivalent to
sequential scan.

To be able to compare index-based methods with BLAST we distinguish
number of distance computations costs from computational costs. We define
computational costs here as the number of comparing two characters. There-
fore, computational costs of tree based methods are averaged as number of
distance computations multiplied by the average size of distance matrix for
Smith-Waterman which is 3212 = 103, 041 (quadratic complexity of the dy-
namic programming solution). In order to compare index-based methods
with sequential scan, we show number of distance computations too.
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Computational costs of BLAST can be derived from description in sec-
tion 2.2.3 — for each query, q-grams have to be extracted; from the universe
of all possible q-grams only those sufficiently similar to the extracted ones
have to be selected; a search tree for the neighboring q-grams is created;
database is sequentially scanned against the tree to find high scoring pairs;
only few selected sequences are re-aligned with local alignment. We use stan-
dard set up of parameters for our experiments — q = 3, BLOSUM62 scoring
matrix and neighboring word score threshold was set to 11. Empirically we
found out that the average number of neighboring words for our dataset of
query sequences is 54 and takes 81, 784 comparisons to get them. Since n
was set to 3, it gives us 245, 352 computational operations. The 54 neighbors
are organized into a tree and such a tree has approximately 6 levels5. When
searching for seeds for the high scoring pairs, there have to be done 6 compar-
isons with every position in the database. Since every comparison of a word
with the database costs 3 operations, the computation costs of BLAST search
phase in average are 6 ∗ 1, 041, 000 ∗ 3 = 18, 738, 000 operations. Therefore
we state that in average case, computational costs of BLAST search phase
are approximately 19, 000, 000 operations.6

Four metric access methods were examined to store the sequences — M-
tree, PM-tree, slimmed PM-tree and LAESA, each of them using the same set
of distance modifiers7 generated by the TriGen algorithm. As can be seen in
figure 3.4, when zero error tolerance is required, weight of the modifier causes
that number of distance computations is almost equivalent to the sequential
scan. When the weight is too large, it makes triangle inequality hold but for
the price of increasing intrinsic dimension. However, M-tree performs slightly
better than sequential scan which means that when traversing the tree, not
all of the nodes are inspected (because of inner nodes, number of objects
in the tree exceeds the size of the database). On the other hand, PM-tree
and slimmed PM-tree show worse result since additional computations to
pivots have to be performed in order to map the query to the pivot space.
Close to sequential scan is LAESA, which uses constant number of distance
computations independently on range of the query.

The situation slightly changes when we allow a small error (figure 3.5).

5We are aware of rough simplifications in our BLAST cost model, but the presented
model is sufficient for our purposes.

6The number does not comprise costs needed for alignment of the few high-scoring
sequences. We also do not consider possible filtering of nonsignificant segments.

7Fractional power modifiers were used.
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Figure 3.4: Relation between E-value and number of computations (range
query)

This causes number of distance computations to decrease about six percent
compared to zero error tolerance. Here, PM-tree and slimmed PM-tree out-
perform M-tree by about 1%. On the other hand LAESA showed only slight
improvement. But in both cases, BLAST method is evidently more efficient
since all the indexes are almost equal to the sequential scan, even if a small
error is allowed.

PM-tree and slimmed PM-tree show better results than M-tree when
allowing some error. An explanation of this effect is demonstrated by exper-
iments on figure 3.6 showing, for range query with constant range (E-value),
relation between the declared TriGen error tolerance and real retrieval error
experienced in the test. Here we can see that PM-tree’s real error grows more
quickly than the error of M-tree for small values of the error. Moreover, slopes
of the lines in figure 3.6a and 3.6b are almost inverse, which means that the
distance computations gain of PM-tree is traded for the increased retrieval
error. These two graphs also show that for real error 50%, which corre-
sponds to TriGen error 0.06–0.1, there still have to be done approximately
1200 distance computations which is about 120,000,000 computational oper-
ations (103,000 operations per alignment). That means that if BLAST had
just 50% successfulness, it still would be noticeable more efficient.
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Figure 3.5: Relation between E-value and number of computations (range
query)
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Figure 3.6: Relation between error tolerance and real error
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3.4 Summary
This chapter examined the possibility of metric access methods application
to the field of protein sequence similarity. It has been shown that although
the real-world measure used for computing the similarity can be modified
to semimetric and with utilization of the TriGen algorithm, it can be even
turned to a metric distance function, such a modification deteriorates the
space and hence it is very difficult to employ metric access methods for
indexing. For all that, we were able to slightly decrease number of distance
computations according to the sequential scan.

The results should not be understood as an real-world applicable output
but rather as a investigation of non-heuristic metric indexing possibilities in
the area of protein sequence database search, which has not been studied
yet. The experiments leading to this outcome had to be performed to show
that there does not exist a simple way of indexing protein sequences using a
real-world protein sequence similarity measure. The outcomes led us to the
research of possibilities of speeding the measure itself (see the following chap-
ter) and to subsequent study of protein structure similarity measures which
model the protein function similarity even better then sequence measures do.
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Chapter 4

Speeding the Sequential Scan

Metric indexing approaches can provide huge speedup, but it requires dis-
tance measure not only being metric but also having some good properties
that allow effective pruning of the search space. As shown in the previous sec-
tion, the local alignment measure with substitution matrix and variable gap
costs is not a metric at all. Turning it into metric for the purposes of metric
indexing is not possible in such a way that it would offer any possibilities for
efficient search. Hence, we attempted to approach the problem from the per-
spective of sequential scan. Up to date there has not been done much work
in the area of speeding up the sequential scan without decreasing the search
accuracy (non-heuristic approach). Actually, Smith-Waterman algorithm is
nowadays implemented in ScanPS [Barton, 1993] (original SW algorithm),
SSEARCH (SW with SWAT optimizations [Green, 1993]), or until recently
in MPsrch1.

4.1 Speeding Approaches on Related Measures

Also other areas of data retrieval employ similar measures to optimal global/local
alignment using dynamic programming. An area where similar approach is
employed and where speedup strategies have been thoroughly studied is time
series. In time series, the superior similarity measure is so-called dynamic
time warping (DTW) [Berndt and Clifford, 1994]. DTW, similarly to optimal
protein sequence similarity, employs dynamic programing matrix to assign

1The implementations are operated by EBI and currently handle about 1100 jobs per
month as stated by EBI support.
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similarity (expressed as score of an alignment) to a pair of time series. Mainly
two approaches to speeding the search have been proposed — early abandon
techniques [Junkui and Yuanzhen, 2009] and lower-bounding distances [Kim
et al., 2001; Keogh and Ratanamahatana, 2005]. Early abandon methods
stop computation of the dynamic programming matrix in the moment when
there does not exist any possibility that the resulting similarity would be
higher than an already computed one. The techniques of lower-bounding
are based on finding a measure that lower-bounds the original DTW and
moreover fulfills properties which allow efficient search. Such a property
is usually the triangle inequality, which allows index the time series using
MAMs. While querying, the lower-bounding distance is utilized to obtain
a candidate set of series from the MAM. The set is then scanned using the
original measure to obtain the final result set. The most sever drawback of
these approaches, which disqualifies them from using for efficient retrieval of
protein sequence, is considering the optimal path as a monotone function.
Moreover, sometimes the scoring function (called base function using the
DTW language) is even constant [Kim et al., 2001], whilst both Needleman-
Wunsch and Smith-Waterman algorithms allow arbitrary scoring function.
Protein sequence similarity uses scoring matrices which contain negative val-
ues and moreover utilizes gap penalty model which allows using arbitrary
gap penalties. The scoring matrices with respective gap penalty systems are
fine-tuned to suit specific purposes. Expected evolutionary relation between
the query sequence and the database sequences dictates together with substi-
tution/scoring matrix (and with which gap penalty system) should be used
and thus the matrices could be turned into the desired form expected by the
DTW only with difficulties (if at all).

4.2 Speedup by Using Common Parts

In the areas where we cannot sake accuracy for speed, and where rigorous
alignment by Smith-Waterman algorithm is needed, the speedup must be
secured by indexing, parallelism or by speeding the distance computation
itself. Here we present a solution from the third class.
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4.2.1 Algorithm Principles

Method presented in this section (originally published in [Hoksza, 2008])
saves computation costs as indexing methods do, but instead of omitting
distance computations it reuses parts of the distance matrix being com-
puted during the Smith-Waterman algorithm. Such modification decreases
the number of operations needed for virtually every alignment performed
during the whole database search. The principle idea is fairly simple but to
the best of our knowledge it has not been presented anywhere yet. The rea-
son might be that our idea requires database with special qualities (such as
sequences having a lot of common prefixes or suffixes) which holds for protein
sequence databases and especially its species-specific subsets (see section 4.3)
but it is not an inherent attribute of general text corpuses.

Hence, the basic idea lies in storing portions of the dynamic programming
matrix, reusing it later and thus decreasing computational costs. By reusing,
we mean skipping the computation of the respective submatrix and using the
stored one instead. But almost every submatrix in the dynamic programming
matrix is context dependent — its content depends not only on the amino
acids being aligned, but also on the computation made so far, which results
from the form of the dynamic programming recursive formula 2.10 or 2.15. It
immediately follows that storing any inner submatrix is useless unless content
of the border cells are identical in the alignment for which the stored inner
submatrix should be reused (value of each cell in the matrix is dependent
on the preceding neighboring cells). Such a case would not arise often and
does not make sense to consider it at all. But there is a class of submatrices
having the same left and top context in all of the alignments — submatrices
starting at position where their parent matrix starts (i.e., at position [0,0]).
In all the alignments done while scanning the database, the query sequence
stays the same. Thus, if two sequences in the database share common prefix
their dynamic programming matrix will be identical up to the point where
they start to differ. Let us imagine the query sequence to be at the top side
of the matrix and the database sequence at the left side. If two sequences S1,
S2 share common prefix of length n then when aligning S2 with the query
after aligning S1 with the same query, we can start the recursive procedure
from the (n + 1)-th line (figure 4.1). Of course, we need to repeat the same
technique with the H and V matrices, supporting affine gap penalty model,
to make the whole thing work . Algorithm 3 presents the idea in more detail.
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Function Compute_PB_LAP //prefix-based local alignment
Input: L, H, V , start, S1, S2, σ, γopen, γextend
Output: score of the alignment

for i = 0 to length(S1) do
for j = start to length(S2) do

H[i, j] := max(H[i− 1, j] + γextend, L[i− 1, j] + γopen)
V [i, j] := max(V [i, j − 1] + γextend, L[i, j − 1] + γopen)
L[i, j] := max(H[i, j], V [i, j], L[i− 1, j − 1] + σ(S1[i], S2[j]))

return maximum value in L

Function PB_Scan // prefix-based sequential scan
Input: Q: query sequence, D: database, σ, γopen, γextend
Output: distance from the query to each of the database sequences

QueryResult = ∅
sort D ; /* sorting DB according to prefixes */
let L be the local alignment matrix
let H and V be matrices for supporting the affine gap penalty model
initialize L, H, V
Sprev = NULL
for i = 1 to |D| do

S := D[i]
score := Compute_PB_LAP(L, H, V , length(prefix(S, Sprev)), Q,
S, σ, γopen, γextend)
QueryResult = QueryResult ∪ < S, score >
Sprev := S

return QueryResult

Notice that there is only minor modification to the existing algorithm for
computing local alignment and we even do not need a persistent storage for
the submatrices corresponding to the common prefixes. The only requirement
is to sort the database sequences according to their prefixes. Then, when
sequential search launched, we traverse the database in prefix order, and if
two consequent sequences share a common prefix, we spare portion of distance
computations proportional to the common prefix length. When traversing
this way, the method has no additional memory demands at all.
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Figure 4.1: Search based on common prefixes (in i+1-th step, only part LC
of the dynamic programming matrix needs to be computed).

4.2.2 Speedup Quantification

In order to measure the speedup of the prefix-based approach over ordinary
sequential scan, we define a measure called prefix ratio.

Definition 4.1. (Shared Prefix, Maximal Shared Prefix)
We define shared prefix of length n of sequences S1 and S2 (prefix(n, S1, S2))
as a sequence S such that |S| = n ∧ S = prefix(S1) = prefix(S2). Maxi-
mal shared prefix (prefixmax(S1, S2)) is then shared prefix with maximal
length.

Definition 4.2. (Prefix Ratio)
Let D be a database of sequences {S1, . . . , Sn}. We define auxiliary database
D0 by adding empty sequence S0. Prefix ratio of D — PR(D) — is defined
as:

PR(D) =

n∑
i=2

|prefixmax(Si−1, Si)|
n∑
i=1

|Si|
∗ 100
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For sake of readability, we will not use the database argument in cases
where it is not necessary. PR is the proportion between overall length of
the prefixes and the length of the database (sum of lengths of individual
sequences). By the length of prefixes, we mean that if we sort the database
according to the prefixes, then each sequence contributes to the overall length
with length of maximal shared prefix with the previous sequence. The rela-
tion between PR and actual speedup of the search demonstrates lemma 4.1.

Lemma 4.1.
Let D be a sorted database of sequences {S1, . . . , Sn}. The speedup of prefix-
based sequential scan over standard sequential scan corresponds to PR(D)
for every query sequence Q.
Proof: The lemma is a direct consequence of the PR definition. The
costs of sequential scan consist purely of costs of the individual comparisons
of Q with each object in D. If we save in i-th comparison portion of the
computations proportional to |prefix(Si−1, Si)| then the overall speedup is
exactly PR(D) (see figure 4.1 for visualization). �

4.2.3 Improvement by Using Reversed Sequences

Further speedup might be achieved if we find other subsequences that are
common to some set of sequences and are context independent or the context
is the same among them. In order to employ another set of such subsequences,
we claim that the score of the optimal local (or global) alignment is indepen-
dent on the direction of the alignment, hence score of the optimal alignment
of S1 and S2 is identical to the score of the optimal alignment of reverse(S1)
and reverse(S2) (LAP∆AWE

(S1, S2) = LAP∆AWE
(reverse(S1), reverse(S2))):

Theorem 4.1.
Let opt = LAP∆AWE

(S1, S2) be score of an optimal alignmentA∆AWE
(S1, S2).

Then opt = LAP∆AWE
(S1, S2) = LAP∆AWE

(reverse(S1), reverse(S2)) is score
of the optimal alignment A∆AWE

(reverse(S1), reverse(S2)).
Proof: First, we show that score of an arbitrary alignment does not depend
on the direction in which it is computed. At each position of an alignment,
two characters are aligned or there is a space in one of the sequences which
can be seen from equation 2.17. Every position where two characters are
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aligned (A1[i] 6= ” − ” ∧ A2[i] 6= ” − ”) is independent on the direction. In
every continuous gap of length n there is exactly one opening gap position
and n− 1 extensions. When direction changes, the number of openings and
extensions of a gap does not change. Hence, score of an arbitrary alignment
is independent on the direction of the alignment. In following, we denote
reverse alignment of A as reverse(A).

Let optr be score of the optimal alignment of the reversed sequences. If
opt < optr, then score(A(S1, S2)) = opt < optr = score(A(reverse(S1)), reverse(S2)).
If this was true, then

score(A(reverse(S1), reverse(S2)))

= score(reverse(A(reverse(S1), reverse(S2))))

> score(A(S1, S2))

(the equal sign follows from previous part) which is in conflict with the
A(S1, S2) being optimal alignment of S1, S2. The same is true for opt > optr.
Hence, opt = optr.

�

We can use the knowledge of the score of the alignment of reversed strings
to improve the presented method. For each sequence in the database we can
decide whether to align it with the query sequence in the standard way
or whether to reverse both, the query and database sequence, and do the
alignment. If we appropriately divide the database into two groups (sequences
to be aligned in the standard way and sequences to be aligned reversely) we
might increase the prefix ratio and thus speed up the whole search.

There are various ways how to partition the database. To verify the idea
of reverse sequences. We chose simple partitioning method presented in the
following three steps.

1. Divide a given percentage of the database into two groups G1,G2 ran-
domly, and then add each of the remaining sequences into the group
G1 so that the overall prefix ratio increases more than if the sequence
would be added into G2 and vice versa.

2. Move a random sequence from one group into the second one if it would
increase the overall prefix ratio.

3. Repeat step 2 n-times.
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4.2.4 Approximate Search

The performance of the above presented method is dependent on the amount
of the prefix ratio of the database, so one of the goals is to increase this ratio.
With growing size of the database, the prefix ratio should increase because the
probability of sequences having common prefixes increases too, since there
is a finite number of possible prefixes. By chopping sequences into parts,
we get bigger database with shorter sequences, hence the prefix ratio should
grow. But this method brings a serious drawback — if an optimal alignment
of an unbroken sequence will be spanned over the point of the split, then the
sequence might not occur in the result set any more. The reason is that a
sequence appears in the result set if one of its parts aligns with the query
with score higher than the threshold.

4.3 Experimental Results
In our experiments, we focused on how various parameters and methods in-
fluence the prefix ratio (PR). Remember that PR corresponds to percentage
of the speed increase according to the full scan. Experiments were performed
on subset of UniProt database [Wu et al., 2006] with restricted lengths of the
sequences to 3000 characters which makes 99.9% (5,340,227 sequences) of the
whole database. We decided to use UniProt in these experiments instead of
Swiss-Prot because UniProt is larger than Swiss-Prot. Specifically, we have
used database UniProtKB/TrEMBL, release 38. Moreover, UniProt contains
clusters of sequences comming from similar organisms which are interesting
subsets for testing PR.

In all the experiments where subset of database was used, five independent
random subsets of given size were generated and experiments were carried
out against each of them. The results were averaged in order to avoid random
subsets with higher PR than the average.

4.3.1 Prefix Ratio

For the first experiment we generated subsets of size 1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
15,000, 30,000, 50,000, 80,000, 100,000, 200,000, 500,000 and 1,000,000.
These databases were used to find out how PR is influenced by size of the
database. We expected that when dealing with larger number of sequences,
the probability of the sequences having more common prefixes increases. In
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table 4.1, we can see that this assumption is correct, e.g., PR of subset of
size 1,000,000 is 9.1 whilst PR of subset of size 1000 only 0.9. To obtain the
highest achievable prefix ratio (according to contemporary database size), we
carried out the same test also against the whole UniProt which gave us 18%
speedup (PR). The experiments show that the speedup should grow with
further growth of the protein sequence databases which is obvious contem-
porary trend (see figure 2.1).

subset size prefix ratio

1,000 0.9
5,000 1.4
10,000 1.7
15,000 1.9
30,000 2.4
50,000 2.8
80,000 3.2
100,000 3.6
200,000 4.6
500,000 6.8

1,000,000 9.1
5,340,227 18.0

Table 4.1: PR (in %) on random subsets

We also performed PR experiments against few semantic based subsets
of Uniprot which might lead to higher prefix ratio since sequences from sim-
ilar organisms should show higher similarity in general. For these tests we
employed subsets of UniProt based on taxonomic divisions2. Results, which
can be seen in table 4.2, support the assumption of higher prefix ratio of
semantically related databases. Majority of the sets have noticeably higher
prefix ratio than random sets of comparable size from table 4.2 (especially
bacteria and viruses datasets). Since new species are still being discovered
(especially in bacteria and viruses class) we may expect growth of the classes

2Can be downloaded from UniProt FTP.
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and, as one can see from previous results, the speedup over sequential search
will become even more substantial.

taxonomic division division size prefix ratio

archaea 11,489 2.4
bacteria 140,132 18.7
fungi 19,520 2.1
human 17,599 1.1
invertebrates 14,001 3.8
mammals 16,807 8.8
plants 23,718 8.7
rodents 22,280 4.2
vertebrates 12,213 4.4
viruses 11,525 9.2

Table 4.2: PR (in %) based on taxonomic divisions

4.3.2 Reversed Sequences

In order to see how we can improve PR by using reversed sequences as
explained in section 4.2.3, we performed experiments on subsets up to the
size 200,000. First, experiments concerned the initial build of the two groups.
In the building stage, a fixed portion of the database is divided into the groups
randomly, and the rest is added in the way that would increase the overall
PR. Hence, we focused on finding the appropriate percentage of the database
that should be inserted randomly. From figure 4.2a we can see that there is
no given percentage threshold that would be optimal for all cases. However,
in most cases to insert about 50% of the database randomly works just fine.
In absolute numbers, after the building stage the PR is worse than the PR
when utilizing the basic algorithm.

In the next stage, we shift sequences randomly between the two groups
to improve PR. Results in figure 4.2b clearly show that the ratio increases
just up to a particular value for smaller databases. We believe that the abso-
lute possible prefix ratio was not reached at this point, but the distribution
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Figure 4.2: Prefix ratio (in %) - a) after building stage according to different
sizes being divided randomly, b) in shifting stage according to increasing
number of shifts

reached a local optimum. What lead us to this assumption? We limited size
of each group3 because sequences tend to be cumulated in one of the groups
(the larger one). In the point where the optimum was achieved, sizes of the
groups were limiting, which might be an indication of a local optimum. Even
though, we managed to increase PR with this method by 20% in compari-
son to the basic method. For convenience, in tab. 4.3 you can compare PR
after building stage, PR achieved by shifting sequence between groups4 and
finally, PR achieved without employing reversed sequences.

4.3.3 Realtime Evaluation

To verify correspondence between the theoretical results and realtime, we
carried out experiments on the subsets of size 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, 15,000,
30,000 and 50,000. The tests ran on machine with Intel R© CoreTM 2 Duo
T9600, 2.8GHz processor, 4GB 800MHz DDR2 memory and 250GB serial
ATA 7200RPM HDD running 64-bit Windows 7. We measured the process
user time to minimize the possible external influences (such as the influence

3The size of group A can be at most 2/3 of size of B.
4These numbers slightly differ from numbers in Fig 4.2b, because here we performed

more shifts (to reach the local optimum).
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subset size PR (build) PR (shifts) PR (no reverse)

1,000 0.6 1.0 0.9
5,000 1.0 1.8 1.4
10,000 1.2 2.1 1.7
15,000 1.4 2.4 1.9
30,000 1.7 3.0 2.4
50,000 2.0 3.2 2.8
80,000 2.4 3.4 3.2
100,000 2.6 4.8 3.6
200,000 3.4 6.2 4.6

Table 4.3: Prefix ratio (in %) growth using reversed sequences

of concurrent processes) and moreover, we employed following mechanism to
measure the resulting runtime. From each of the sets, 50 query sequences
were randomly selected, each of them 50× scanned the given database and
the results were averaged for each of the queries. Then all the 50 averaged
times were further averaged to obtain the final average time per query for
given database size. For each database, we ran nonprefix- and prefix-based
version of sequential scan and average runtimes of those scans were com-
pared. The results are summarized in table 4.4 while the column labeled
“Speedup ratio” contains the actual realtime speedup. The realtime values
for different database sizes are not multiple since for each size different query
set was selected. The results confirm the relation between the theoretical
results, represented by the prefix ratio, ant realtime values, represented by
the speedup ratio. The partial inconsistence in the results can be attributed
to the compiler optimizations, etc. However, the trend of decreasing the
realtime corresponds with the prefix ratio trend for increasing sizes of the
databases.

4.3.4 Approximate Search

Final experiments investigated impact of splitting on PR and accuracy com-
pared to sequential scan. In all the experiments, 5,000,000 alignment com-
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subset size time (s) time (s) - prefix-based speedup ratio prefix ratio

1,000 5.94 5.88 1.0 0.9
5,000 45.62 45.05 1.2 1.4
10,000 66.30 65.28 1.5 1.7
15,000 89.82 88.25 1.8 1.9
30,000 159.89 156.61 2.1 2.4
50,000 397.74 387.39 2.6 2.8

Table 4.4: Realtime speedup ratio (in %) on random subsets

putations were performed and the results were averaged. Table 4.55 presents
first part of the experiment — for various E-values6 it shows number of se-
quences that pass the cutoff score, average lengths of these sequences, their
average LAP∆AWE

, average LAP∆AWE
that they need to pass, and number

of cells in the dynamic programming matrix that reach the maximal value
(hence number of possible optimal alignments). Following rows in the ta-
ble show number of sequences that pass the cutoff score and at the same
time span over given number of splits (splitting occurs equally along the se-
quence). Inspecting number of sequences spanning over a split might lead us
to a conviction that also real inaccuracy will show similarly poor numbers
(inaccuracy about 90%) which was not confirmed, as table 4.6 shows. The
accuracy loss, the number of sequences that would normally score above a
given threshold but do not because of the split, is about 17%. LAP∆AWE

score and cutoff score from table 4.5, together with number of maximal values
in one alignment, are responsible for this contradiction. When an optimal
alignment is split, it has such a high score that even its parts may score
above the cutoff score alone. Moreover, in some cases there are more than
one optimal alignment and thus one of them might not be split at all.

Interesting observation is that the accuracy is higher for three splits than
it is for two. Such an observation has already been made in [Altschul and
Gish, 1996] — a good alignment should be sufficiently long and thus proba-

5Experiments in table 4.5 and table 4.6 were performed against the whole UniProt
database.

6In practice usually E-value 10 is used.
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E-value
6 8 10 12 14 max

result size 7252 7455 7607 7685 7771 7906
∅ length 171 171 172 173 174 25
∅LAP∆AWE

384 389 396 402 411 31
∅ cutoff LAP∆AWE

77.5 76.5 75.6 75 74.2 0
∅ max values 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.5

abs pct abs pct abs pct abs pct abs pct abs pct
1 splitting 5887 81.2 6001 80.5 6086 80 6173 79.4 6245 79 1159830 23.2
2 splittings 6694 92.3 6860 92 6984 91.8 7112 91.5 7216 91.3 2072025 41.4
3 splittings 6993 96.4 7172 96.2 7305 96 7450 95.9 7570 95.8 2700590 54
4 splittings 7092 97.7 7278 97.6 7420 97.5 7572 97.4 7695 97.3 3204691 64

Table 4.5: Alignment statistics

E-value
6 8 10 12 14

1 splitting 14.3% 16.2% 15.8% 17.2% 17.2%
2 splittings 13.4% 15.1% 15.8% 15.6% 15.9%
3 splittings 17.1% 17.2% 17% 18% 18.2%
4 splittings 15.9% 16.9% 17.1% 17.6% 18.1%

Table 4.6: Splitting accuracy loss
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bility of an alignment to occur in the middle of a sequence is higher than on
its edges.
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Figure 4.3: Relation of number of splits and prefix ratio

Finally, we investigated how size of the database influences PR when
splitting is employed. In figure 4.3, we can see that with increasing size of
the database also the PR gain increases.

4.4 Summary

The experimental results on Uniprot-based datasets show the benefits of the
prefix-based sequential scan approach. With such an approach we are able
to speed up the exact search by up to 20% with the outlook for further
increase of prefix ratio (and hence decrease of the runtime) with growing
sizes of the protein sequence databases. In comparison to the metric index-
based approach, modification of the sequential scan shows higher speedup and
moreover does not decrease the accuracy of the search. The speedup is not so
significant as in the case of BLAST (whose speedup over the sequential scan
was examined in section 3.3) but on the other hand, it offers non-heuristic
speedup approach to efficient protein sequence database search.
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4.5 Future Work
The performance of the proposed method is dependent on the common pre-
fix ratio. Hence, by increasing this ratio further speedup might be achieved.
There are basically two ways how to achieve the speedup — 1. to investi-
gate more appropriate strategies of dividing the database on two parts being
aligned forwards and backwards with the query which would not slip into
the local optimum and 2. to examine possibilities of storing other dynamic
programming submatrices reusable in some of the subsequent alignments.
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Part II

Protein Structure Database
Search
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Chapter 5

Contemporary Protein Structure
Databases and Methods

As central dogma of molecular biology states, protein sequence forms tem-
plate for the structure of protein, hence employing sequence similarity should
be sufficient when we ask for general protein similarity. However, the fold-
ing mechanism determg the three-dimensional shape of the protein is not
well understood yet. Thus, likening primary sequence similarity with the
structural one has several drawbacks. One of them stems from the fact that
aligning sequences works well just for sequences up to the so-called twilight
zone [Rost, 1999], i.e. sequences with pairwise sequence identity higher than
20-35%. When sequence identity is lower than this threshold, sequence simi-
larity methods do not recognize the pair as similar, although even a pair with
such low sequence similarity can share similar structure and be thus func-
tionally similar. Dually, another drawback when using primary structure is
based in the (in most cases legitimate) assumption that similar sequences
fold into similar structures and therefore secure similar function. It turned
out that this assumption might not be correct in some cases and in some ar-
eas researchers should treat this common hypothesis carefully. For example,
in [Godzik, 1996; Feng and Sippl, 1996], few pairs of proteins which show
high structural similarity but low sequence correspondence were examined
thoroughly. Even more surprisingly, there exist (not many) proteins with
dissimilar structures aligning well according to their sequences [Kosloff and
Kolodny, 2008]. Since structural alignment is often considered to be the
"golden standard" for sequence alignment or threading methods, such an
inconsistence should be taken into account.
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From the algorithmic point of view, sequence alignment is much easier
than the structure alignment. Complexity of finding the optimal alignment
is quadratic, but finding optimal correspondence between a pair of protein
structures is NP-hard [Lathrop, 1994]. Even though, much attention is paid
to the structural alignment because structure is considered to be more related
to function of the protein than sequence, since structure is more conserved
during the evolution than sequence. The structure conservation results from
the way proteins interact with the environment and with each other, since
the interaction is concentrated into active sites. Active sites have their fixed
structure which allows them to communicate with other structures by binding
to them using the active site. The rest of the protein by its shape supports
the given form of the site. If some of the amino acids are replaced due to the
mutation by another amino acid with similar physico-chemical properties,
then the overall structure of the protein and the active site is not likely going
to change. Naturally, modifications of amino acids directly involved in the
active site are not so probable, since by modifying them the active site might
become disfunctional.

5.1 Protein Structure Databases

There exist many databases addressing various steric, physical and chemical
aspects of protein structure. Due to the abundance of the structure-related
data and databases, we overview here only those databases which are relevant
to this thesis.

5.1.1 PDB

Among the structure-related databases, unquestionably the primary resource
of protein structure and related function is the Protein Data Bank (PDB)[Berman
et al., 2000]. PDB was established in 1971 as a community-driven effort which
purpose consists in collecting macromolecular crystal structures, mostly pro-
teins (proteins represented 57,728 out of 62,388 structures deposited in PDB
on January 1, 2010). The format of PDB records contains not only three-
dimensional information on position of individual atoms in the space but
also protein sequence, derived information about secondary structure ele-
ments (SSEs), domains information, related classification (see the following
section) and meta-information such as release date, structure determination
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data, etc. All the information is accessible via FTP or web interface which
is further extended by protein structure visualizations and links to other
relevant databases.
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Figure 5.1: Growth of the number of structures deposited in the PDB

5.1.2 SCOP/ASTRAL

In face of large number of determined protein structures in the PDB (see fig-
ure 5.1), a need for certain form of organization of these structures emerged.
From all the classifications, manually curated hierarchical evolutionary clas-
sification SCOP [Murzin et al., 1995] was established as the gold standard for
organizing protein structures. SCOP does not handle proteins as elemental
units, but it utilizes protein domains. There does not exist a formal definition
of protein domain but loosely stated, domains are rather independent sub-
units of protein structure which can each show function by its own. It may
happen that a protein can consists of two domains each of which is highly
similar to two distinct protein structures (which is then important, e.g., for
structure prediction). In the following text we will use the term "protein"
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and "domain" interchangeably since a domain itself can be understood as a
protein.

The SCOP hierarchy consists of four levels - family, superfamily, fold
and class. Proteins in the same family can have high sequence similarity
(> 30 %) or lower sequence similarity (> 15 %) with very similar function
or structure. Proteins sharing common evolutionary origin (based on struc-
tural and functional features) but differing in sequence reside in the same
superfamily. Structures that share major secondary structures in similar
topological distribution are in the same fold. And finally, similar folds are
grouped into classes. The top level contains four basic classes called “all α”,
“all β”, “α/β”, “α+β” and moreover contains few small classes such as “small
proteins”, “low resolution protein structures”, etc. “All α” class constitutes of
proteins containing mainly (but not exclusively) α helices. “All β” class con-
stitutes of proteins containing mainly (but not exclusively) β sheets. “α/β”
contains proteins containing β sheet surrounded by α helices and “α + β”
class consist of proteins having α helices separeted from β sheets.

SCOP classification finds need not only for biologists but also for com-
puter scientists for evaluating quality of protein similarity methods (and so
we do in this thesis).

The ASTRAL database [Chandonia et al., 2004] is a derivation of SCOP
often used for experimental evaluation of protein structure similarity algo-
rithms, since it contains subsets of SCOP sharing given level of sequence
identity. Hence, it can be utilized for evaluating structural similarity of low
sequence-similar pairs of proteins. Versions of ASTRAL correspond to SCOP
versions, thus for each version of the SCOP databases one can obtain the re-
spective version of the ASTRAL database.

5.2 Distance/Similarity Measures, Representa-
tions and Access Methods

In general, protein structure similarity measures are divided into two classes
based on whether they employ structural alignment. As already stated in
section 1.3.2, most of the structure similarity methods do not consider each
atom of each amino acid but they rather select a representant — usually the
α-carbon. Structural alignment can be defined similarly as sequence align-
ment is but the semantics behind the alignment is richer due to utilization
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of three-dimensional points instead of one-dimensional in case of protein se-
quences. All the methods, we are aware of, abstract the three-dimensional
structure into a set of features, which is employed directly for assessing sim-
ilarity (nonalignment-based methods), or are further forwarded into next
phase to obtain structural alignment that is finally scored to obtain the sim-
ilarity (alignment-based methods).

A comprehensive summary on the topic of protein structure alignment
was written in 1999 [Eidhammer et al., 1999] but many new algorithms have
emerged since then. Following section surveys ideas of these new algorithms
and tools, together with the classical ones. We should emphasize that there
exist more algorithms which are not described in our overview. We concen-
trate on approaches which we see as the state-of-the-art methods and on
algorithms which our methods are compared to (hence we do not mention,
possibly well-known, algorithms such as Yakusa [Carpentier et al., 2005],
3D-BLAST [Tung et al., 2007], Protdex2 [Aung and Tan, 2004], etc.).

5.2.1 Nonalignment-Based Approach

The class of methods not employing alignment applies ad-hoc similarity func-
tion directly on the extracted features (vectors) and returns a number show-
ing similarity of the structures. The advantage of the following methods lies
in possibility to easily apply a sort of indexing since it works directly with
features (indexing alignments is far more difficult).

Trees

One of the possibilities of storing feature vectors lies in utilization of standard
tree-based access methods.

PSIST. For example, PSIST [Gao and Zaki, 2005] uses moving window
to represent protein as a sequence of vectors, where i-th position encodes
distance and torsion angle to the residue w positions further in the protein
chain. These vectors are then normalized to natural numbers and indexed
by a suffix tree [Weiner, 1973; Mccreight, 1976; Ukkonen, 1995].

PSI. In PSI [Çamoglu et al., 2003], R∗-tree [Beckmann et al., 1990] is used
for indexing feature vectors representing SSEs. When searching, a pair graph
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is created out of the retrieved vectors and further used for finding an align-
ment. Feature vectors are created from SSEs where distances to the center
of mass of each SSE are computed. According to these distances, residues
are divided into three groups. Residues near to the center of mass are taken
into account when computing distance to another SSE.

Geometric Hashing

Quite a popular solution is to utilize geometric hashing [Wolfson and Rigout-
sos, 1997] which is n-dimensional hashing where n is the dimensionality of
the extracted feature vectors. Each vector is inserted into a bin according to
its coordinates. In the recognition phase, structures with vectors present in
a bin corresponding to a query feature obtain a vote. Histogram of votes is
finally evaluated and similar structures are identified.

ProGreSS [Bhattacharya et al., 2004] is one of the tools using geomet-
ric hashing to index multidimensional points that arise from moving a con-
stant size window along the backbone and recording both 3D positions and
sequence. Each position leads to orthogonal dt-dimensional structure and
dq-dimensional sequence vector. The structure vectors utilize Euclidean dis-
tance. For a sequence, each line in the scoring matrix (such as PAM or
BLOSUM — see section 2.2.2) is considered as a vector and Euclidean dis-
tance between these vectors expresses distance between two amino-acids. To
both structure and sequence vectors Haar wavelet transformation is applied
to get two two-dimensional vectors. The sequence and structure feature vec-
tors are then concatenated and consequently hashed. Moreover, for each
point SSE type in which it is participating is found to make the subsequent
querying more selective.

CTSS. Another tool applying the idea of geometrical hashing to feature
vectors deposition is CTSS [Can and Wang, 2003]. CTSS is based on the
theory of differential geometry where structure is understood as spline in
three-dimensional space. The spline is smoothed (because of possible noise in
measurement process) and then torsion angle and curvature of each α-carbon
atom, together with its SSE type, are recorded for geometric hashing.
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5.2.2 Alignment-Based Approach

Alignment-based methods usually understand the features as partial similar-
ities of the amino acids, where each amino acid is represented by one feature
(vector). Since protein structures do not have a fixed coordinate frame, the
features (that are independent on the absolute position in space) are used
to find matching of similar pairs of amino acids in the respective proteins.
Given the alignment, an algorithm is applied to rotate and translate one of
the structures to optimally fit the other. The process is often called superpo-
sition. Here, the optimality is expressed in the sense of a similarity/distance
function (methods utilize various distance functions) that has to be min-
imized or maximized. It has been shown that finding an optimal pairing
of amino acids is NP-hard [Lathrop, 1994] but given an alignment, finding
superposition maximizing given distance/similarity measure is feasible in lin-
ear time for some measures (e.g., for RMSD [Kabsch, 1976]). Finally, after
the superposition is obtained, a scoring function which employs distances of
the aligned superposed amino acids evaluates the resulting similarity of the
protein structures. The entire process is visualized in figure 5.2.

The advantage of alignment-based methods lies in the ability to use the
alignment for subsequent use — i.e., alignment can be used for visual in-
spection of conserved domains in the respective proteins. Moreover, the
alignment-based methods show better results in comparison to the meth-
ods that do not employ the alignment in assessing similarity, especially for
datasets showing low similarity with the query structure (see section 7.4).

Since the standard measures and corresponding superpositioning algo-
rithms (such as RMSD, DALI, TM-score, . . . ) can be viewed as black boxes,
we will first describe the alignment algorithms and after that we will discuss
the measures the algorithms incorporate.

Classical Methods

DALI. One of the earliest methods of this kind was DALI [Holm and
Sander, 1993]. DALI employs a matrix of inter-residual distances which is a
two-dimensional representation of the three-dimensional structure and is not
dependent on the coordinate frame. The main idea is that similar structures
share similar inter-residual distances, hence similar proteins share similar
distance matrices. DALI breaks distance matrices into overlapping subma-
trices of fixed size (contact patterns). Subsequently, the contact patterns are
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Figure 5.2: Similarity assessment process for protein structures P1 and P2.
(a) The protein structure can be represented by 3D coordinates of individual
atoms but usually the structure is approximated by using only one backbone
atom per amino acid or even more aggregated representation is used such
as one or several representants per SSE. (b) From the representations, sets
F1 and F2 of features are extracted. (c) Similar features are matched, thus
forming a mapping of set F1 onto set F2 called structural alignment of protein
structures P1 and P2. (d) The mapping determines superposition (consisting
of translation and rotation) of the structures which should maximize given
similarity score (e).
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compared and similar patterns are stored. One pair is selected as the seed
pattern and then Monte Carlo algorithm [Metropolis and Ulam, 1949] is used
to extend the alignment by connecting overlapping contact patterns to the
already connected ones.

CE. Next well-known method belonging into this class is CE [Shindyalov
and Bourne, 1998]. CE (in contrast to DALI) does not resolve non-topological
similarities where order of the structure alignment does not follow the se-
quence order. It uses notion of aligned fragment pairs (AFP) for sufficiently
similar constant-length portions of consecutive residues (local substructure)
in both sequences. Three different measures are used for determining whether
an AFP should be added to the already chosen AFPs. It computes whether
the AFP has sufficient score, whether adding it would not increase the overall
distance above a given threshold and so-called z-score of the overall align-
ment. Several paths (alignments) are computed in this way and the best of
them passes through the final optimization (moving gaps, iterative improve-
ment by Smith-Waterman algorithm).

VAST [Madej et al., 1995] differs from CE in looking for the initial align-
ments. It uses bipartite graph where vertices represent SSEs. In this graph,
maximal clique is found which is used for initial alignment that is further
extended by Gibbs sampling [Casella and George, 1992].

Many algorithms rely on using dynamic programming to align features
that are obtained in the extraction process. The optimal path in the dynamic
programming matrix then represents the resulting alignment.

SAP [Taylor, 1999; Taylor and Orengo, 1989a,b] operates in this way. It
is based on Smith-Waterman algorithm and is used to cluster proteins in
CATH database [Orengo et al., 1997]. Every residue is represented by vector
of distances to all other residues in the protein — which is called view.
Distance between a pair of views is then defined as distance between each
of their residues and these are recorded into a matrix. In each such matrix
(for each residue there is one view, hence one matrix), an optimal path is
found. In the second phase of the algorithm, all the optimal paths (scores
on the optimal paths) of individual views are written into the final dynamic
programming matrix — at the positions where more optimal paths intersect,
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scores of individual paths are summed. Finally, in the second-level matrix
optimal path is found that represents the resulting optimal alignment.

PROSUP [Lackner et al., 2000] uses iterative dynamic programming to-
gether with incremental extension and operates in four steps. In the first
step, all constant-length fragments are superimposed and those sufficiently
RMSD-similar (root mean square deviation — see section 5.2.2 for details)
are expanded by such pairs having distances in space lower than a cut-off
(step 2). Seeds from step 2 are refined by Needleman-Wunsch (global align-
ment) algorithm which results in a set of aligned residues. Those alignments
with distance smaller than a given cut-off score form a new set of aligned
residues. This step is repeated until the alignment does not change. Finally,
set of filters is applied to get rid of non-significant alignments.

STRUCTAL [Gerstein and Levitt, 1998; Subbiah et al., 1993] employs
similar approach as PROSUP. Instead of expanding seeds to get initial align-
ment, initial alignments starting at given positions are selected. Upon these
alignments, iterative dynamic programming is used. Moreover, exposure
weighting (atoms buried deeply are weighted higher) is applied.

MAMMOTH [Ortiz et al., 2002] first computes distances among all hep-
tapeptides. In the following step, distance matrices of the heptapeptides
are normalized and global dynamic programming is applied to these newly
created matrices to find alignments of local substructures that maximize sim-
ilarity. Finally, maximum subset of similar structures whose α-carbons are
close in Cartesian space is found and P-value is computed.

FATCAT. All the approaches described so far understand proteins as rigid
bodies, not so FATCAT [Ye and Godzik, 2003]. Its main idea is to minimize
number of twists (rearrangements) in order to turn one structure into an-
other. It uses dynamic programming to connect AFPs (distance between
AFPs is RMSD) where introducing a twist is penalized by a constant cost.
Dynamic programming then computes score S(k) of k-th AFP from S(k−1).

TALI. Several algorithms do not utilize three-dimensional coordinates at
all. An example can be TALI [Miao et al., 2008] which incorporates torsion
angles φ and ψ. Mutual distances of the angles are computed and serve
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as scoring matrix for the standard Smith-Waterman algorithm. Thus TALI
strongly resembles sequence alignment. TALI should not be viewed as a
classical algorithm, however since it does not utilize (as other algorithms) the
coordinates of amino acids, we present it in this overview as an interesting
alternative.

Recent Approaches

There have emerged (and are still emerging) methods for protein structure
alignment. In this section we will present those we compare our method to
and which show best results in comparison to others, based on the results
presented in the literature. Therefore we will describe them in more detail.

TM-align. The most well-known algorithm released “recently” is probably
TM-align [Zhang and Skolnick, 2005], since it is the solution with which the
TM-score [Zhang and Skolnick, 2004] (see section 5.2.2) is usually presented.
TM-score is slowly becoming a standard (in addition to RMSD) for evaluating
similarity of two aligned structures. We see TM-align more like a way to
present TM-score and therefore the process of obtaining the initial alignment
is rather straightforward. TM-align uses three initial alignments:

• The first way of obtaining the initial alignment is employing Needleman-
Wunsch global alignment with gap cost -1 where the distance matrix
is based on correspondence of SSE types of the respective amino acids.
Hence scoring function/matrix is binary having 1 for amino acids with
identical SSE types.

• The second type of initial alignment is obtained by gapless threading
of the smaller structure against the larger one and the alignment with
best TM-score is selected1.

• The third type of initial alignment employs, again, dynamic program-
ming. However, the scoring matrix is a half/half combination of the
scoring matrix based on SSE from the first type of the initial alignment
and the distance matrix from the previous type.

1Gapless threading is method employed in the area of protein structure predic-
tion [Friesner, 2002]. With the method, one mounts the shorter sequence of length L1

onto a larger structure of size L2 in every possible way and thus obtaining L2 − L1 − 1
possible structures (decoys).
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For each of the alignments, TM-score superposition is computed and scor-
ing matrix/function σ is formed as:

σ(i, j) =
1

1 + (
dij

d0(Lmin)
)2

(5.1)

where dij represents distance of i-th and j-th residues after the superpo-
sition and d0(Lmin) = 1.24 3

√
Lmin − 15 − 1.8 with Lmin being length of the

smaller protein (see [Zhang and Skolnick, 2004] for reasoning of the func-
tion). Using this new scoring function another global dynamic programming
is run and alignment is obtained for which superposition using TM-score is
computed. The iteration repeats until stabilization. For the stabilized align-
ment, TM-score is computed which represents the resulting similarity of the
protein structure pair.

Vorolign [Birzele et al., 2007] employs nearest-neighbors residues for each
amino acid as defined by Voronoi tessellation [Voronoi, 1908]. Hence, for
proteins X = x1x2 . . . xn and Y = y1y2 . . . ym the set of nearest-neighbor
(NN) sets N(xi) and N(yi) is extracted. For each of the residues in the sets,
similarity score is defined as:

Sim(xik , yjl) = ω1 ∗ AA(xik , yjl) + ω1 ∗ SSE(xik , yjl) (5.2)

ω1, ω2 representing a weighting system, AA(xik , yjl) standing for amino
acid-based scoring function and SSE(xik , yjl) representing similarity of SSEs
of the residues xik and yjl . Based on the values of Sim(xik , yjl), for each
pair of NN sets, one runs global dynamic programming assigning a similarity
to a pair of the sets which identifies similarity of the respective amino acids.
Finally, second level of dynamic programming is launched (which is technique
originally used in SAP) where structures X and Y are aligned using scoring
function based on the values of similarities of NN sets from the previous step.
The score of the resulting alignment then represents similarity of the protein
structures.

PPM. The same authors presented later a solution called PPM (Pheno-
typic Plasticity Measure) [Csaba et al., 2008]. PPM first identifies core blocks
being sufficiently long and similar subsequence-based substructures in the
structures to be aligned. Similarity of the core blocks is expressed by an
empiric function based on rigid superposition (no gaps are considered) and
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lengths of the blocks. To reduce the number of core blocks, superposition
based on each of the blocks is carried out and those blocks inducing over-
all similarity higher than a threshold are excluded from further processing.
The blocks play role of core units of the alignment topology. To be able to
quantify quality of the resulting topology, similarity of a pair of core blocks
has to be defined. The purpose of the similarity sim(v1), sim(v2) of core
block pairs v1 = (b1,1, b2,1), v2 = (b1,2, b2,2) is to model the evolution where a
protein P1 modeled by blocks b1,1 and b1,2 mutates into protein a P2 modeled
by b2,1 and b2,2. The measure sim(vi) computes RMSD superpositions based
on v1 and v2 separately and then an empiric function is applied, calibrating
the computed RMSDs with lengths of the sequences.

Having defined core blocks and distances between pairs of core blocks,
phenotypic plasticity graph (GPPM) is introduced. Vertices of GPPM are the
above discussed core block pairs and edges are represented by similarities sim
of pairs of the blocks. In order to reduce the complexity of the algorithm,
edges with weights higher than a given threshold are removed. Sequence
of core blocks defines an alignment A = (v1, e1, . . . , vn−1, en−1, vn) forming a
spanning tree over GPPM . Linear phenotypic plasticity measure of an align-
ment A (LPPM(A)) connects the blocks in a linear fashion from the N- to
the C-terminus and is defined as:

LPPM(A) =
n∑
i=1

sim(vi) +
n−1∑
j=1

weight(ej) (5.3)

LPPM connects the blocks in sequence order, hence a new block is con-
nected to the alignment by the edge connecting it to the previous block in
the sequence. Such a linking does not take the overall topology into account.
Therefore, a modification of LPPM was proposed, called level k tree pheno-
typic plasticity measure of an alignment A (TkPPM(A)). A tree T with n
nodes representing the core blocks connected by n − 1 edges represents the
structural superposition/alignment. The level is designed to control the phe-
notypic plasticity with level 1 standing for largest plasticity and level n− 1
for largest rigidity. For edge vi the edges ei1 , . . . ein−1 are sorted in decreasing
order of their weights. Level k in the TkPPM(A) means that edge eik is cho-
sen for linking vi to the tree. The computation of the value of TkPPM(A)
is then identical to 5.3.

The phenotypic plasticity measure of an alignment A is defined as PPM(A) =
T3PPM(A). Since there are many possible alignments A (arguments of
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PPM(A)), the A* algorithm is utilized to find optimal solution. The al-
gorithm does not incorporate any sequence gap costs in the optimization
process, therefore normalized PPM score penalizes every nonaligned residue
with a value −0.1 and normalizes the score by length of the query:

PPMnorm(P1, P2) =
argmaxA(T3PPM(A(P1, P2))− 0.1 ∗ na

length(P1)
(5.4)

where P1, P2 are the proteins to be superposed, and na is the number
of nonaligned residues. PPMnorm is the resulting similarity measure of the
PPM method.

Vorometric. Finally, the most recently released solution of the methods
presented here is Vorometric [Sacan et al., 2008]. As its name suggests,
Vorometric utilizes, similarly to Vorolign, Voronoi tessellation to model struc-
tural and sequence neighborhood for each amino acid. The points sharing a
Voronoi boundary form Delaunay tessellation. The set of Delaunay neigh-
bors of an amino acid ordered by their sequence number along the backbone
form contact string. Each contact string is further extended by SSE infor-
mation. Thus, e.g. histidine residue of domain 3hla is RCH

∗
CPCACECKC

where ∗ denotes the central residue of the contact string and lower indexes
represent SSE types (H standing for an α-helix, E for a β-sheet and C for
a turn). Two contact strings are compared using edit distance with SSE-
enriched distance matrix M by utilizing the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm
for optimal global alignment. Small changes in the structure, caused for ex-
ample by measurement errors, could cause substantial changes in the Voronoi
contacts. In order to emphasize the weight of the central residue in a con-
tact string and thus increase robustness of the algorithm, the contacts and
the central residues are considered separately. Hence, the distance between
contact strings E and F is defined as:

D(E,F ) = ∆E(E−, F−) + η∆E(E0, F 0) + ∆E(E+, F+) (5.5)

where ∆E is the edit distance between SSE-enriched sequences, −-denoted
sequences precede the central residues E0 and F 0 weighted by the parameter
η and followed by the +-denoted sequences.

The above mentioned distance matrix M is formed by weighted combi-
nation of existing metric amino acid distance matrix N [Sacan and Toroslu,
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2007] and a metric SSE exchange matrix K derived from SSE similarity ma-
trix [Wallqvist et al., 2000]. The matrix M is defined as:

M(< a, s >,< b, t >) = w1N(a, b) + w2K(s, t) (5.6)

where a and b are amino acids types and s and t are respective SSE types.
Since both N and K are metric matrices/functions, also M forms metric.
Based on observation made in [Sellers, 1980], since M is metric scoring func-
tion each of the d functions form a metric and hence so does D. This allows
to store contact strings in a metric indexing structure (Slim-tree [Traina
et al., 2000] is utilized). In the query process, each contact string extracted
from the query protein is used as a query object and top scored hits are
obtained from the indexing structure. For each database protein occurring
in any of the result sets, hits are sorted and extended using dynamic pro-
gramming. The resulting alignment for each of the candidate proteins is used
for superposition utilizing the transformation procedure maximizing RMSD.
After the superposition, distances of the superposed residues are measured
and subsequent dynamic programming step is applied using the distances
as the scoring matrix. The iteration process continues until stabilization
of the transformation matrix (two subsequent superpositions are identical).
The final superposition is then measured using RMSD or TM-score formula.
Vorometric-TM version of the method denotes application of the TM-score
on the resulting alignment and shows best results in Vorometric’s experimen-
tal results.

Structural Alignment-Based Distance Measures

In the preceding sections, we have presented several methods for aligning pair
of protein structures based on various features and using various techniques.
But when the alignment is obtained there must follow a subsequent step in
which the method evaluates the obtained alignment using a scoring function.
Some of the methods employ the scoring function even during the alignment
process to achieve partial results in order to drive the alignment process in
the right direction.

Most of the methods employ scoring functions based on root mean square
deviation (RMSD) or even more often employ RMSD directly without any
modifications. RMSD aggregates the Euclidean distances between aligned
amino acids (after superposition) and normalizes the resulting total:
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RMSD =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

di
2. (5.7)

where N stands for the length of the alignment, di for the Euclidean dis-
tance between i-th pair of aligned amino acids. With RMSD it is possible,
given an alignment, to compute optimal superposition (minimizing RMSD)
in polynomial time using the Kabsch algorithm [Kabsch, 1976].

On the other hand, RMSD is prone to be influenced by outliers. Therefore
some methods try to disregard the outliers by adding more weight to impor-
tant residues in the alignment. For example, one of the most well-known
algorithms, DALI, uses so-called elastic similarity score for structures S1

and S2:

S =
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

{
(θ − |d

S1
ij −d

S2
ij |

d∗ij
)w(d∗ij) , i 6= j

θ , i = j
(5.8)

where i and j denote i-th and j-th amino acids of the alignment, dS1
ij and

dS2
ij stand for inter-residual distances between i-th and j-th amino acids in
S1 and S2, respectively, d∗ij stands for the average of dS1

ij and dSij2, and θ is
a similarity threshold. Most importantly, w(x) is an envelope function in
the form e(−x

α
)2 where α is a constant. The envelope function is designed to

minimize score for those residues that are far from each other, hence it effec-
tively disfavors outliers. Moreover, residues having common neighborhood
will have high score since the expression |dS1

ij − dS2
ij | approaches 0 for such

residues.
Although elastic similarity score deals with the outliers, it is not sensitive

to highly conserved local substructures which are important for assessing
structural similarity — remember that protein structural similarity should be
understood as an abstraction of functional similarity. To handle this problem,
TM-score [Zhang and Skolnick, 2004] was proposed putting emphasis on
closer pairs by weighting them higher. The superposition is obtained by its
own algorithm utilizing Kabsch (see section 7.2 for details and optimizations).
To evaluate quality of the superposition, the TM-score formula is defined as:

TM-score =
1

LT

LA∑
i=1

1

1 +
(
di
d0

)2 (5.9)
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Let us assume that TM-score is used for classification purposes where an
unknown structure (target) is being classified. Then LT stands for length
of this structure, LA is length of the alignment, di distance between i-th
pair of aligned amino acids and d0 is a normalization parameter (see [Zhang
and Skolnick, 2004] for details). Moreover, you can observe that TM-score is
not a distance but rather a similarity measure going from 0 for completely
dissimilar protein structures to 1 for identical structures.
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Chapter 6

Nonalignment-Based Protein
Structure Similarity

In [Hoksza, 2009], we presented a method that can be categorized into the
nonalignment-based protein structure similarity methods, called DDPIn —
Distance and Density-based Protein Indexing. Similarly to methods men-
tioned in the previous sections, also our approach employs a feature extrac-
tion. In next paragraphs, we will briefly overview the whole process and in
following sections we will describe individual steps in more detail.

We proposed novel similarity model based on feature extraction utilizing
density of amino acids in the protein structure. Our extraction model uses
α-carbon atoms as fundamental particles and operates on distances among
them, but any other backbone atom type could be used for amino acids’
representation. We get one feature vector for each residue, hence for a protein
with n amino acids we get n feature vectors. In section 6.1.1, we present
several semantics of these vectors. All of them are based on clustering the
residues into three-dimensional spheres with centers in the examined residues.
Some of the semantics make use of radii of those spheres, whereas others
compute density of amino acids in the spheres. Further detailed explanation
of the feature extraction techniques can be found in section 6.1.1.

After obtaining feature vectors for all the amino acids in a protein, we
deposit them into an indexing structure. In [Hoksza, 2009] we employed
M-tree (section 3.1.2) utilizing weighted Euclidean distance, although any
metric indexing method can be utilized instead, since we use several distance
functions which all form metric. Each inserted object is represented by a pair
consisting of the feature vector and an identifier of the protein from which
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the amino acid feature was extracted.
When searching for similar proteins to a query protein, feature vectors

of the query are extracted and each of them is used as a k-nearest neighbor
query to the indexing structure. Hence, for a query protein with n amino
acid we get n result sets each of them having size k. These are subsequently
merged to get the most similar proteins to the query one.

The DDPIn method was proposed to offer efficient and effective protein
classification method. Protein classification [Ouzounis et al., 2003] is an
application of protein similarity to the area of automatic assessment of pro-
tein structures into classes based on SCOP (or other reliable) classification.
Since SCOP is generated by human experts, it can be treated as gold stan-
dard for computer-based similarity methods. The determinant of quality of
the similarity measure is then agreement of individual proteins classification
with SCOP. Thus, after finding similar proteins to the query one, a ranking
scheme, which is based on the nearest neighbors sets, takes place to obtain
the correct SCOP category (usually superfamily).

To increase the accuracy of the classification process, we added so-called
healing step. In this phase, cross-reference query answered by another index-
ing structure is used (another feature extraction type), the protein is ranked
according this result and result sets of both queries are merged. Proteins not
having unambiguous classification are then “healed” by another method and
the obtained classification is considered to be the final and correct one.

6.1 Protein Indexing
In the indexing stage, each of the database protein structures is processed
and stored into a (metric) indexing structure. More specifically, the stage
contains following steps for each protein structure.

1. For each amino acid, a feature vector is created (section 6.1.1).

2. Each vector is stored into an indexing structure (section 6.1.3) utilizing
given distance function (section 6.1.2).

6.1.1 Protein Structure Representation

The motivation for our new protein structure model was to obtain easily ex-
tractable model, based on the three-dimensional coordinates of amino acids,
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which would be invariant with regard to rotation and translation. Second,
the model should allow to reflect additive protein properties which could be
easily added to the representation. By additive properties we mean vari-
ous physico-chemical properties or additional structural information such as
SSE. And finally, there should exist a reasonable, preferably metric, similar-
ity measure to assign similarity to a pair of models. Usually, the similarity
is defined over a pair of features of which the model constitutes. The par-
tial similarities are then aggregated over the entire set of features to asses
similarity to the whole models.

Our DDPIn feature extraction model, which fulfills the above presented
requirements, is based on the principle of nested three-dimensional balls.

Definition 6.1. (3D Ring, Inner Radius, Outer Radius, Width)
Let R1(c, ρ1) and R2(c, ρ2) be concentric three-dimensional spheres with
center in c and radii ρ1 and ρ2. We define three-dimensional ring (3D ring)
R(c, ρ1, ρ2) as the space between R1 and R2 with center in c, inner radius
ρ1 and outer radius ρ2. Subsequently, the distance width(R) = ρ2 − ρ1

denotes width of the ring R.

For each Cα residue r (called viewpoint), we create a set of balls having
their centers in r (figure 6.1). In this way, a set of 3D rings arises, each
ring containing Cα residues being in the “appropriate” distance from r. We
suggest several techniques to acquire proteins’ features based on radii of the
rings (which can be equivalently defined using widths of the rings) and how
to extract features from these representations. Vector of features acquired
in this way is called viewpoint tag (VPT ) because it can be understood as
a blueprint of the protein from the viewpoint (similar idea to the notion of
view in SAP method).

Let vp represent a particular viewpoint, then vp[i] stands for the i-th ring
(inner radius of vp[0] being 0), rad(vp[i]) for the outer radius (distance from
the viewpoint to the further border of the i-th ring) and let dens(vp[i]) be
the density/number of residues in the i-th ring (see figure 6.1). Finally, let
V PT [i] be the i-th coordinate of the feature vector (viewpoint tag). Based
on these terms, we propose several VPT semantics.

• sRad : For sRad (radius-based semantics) it holds:

– ∀i : dens(vp[i]) = p
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– ∀i : V PT [i] = rad(vp[i])

where p is a user-defined parameter representing percentage of amino
acids in the protein.

• sRadNorm: For sRadNorm (radius-based semantics) holds:

– ∀i : dens(vp[i]) = p

– ∀i : V PT [i] = rad(vp[i])/|P |

where p is a user-defined parameter representing percentage of amino
acids in the protein, and |P | is number of amino acids in a protein P
(for which VPT is being computed).

• sRadSSE : The idea of sRadSSE is identical to sRad except for seman-
tics of vp which slightly differs. Only residues belonging into an α helix
or a β sheet are taken into account when defining viewpoints. Moreover
residues from distinct SSE types are stored separately. Hence, dimen-
sion of the VPT increases twice. i-th ring is represented by V PT [2i]
(the number of α-type residues in i-th ring) and V PT [2i+1] (the num-
ber of β-type residues in i-th ring). V PT [i] is defined the same as in
the sRad VPT semantics.

• sDens : For sDens (density-based semantics) it holds:

– ∀i : width(vp[i]) = w

– ∀i : V PT [i] = dens(vp[i])

where w is a user-defined parameter representing width of the rings
in Å1.

• sDensSSE : sDensSSE is a density-based equivalent of the sRadSSE.

• sDir : For sDir (direction-based semantics) it holds:

– ∀i : width(vp[i]) = w

– ∀i : V PT [i] =
∑

(pairs of consequent residues in the i-th ring with
the orientation from the vp)

1Å(angstrom) is an international unit of length equal to 1 × 10−10. Distance between
a pair of amino acids in a protein structure is about 4 Å.
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where w is a user-defined parameter representing width of the rings in
Å. sDir semantics aims to detect shape of the curve within the bounds
of the density/distance approach.

Figure 6.1: DDPIn visualization of a protein with PDB ID 1apc in 2D. The
vertices on the curve correspond to Cα residues of individual amino acids.
dens(vp[2]) equals number of dots in ring2.

6.1.2 Distance Functions

We are to apply metric indexing methods to the VPTs, thus we need to utilize
distances that fulfill metric properties (reflexivity, non-negativity, symmetry,
triangle inequality). The metrics, we tried to apply in DDPIn, follow.
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L2 Distance

The fundamental metric function is the Euclidean distance also known as L2

distance. In its generalized form, it is usable for n-dimensional space where
n is dimension of the VPTs:

L2(v1, v2) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(v1[i]− v2[i])2

Weighted L2 Distance

Since we suppose that direct structural neighborhood of the viewpoints is
more predicative for similarity determination, we also use weighted Euclidean
distance as the similarity function. In this approach, each partial difference
in the distance computation is multiplied by a respective weight.

wL2(v1, v2) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

w[i](v1[i]− v2[i])2

We examined various weights with the emphasis on favoring first few
coordinates (see section 6.3.2).

6.1.3 Indexing Structures

To speed up the search for similar VPTs, we build an indexing structure
over the database of VPTs. Selected indexing structure of our choice is the
M-tree (see section 3.1.2) although any other metric indexing structure could
be utilized because we use metric functions for comparing distances between
VPTs.

6.2 Querying

DDPIn can answer two types of queries - find the most similar protein in the
DB to the query protein and classify a query protein into a group of proteins
(the classification query is built atop the similarity query). These queries can
be answered by our two-step search. The first step represents a simple index
search, while the second plays the role of a cross-validation process where
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probably wrong predictions are identified and possibly corrected. The list
summarizing the individual steps of the query process follows (|P | denotes
number of amino acids of a protein P ), while details of each step will be
described in the following sections:

1. From the query protein PQ a set F = {fi|i = 1 . . . |PQ|} of features
(VPTs) fi is extracted as described in section 6.1.1.

2. For each fi, we run a kNN query against the database of stored protein
features. The protein features are stored in an M-tree (section 6.1.3)
and we utilize weighted edit distance as the distance function for a pair
of features (section 6.1.2). R = {Ri|i = 1 . . . |PQ|} stands for the set
of the |PQ| result sets, each having size k.

3. Database proteins PDB whose one of their features occurs in one of the
Ri are taken into account and occurrences of their features in R are
aggregated. The aggregation function weights position of the occur-
rences in the result set, thus determining similarity of the PDB with PQ
(section 6.2.1).

4. Since DDPIn allows utilizing multiple distance- and density-based fea-
tures, it is able to offer a corrective mechanism to validate correctness
of the search and classification process. The mechanism can offer an
alternative result in case when the result does not seem to be reliable.

(a) One-step search. Using one step search (section 6.2.1), the database
proteins participating in previous step are sorted according to sim-
ilarity with the query and based on the order, the nearest neighbor
and classification is assigned to the query protein.

(b) Multi-step search. Multi-step search (sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3) de-
termines the nearest neighbor of the query identically as one-step
search does, but moreover employs a corrective mechanism. In
two-step search (section 6.2.2), the proteins are stored according
to an extra VPT semantics in an extra indexing structure. Thus,
the steps 1-4 are repeated according to this extra VPT semantics.
The extra semantics supplies another set of extracted query fea-
tures F ′ which queries the extra indexing structure. If the search
employing the first semantics returns PNN as the nearest neighbor
and the search employing the second semantics returns PNN ′, then
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classifications of PNN and PNN ′ are compared. If the classifica-
tions of PNN and PNN ′ are not identical, the database is scanned
against the query protein using another similarity measure. We
employ optimal sequence local alignment (Smith-Waterman), al-
though any other method could by applied. The result of the scan
is declared as the final result. For general multi-step search (sec-
tion 6.2.3) the process is similar, but more extra feature semantics
are utilized.

6.2.1 One-Step Search/Classification

First of all, we extract VPTs from the query protein PQ. Then we take each
of the VPTs and run kNN query against the M-tree, employing (weighted)
L2 distance, containing stored VPTs where k is the object of experimental
evaluation. In general, best results were obtained with k going from 20 to 40
depending on the feature extraction type and its parameters. VPT semantics
of the query and the database objects must be the same in order to obtain
meaningful results. In each of the result sets, we obtain k most similar
VPTs to one of the query’s VPTs. In order to sort the resulting database
proteins (those whose VPTs appear in one of the result sets), we came out
with the ranking scheme where i-th VPT in the result set contributes with
value k − log(i) to the overall score of the protein it represents. Hence, the
overall similarity score sim for a query protein PQ and indexed protein PDB
protein is:

sim(PQ, PDB) =

|PQ|−1∑
i=0

|PDB |−1∑
j=0


k − log(z), z ∈ {1 . . . k},

if V PT jPDB ∈ NN(V PT iPQ),

0, otherwise
(6.1)

where VPTa
b stands for a-th VPT in a protein b, NN(x) stands for the

nearest neighbor set of VPT x of size k and z for position of the given VPT
in the NN set.

Finally, the protein with the highest value of sim according to the query
protein is evaluated as the most similar to the query one. If our goal is to
classify the protein, we append the classification step. We approached the
problem in the most straightforward fashion — we obtain SCOP classification
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of the nearest neighbor and declare it as the classification of the query protein.
Other alternatives did not turn out to be noticeably more effective.

6.2.2 Two-Step Search/Classification

Solution described in the previous section reaches up to 93% accuracy in
classifying a protein into SCOP superfamilies on the dataset utilized for
evaluating DDPIn method. We realized that the sets of proteins not being
classified correctly are not always identical for various VPT semantics or
miscellaneous parameters of the same semantics. If we are able to distinguish
the correctly classified proteins we might be able to reclassify the rest. Such
a reclassification is called healing in DDPIn’s terminology.

For recognizing wrongly classified proteins, we use cross-validation. We
store the database proteins in two different indexing structures. The indexing
structures store the same proteins, but the VPTs they store are built accord-
ing to different semantics. We execute two one-phase searches with different
VPT semantics (hence we query the two indexing structures). These return
two nearest neighbor proteins to the query protein and according to the re-
sults we decide, whether the query protein is classified correctly or should
undergo healing.

Let us define S1 and S2 as index scans one and two and c(Si) as the clas-
sification obtained from Si. Then if c(S1) = c(S2) we suppose the prediction
is correct. Otherwise, we employ the healing process. Since the only piece
of information we have in that case is that c(S1) and c(S2) differ, we can-
not conclude whether c(S1) is correct or whether c(S2) is correct or whether
even both are wrong. So we apply an entirely different method to pick up
the final classification, the Smith-Waterman algorithm. It operates purely
on primary structure of the proteins. Hence, we take the query and align it
with set of candidate DB sequences D. Proteins in D can be chosen from
the results of S1 or S2, from their fusion, or even they can represent the
whole database. Size of D has a serious impact on the resulting runtime of
the algorithm, since Smith-Waterman is of quadratic complexity according
to the sequence length. The workflow of the whole process is schematically
depicted in figure 6.2.

Experiments have shown that the healing phase can seriously increase
accuracy. Determinants of the accuracy are the semantics of S1, S2 and
the parameters of the healing process. Suitability of using a pair of VPT
semantics, which dictate the pair of indexing structures for S1 and S2, can
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query protein PQ

set of extracted features F1|P | Q

set of |P | result setsQ

NN
nearest neighbor protein P1
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correctly classified proteins incorrectly classified proteins
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classification(P ) = classification(P )1 2

NN P = SW rescore P using Smith-WatermanQ  

YES NO

YES NO

NNcls = classification(P )1
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cls = classification(P )Q
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2

3

Figure 6.2: General workflow of querying in the DDPIn method.
1) Extraction of features from PQ (section 6.1)
2) |PQ| kNN queries against an MAM (section 6.2.1)
3) Application of the sim function (equation 6.1)
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be learned by studying contingency tables based on table 6.1. Q1 represents
number of queries that are correctly predicted by both searches and do not
need to be healed. Problematic query proteins are those contributing to Q2.
We cannot heal these proteins since c(S1) = c(S2) but they are determined
incorrectly. Hence Q2 is the value contributing to the inaccuracy and we head
toward using such a combination of VPT semantics that would decrease this
value. And finally, Q3 and Q4 are proteins to be healed. Hence, in general
we are trying to use such pairs of VPT semantics with high Q1 and low Q2.

Table 6.1: Contingency table for decision whether to heal

c(S1) or c(S2) c(S1) and c(S2)

correct wrong
∑

c(S1) = c(S2) Q1 Q2 Q1 +Q2

c(S1) 6= c(S2) Q3 Q4 Q3 +Q4∑
Q1 +Q3 Q2 +Q4

6.2.3 Multi-Step Search/Classification

Generalizing the idea of the two step classification leads us to the multi-
step classification. We can use multiple VPT semantics for mutual cross-
validation. The idea can be to accept a prediction arising from a scan S
if at least further (n − 1)/2 scans from the overall number of n scans (n-
step classification) classify the query into the identical group. Considering
table 6.1, Q1 might rise significantly, but on the other hand Q2, which we
try to minimize, will probably rise, too. In the experimental evaluation we
present a contingency table showing the influence of adding further scans
into the classification process.

6.2.4 Classification Accuracy

A protein is classified correctly if a method classifies identically as SCOP
does on a given level (family, superfamily, class, fold). In order to be able
to evaluate quality of a similarity approach we use so-called classification
accuracy measure (CA).
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Definition 6.2. (Classification Accuracy)
Let D be a database of protein structures to be automatically classified
according to SCOP classification. Let cls(P ) be the predicted classification
of a protein P and let clsSCOP (P ) be the classification of P according to
SCOP. We define classification accuracy (CA) as:

CA =
|{P ∈ D|cls(P ) = clsSCOP (P )}|

|D|
∗ 100

The classification accuracy is an aggregation measure expressing quality
of a method by summing the correct classifications and dividing them by the
number of proteins to be classified (ratio of correctly classified proteins).

6.3 Experimental Evaluation
In order to experimentally verify the concept of DDPIn and to evaluate the
influence of various parameters mentioned in the sections above, we car-
ried out several tests. The testing platform was based on 2.66 GHz Intel
Core(TM)2 Duo CPU, with 2GB of RAM, running Windows XP. To com-
pare our method with the previously released ones, we reused the testbed
presented also in [Gao and Zaki, 2005]. It includes proteins from superfam-
ilies (each having at least 10 proteins) coming from four SCOP classes (all
α, all β, α + β and α/β). Since version 1.65 of SCOP was used in these
experiments and from each superfamily 10 representatives were chosen, the
total number of proteins in the database was 1810 (181 superfamilies). When
querying, we used two query sets. To be able to compare the classification
accuracy with the other methods, we used the query set occurring in their
experiments — each superfamily contributes with 1 protein to the query set,
hence the set contains 181 proteins. But to thoroughly examine effects of
the various parameters, we used the whole database as the query set for
experiments, tuning the internal parameters of DDPIn.

The main object of our tests was the classification accuracy when em-
ploying single- and multi-step approaches. Within the individual approaches
we tested the impact of the VPT semantics, metric distance measures and
healing VPT semantics’ combinations on the overall accuracy. Since the
multi-step approach consists of multiple single-step scans, we use these to
present characteristics of individual VPT semantics. However, we admit
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that the accuracy of the single-step approach alone is far from optimum; as
we show in section 6.2.2 where one can also find comparison with the other
methods.

6.3.1 Indexing

First experiments concerned sizes of indexes needed to store feature vectors
of all the database proteins. As mentioned above, we employed M-tree in our
experiments with node capacity 30. The results are presented in table 6.2.
Although the number of indexed objects is dependent solely on the dimen-
sionality of the VPT, sizes of indexes with various semantics having the same
dimensionality vary because of the variance in utilization of the M-tree nodes.
On the other hand, variance of the utilization is not very high and so the
number of objects is approximately dimensionality × 1810 × c, where c is
a small constant dependent on the M-tree. Yet, the dimensionality can be
considered as the main factor of the index size.

VPT semantics dimensionality #items index size
Radius (dens(vp[i]) = 7) 7 312338 24.88MB
Radius(dens(vp[i]) = 7) 14 312330 37.46MB
Density (width(vp[i]) = 3) 7 312263 24.74MB
Density (width(vp[i]) = 3) 14 312990 37.48MB

Table 6.2: Index size

6.3.2 Single-Step Classification

kNN queries

As equation 6.1 states, for each query’s VPT k nearest database VPTs are
fetched and merged to find out the most similar database object. We tried
to find out the optimal value of k for kNN queries. Figure 6.3 shows the
accuracy of classification proteins into superfamilies for different values of k.
In all the cases, weighted L2 metric was used where weight log(dim− i+ 1)
was assessed to the i-th dimension. We can observe that low k values cause
loosing proper VPTs and thus decrease of the accuracy. On the other hand,
for k higher than 5, the trends evolve differently. In general, it can be said
that optimal values are reached for k between 20 and 40 but there is no value
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k, being optimal for all the semantics. For example, the optimal value k for
sRad having density 7 is 30, but changing the density to 6 causes increase
of the optimal k to 40. When comparing the individual semantics in further
experiments, we decided to use k = 30, since such a value seems to be close
to the optimum for most of the semantics.

Figure 6.3: Increasing k in kNN queries

VPT Semantics

In section 6.1.1, we presented our set of possible VPT semantics. Figures 6.4a
and 6.4b represent overview of the influence of their parameters on the quality
of classification. Comparison of figure 6.4a and figure 6.4b supports the su-
periority of the sDens semantics which was observable in the previous exper-
iment, too. We can also notice an interesting property of our representations
- if we enrich the representation with additional information (enrichment by
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the SSE type), the accuracy deteriorates (when keeping the same dimension).
We attribute this phenomenon to low density of Cα residues. Splitting rings
into more segments causes further loss of information which makes the VPTs
insufficiently discriminative (informative).
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Figure 6.4: Impact of the VPT semantics properties on the accuracy

Normalizing the individual components of VPTs does not provide us with
additional accuracy either (see sRadNorm results in figure 6.4a). The reason
stems probably from loosing information on differently long proteins (longer
proteins have higher values of VPT coordinates) which is then rather dis-
criminative argument for the VPT similarity.

Figure 6.5 represents the effect of growing dimensionality. For most VPT
semantics, best results are obtained for dimensionality 14. For the sRad* se-
mantics, the highest reachable dimensionality for density 7 is 14. For higher
dimensionality, 15-th and higher dimensions do not contain any residues be-
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Figure 6.5: Impact of the VPTs’ dimension on the accuracy

cause width corresponds to percentage of the overall number of residues in
the given protein. Hence, sRad* semantics are actually not defined for those
dimensions, but for transparency we show their accuracy in the figure as con-
stant values identical to the last defined combination of width and dimension.
Clearly, the dimensionality has not very noticeable effect on the number of
correctly predicted proteins (for given dimension’s range) but the effect is
most significant for the sDensSSE semantics. The reason is that dimension-
ality of the *SSE semantics is actually two-times lower than for the other
semantics because for each ring, two values are stored. And in line with this
fact, the results of sDensSSE are comparable (although still slightly worse)
to other density-based semantics when the dimensionality comes to 20.

Metrics

We chose three best VPT semantics to examine the behavior of various met-
ric functions. We used L2 and weighted L2 functions together with several
different sets of weights. The outcomes can be seen in table 6.3 which also
shows examined weighting schemes. The values in parentheses behind given
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metric sRad sDens sDir
(dens[i]=7) (width[i]=3) (width[i]=3)

L2 1631(90.1%) 1674(92.5%) 1657(91.6%)

weighted L2

(log(dim− i+ 1))
1652(91.3%) 1682(92.9%) 1665(92%)

weighted L2

((dim− i)/dim)
1651(91.2%) 1683(93%) 1670(92.3%)

weighted L2

(i/dim)
1592(87.8%) 1659(91.7%) 1648(91.1%)

weighted L2

(log(i+ 1))
1612(89.1%) 1670(92.3%) 1655(91.4%)

Table 6.3: Metrics’ comparison (dim=14)

metric express values of the elements w[i] of the weight vectors. It turns out
that weighted L2 with log(dim− i+ 1) and (dim− i)/dim weighting systems
work best since they favor direct neighborhood of viewpoints (further coor-
dinates obtain lower weights). The opposite approach, favoring more distant
residues, turned out to perform considerably worse (as awaited).

6.3.3 Two-Step Classification

With the knowledge of the best VPT semantics (among the proposed ones)
and their optimal parameters, we are ready to use them within the two-step
approach. We remind that apart from calibrating the characteristics of the
partial scans, in the two-step approach we can also optimize the healing set’s
attributes. Table 6.4 shows results achieved when the whole nearest neighbor
set of the first scan was used as the healing set — the semantics at the left
border of the table is considered as the first scan. The proteins that had at
least one VPT in one of the query’s VPTs’ NN-set are aligned with the query
with the help of the Smith-Waterman algorithm, while the most similar is
chosen as the nearest neighbor. Each cell of the table 6.4 shows contingency
table (see section 6.2.2) for the respective pair of semantics. Below, resulting
accuracy of the two-step approach in the form of the absolute number of
correctly predicted proteins together with the resulting superfamily classifi-
cation accuracy is presented. We can observe that the combination of sDir
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and sDens is not suitable for healing since the semantics of both approaches
are similar (based on density of residues in rings) and hence Q2 value is about
two-times higher then for the other combinations.

sRad sDens sDir

sRad

1624 20
90 76
|HS| = 321

a=1744(96.4%)

1611 24
102 73
|HS| = 321

a=1735(95.9%)

sDens

1624 20
90 76
|HS| = 179

a=1738(96.0%)

1643 44
64 d
|HS| = 176

a=1724(95.2%)

sDir

1611 24
102 73
|HS| = 216

a=1734(95.8%)

1643 44
64 59
|HS| = 215

a=1726(95.4%)

Table 6.4: Accuracy of antisymmetric full-sized healing sets
(|HS| . . . healing set size, a . . . accuracy)

The table presents the anti-symmetric approach (as we call it), meaning
the healing set forms the NN-set of one of the scans. It is also possible to
use union of the NN-sets, results of which are presented in figure 6.6. The
union here was produced by subsets of given size of the NN-sets. Size of
each subset is defined by the multiplication factor, thus each set contributes
to the union with portion corresponding to the given factor. We emphasize
that the NN-sets are sorted according to the distance to the query hence the
union contain always the most similar proteins. Best results were achieved
for the sRad -sDens combination using factor 0.4 (96.4%). The results show
interesting observation that higher size of the healing set does not necessarily
lead to improved accuracy. This leads us to the idea of using the whole
database (1809 sequences) as the healing set. It turns out that apart from the
substantial slow-down, such a modification moreover decreases the accuracy
(95.8% for sDens-sRad semantics combination). Hence, using healing sets
emerging from the NN-sets is a good choice because it filters out sequentially
similar but structurally disimilar proteins.
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Figure 6.6: Impact of the healing set size on the accuracy

Comparison to Other Tools

Here, we took the optimal combination of VPT semantics and their param-
eters (sDens : width[i] = 7, dim = 14, k = 30; sRad : dens[i] = 3, dim =
11, k = 30;HS multiplication factor = 1) and compared it to the best
achieved classification results of other tools as presented in [Gao and Zaki,
2005]. We should emphasize that all the methods are nonalignment-based
— comparison with alignment-based method is demonstrated in the follow-
ing chapter. We underline that the used query set consists of 181 queries
only, unlike 1810 queries in the preceding experiments so the classification
accuracy differs.

algorithm superfamily class
PSI 88% N/A
ProGreSS 97.2% 98.3%
PSIST 97.8% 99.4%
DDPIn 98.9% 100%

Table 6.5: SCOP superfamily and fold level accuracy comparison

Table 6.5 shows that on the reduced query dataset DDPIn’s accuracy
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increases up to the level where it beats the other methods. The presented
DDPIn’s superfamily accuracy corresponds to two wrong predictions. Nev-
ertheless, although the nearest proteins fall into wrong superfamilies they
appear in the same fold and hence fold classification accuracy is 100% for
DDPIn.

6.3.4 Multi-Step Classification

The final accuracy experiments concerned the accuracy of the multi-step
approach. For the experiment, sRad, sDens and sDir semantics were used
with the same settings as in the previous experiments and multiplication
factor of the healing set was set to 0.4. The way of getting the healing
set and decision whether a query should proceed into the healing step was
described in section 6.2.3. We present here the results of the 3-step approach
only but we believe the results can be generalized into the higher steps, too.
The acquired contingency table supports this belief. The core values are Q1

and Q2 — Q1 value grows to 1676 but Q2 grows too. The value of Q2 is
68 which considerably deteriorates the possible accuracy in such a way that
there is no advantage in using the multi-step approach (the accuracy after
performing the healing-step is 94.7% for this approach).

6.3.5 Performance Evaluation

Table 6.6 provides information about the runtime of DDPIn per query which
is divided into the time spent in the scans and time spent in the healing
step. Moreover, we present percentage of nodes traversed in the M-tree
when querying. This number is directly proportional to the scan time. In
the table, multiplication factor 0.4 was used - if the whole DB was used
for healing (maximum multiplication factor), the time per query (healing)
would be 202 s. Whilst the main determinant of the second step is the size
of the healing set, run time of the first step is directly proportional to the
percentage of the tree nodes of the total number of nodes that have to be
traversed. We can see there is a clear trade-off between speed and accuracy
when comparing sRad and sDens semantics. The table also shows that using
an index is inevitable since sequential scan would be too time-consuming.

We did not implement methods from [Gao and Zaki, 2005] by ourselves
and hence the speed comparison can be only very approximate. PSIST is
presented in [Gao and Zaki, 2005] as the most accurate method and its time
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method index scan index scan healing step overall time
(s) (% of tree nodes) (s) (s)

sDens-sRad 2.2 + 0.8 8.3 (12.1, 4.5) 1.8 4.8
sDens-sDir 2.2 + 3.2 14.2 (12.1, 16.2) 1.0 6.4
sDir-sRad 3.2 + 0.8 10.4 (16.2, 4.5) 2.2 6.2

Table 6.6: Time comparison (HS multiplication factor = 0.4)

gets around 4 seconds per query (when the best accuracy is requested) on a
2.8GHz CPU PC with 6GB of RAM. Hence DDPIn would be comparable to
PSIST in the run time if ran on the same machine.

6.4 Summary
In this chapter we presented a novel representation of protein structures based
on distances among amino acid residues called DDPIn. Protein characteris-
tics are stored in feature vectors which are further indexed and queried by a
metric indexing method. Finally, a multi-step approach was proposed to in-
crease the accuracy of the classification. DDPIn outperforms the previously
released nonalignment-based methods in accuracy while using comparable
amount of search time.
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Chapter 7

Alignment-Based Protein
Structure Similarity

In previous chapter we proposed a method that extracts features from an
arbitrary protein structure, we also defined distance functions for these fea-
tures in order to index them for efficient retrieval of similar objects (given
a query protein structure). The proposed method was compared to other
contemporary nonalignment-based methods. However, there are many areas
for which retrieving the alignment might be priceless in order to employ vi-
sual analysis of the similarity for further processing. For example, for protein
semi-automatic structure prediction, visual investigation is often employed
for manual tuning of computer-based prediction [Moult et al., 2009]. More-
over, quality of similarity access methods employing alignment as an integral
component of the similarity measure is higher in general in comparison to the
nonalignment-based methods (at least on difficult datasets where the query
set shares low similarity with the database set — see section 7.3).

In this chapter we describe a method originally proposed in [Hoksza and
Galgonek, 2009, 2010] which utilizes DDPIn’s feature extraction method for
pairing/matching amino acids of a pair of protein structures. For pairing
features, dynamic programming is applied. The dynamic programming algo-
rithm is similar to that used in sequence alignment, although few modification
have to be done to cope with the features. To the resulting alignment we
applied modified TM-score algorithm (see section 5.2.2 for the definition of
the TM-score). The modified algorithm shows substantial speedup in com-
parison to the original version and hence allows to embody it into sequential
scan running in competitive time. When searching for similar structures to
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a query protein, we utilize ordinary sequential scan since indexing structure
similarity measures (such as RMSD or TM-score) is difficult because of the
measures’ qualities, as we show in section 8. In general, we can state that
the TM-score measure is highly nonmetric.

7.1 Alignment Assessment

First step in alignment-based methods when comparing two protein struc-
tures consists in finding the alignment itself. This alignment is then used
for superposing one structure over the other and the superposition is utilized
for distance computation (for overview of the whole process see figure 5.2).
In our solution we employ VPTs and distance functions from section 6.1 to
which we apply dynamic programming in order to find pairs of amino acids
(similar viewpoints) following sequence order. Such a solution might resem-
ble SAP [Taylor and Orengo, 1989a], but despite SAP we do not need to
accomplish two levels of dynamic programming, since our viewpoints based
on VPTs substitute the first level. We compute distances between all pairs
of VPTs in the given proteins and these are stored in a matrix that is sub-
sequently used as the scoring matrix for the dynamic programming phase
(which also differs from SAP that applies aggregation of optimal paths in-
stead of using scoring matrix). Moreover, our method utilizes variable gap
costs and modified TM-score for scoring the obtained alignment.

7.1.1 Global Alignment

To solve the amino acids’ alignment problem we can utilize solution simi-
lar to global alignment problem presented in section 2.2.2. When aligning
amino acids of two protein sequences we cannot use respective distances
of the residues, since we do not know the respective position of the pro-
tein structure in space (in fact the superposition is what we are searching
for). Hence, from the amino acids we derive VPT features under distance
that was already described in section 6.1.2. The combination of VPTs and
the respective distance function forms scoring function/matrix necessary for
alphabet-weighted edit distance which is the core problem in global align-
ment problem. But in contrast to protein sequence alignment, in this case
the alphabet is formed by the VPTs and thus is infinite. As presented in sec-
tion 2.2.2 (Needleman-Wunsch algorithm), the solution of GAP was proposed
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as a maximization problem, where similar amino acids scored higher and gap
penalties were negative. In order to use Needleman-Wunsch with VPTs, we
replace the max in equation 2.10 for min function because our scoring func-
tion (L2 or wL2) assigns lower values to similar pairs of viewpoints, hence
optimal alignment is that one having minimal overall score. Moreover, we
have to modify gap penalties so that higher values are reserved for higher
penalties (see section 7.1.3).

We should also underline other major difference to global alignment —
our scoring function differs for each pair of protein structures. But since
local alignment problem is specific to an alignment of single pair of se-
quences/structures, using different scoring matrix for each pair of aligned
objects is not an issue. Optimal path in the dynamic programming matrix
is than the resulting structure alignment.

7.1.2 Local Alignment

Similarly to sequence alignment, we expect to obtain better results with local
alignment since we are interested in highly similar (conserved) substructures.
As already stated, the function is concentrated into the active sites which
form only small part of the protein structures and rest of the structure acts
as a structural support for the active sites. Hence, we should declare the
structures similar if their active sites are well aligned. For this purpose local
alignment is better tool than global alignment. We can again, as for global
alignment, reuse the solution introduced for optimal local sequence alignment
— the Smith-Waterman algorithm (see section 2.2.2).

Incorporating Smith-Waterman into our algorithm is not so straightfor-
ward as incorporating Needleman-Wunsch. The only substantial modifica-
tion when using local alignment lies in transforming the original maximiza-
tion problem into a minimization problem. Such a transformation together
with gap penalties modification alone is not possible, because of existence of
the zero value (minimum value ensuring locality of the alignment — see equa-
tion 2.15) in the recursive formula, since each alignment of length at least
one would score higher than zero. To be specific, the equation 2.15 would
choose minimal value out of the H, V , L and 0 values and since values in
H, V and L are nonnegative, 0 would be chosen in each step. The resulting
alignment would not be predicative at all.

In order to be able to utilize local alignment, we keep the maximization
but modify the scoring matrix σ. At first, we modify the codomain of the
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scoring function so that lower values of arguments imply lower similarity
by σ′(x, y) = c/σ(x, y) (c being a constant value). Moreover, the locality of
Smith-Waterman algorithm is caused by proper ratio of negative and positive
values of the scoring function. If the codomain of σ (σ′) is nonnegative then
the locality cannot appear since there will not exist a cell in the dynamic
scoring matrix that would be negative. To avoid this we further modified
σ′. Median µ is computed from the values of σ′ and new scoring function is
formed as σ′′ = σ′ − 3

4
∗ µ1. So we introduce negative values into the scoring

function/matrix inevitable for the local alignment to behave correctly.

7.1.3 Gap Penalty Model

Both types of alignment allow using different penalty for opening a gap and
extending an already opened gap. In all algorithms, we are aware of, this
penalty is constant since suitable value of penalties is dependent on the val-
ues of the scoring matrix. But since our scoring function varies for every pair
of objects, the gap penalties should vary either. For this reason, we define
variable gap penalty model where γopen and γextend vary for each pair of ob-
jects. In our case the penalties were empirically determined as γopen = µ for
open gap penalty and γextend = 0.5µ for extend gap penalty.

The modifications to the original Smith-Waterman algorithm discussed
in this and the previous section summarizes following equation 7.5 which is
modification of the equation 2.15.

L[i, j] = max


H[i, j]
V [i, j]
L[i− 1, j − 1] + c/σ(S1[i], S2[j])− 0.75µ
0

(7.1)

H[i, j] = max

{
H[i− 1, j] + 0.5µ
L[i− 1, j] + µ

(7.2)

V [i, j] = max

{
V [i, j − 1] + 0.5µ
L[i, j − 1] + µ

(7.3)

L[i, 0] = V [i, 0] = µ+ (i− 1)× 0.5µ (7.4)
L[0, j] = H[0, j] = µ+ (j − 1)× 0.5µ (7.5)

1The appropriate value of the subtraction constant ( 3
4 ∗µ) was empirically determined.
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7.2 Scoring

The quality of the final superposition is strongly dependent on the ini-
tial alignment that is passed to the transformation algorithm because for
a meaningless alignment, there is no method able to return usable super-
position. But the superpositioning method itself can be robust regarding
non-optimalities in the alignment. For example, with the same set of align-
ments we are able to achieve higher classification accuracy with TM-score
than with RMSD. It is not only consequence of the formula itself but also
the transformation procedure that superposes the structures. The formula
itself dictates the resulting superposition by preferring particular superposi-
tion which is, given an alignment, ranked higher than the others. For some
formulas, there exists a way of computing superposition that maximizes re-
sulting value of the formula given an alignment in polynomial time (such
as RMSD [Kabsch, 1976]) for some only heuristics are employed (such as
TM-score [Zhang and Skolnick, 2004] — see section 7.2.1 for details).

7.2.1 TM-score Algorithm

In our algorithm we apply the TM-score in order to achieve the superposition
and to assign a score to the obtained superposition. We also examined the
possibility of employing RMSD but TM-score shows better performance — at
least when considering classification accuracy according to SCOP as the qual-
ity performance criterion. We stress out that TM-score is usually understood
as as a pair — superpositioning algorithm and the evaluation formula 5.9.
Both parts can be applied independently but as stated in the previous para-
graph, the superpositioning algorithm is usually tuned/designed to optimize
value of the similarity/distance function for a given initial alignment. To
distinguish the two parts of TM-score, where it is necessary, we call the algo-
rithm “TM-score superpositioning/transformation algorithm” and the func-
tion “TM-score formula”.

Following code describes the original TM-score transformation algorithm
and then we introduce our modifications.
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Algorithm 4: TM-Score transformation algorithm
Input: Coordinate vectors Q and D of query and database proteins

that define the input alignment; the length of the query
protein LQ

Output: The TM-score transformation
d0 = LQ > 21 ? 1.24 * 3

√
LQ - 15 - 1.8 : 0.5;

for len = length(Q) shift right to 4 do
for pos = 1 to length(Q) - len + 1 do

cut = {pos, . . . , pos + len - 1};
for i=1 to ITERATION_COUNT do

T = rmsd_transformations(Qcut, Dcut);
Q = transform(Q, T);
score = 0; cut = ∅;
for i=1 to length(Q) do

d = | Qi - Di |;
if d < limit(i,d0) then

cut = cut ∪ {i};
score += 1 / (1 + (d/d0)2 );

if score > score_max then
T_max = T; score_max = score;

return T_max ;

Algorithm 4 present TM-score transformation in detail. The main idea
lies in finding such a cut (subset) of the input alignment whose RMSD super-
position maximizes the TM-score formula.2 The algorithm examines various
initial cuts of the alignment. For each, its RMSD superposition (computed
using the Kabsch algorithm [Kabsch, 1976]) and TM-score according to this
superposition are computed and a new cut of the alignment is formed. The
new cut includes those pairs of the alignment that are spatially near in the
superposition. The process is repeated until stabilization of the cuts (two
subsequent cuts are identical) or maximum number of iterations (typically
20) is achieved. At the end, from all the superpositions that one maximizing
TM-score is returned. Hence, the main factor influencing speed of the algo-
rithm is the number of initial cuts. The algorithm examines initial cuts of

2Superposition of the cut is then applied to the original alignment that was forwarded
into the transformation procedure.
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lengths L, L/2 . . .max(L/25, 4), L being length of the input alignment. For
each length, all possible continuous cuts of given length are studied.

In the following sections we describe our utilization of the TM-score. We
not only use the TM-score formula but we also improve the transformation
procedure (by adding iterative steps of dynamic programming) to increase the
robustness of the TM-score as a whole. Moreover, we propose a modification
in order to increase speed of the algorithm causing only a small or no decrease
of the classification accuracy.

7.2.2 Reducing the Number of Initial States of TM-
score

One of the problems of the TM-score is the absence of a fast algorithm for
computing the superposition of the alignment. The algorithm presented in
previous section is a relatively slow heuristics.

In order to speed up the algorithm, we reduce the number of the initial
cuts. In an extreme variant (called FAST ), we use only one initial cut that
includes the whole (initial) alignment. Using such an approach, quality of the
initial alignment and similarity of the proteins should be considerably high
because otherwise the resulting superposition would probably be of very low
quality. When employing various subsets of the initial alignment there is a
good chance that the originally poor alignment will be improved this way.

In other variant (called FAST_SSE ), we take the whole alignment as in
the previous variant and its continuous cuts having pairs coming from iden-
tical SSEs. The reason for considering those cuts is based on the assumption
that cuts with this property should be included in the optimal cut of the
initial alignment.

In general, FAST and FAST_SSE approximations show worse results
(lower value of the TM-score) than the full TM-score algorithm for a set of
pairs of protein structures. However, an important observation we have maid
(and on which our selection of FAST and FAST_SSE heuristics is based)
is that the level of decrease of the TM-score value is dependent on similarity
of the proteins — see figure 7.1. For proteins being significantly similar, full
TM-score algorithm, FAST and FAST_SSE show comparable results. The
vertical line in figure 7.1 shows the average value of TM-score similarity from
the query to the most similar database protein (the exact value is 0.72 with
0.11 being the standard deviation). The most similar proteins to a query are
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Figure 7.1: The average difference of FAST and FAST_SSE modifications
according to the full TM-score (y-axis shows the average decrease of the
score)

important for us since according them the classification is carried out (the
classification of the most similar protein is declared as the classification of the
query). The figure illustrates that for these proteins the difference between
original TM and FAST∗ modifications is very small.

In order to classify a query protein, we find the most similar protein in
the database. As stated in the preceding paragraph, for structurally similar
proteins full TM-score algorithm and FAST∗ variants differ only slightly.
We employ this quality and use FAST∗ heuristics as a prestep, since they
are much faster than the full TM-score algorithm (see 7.4.2 and 7.4). The
database is scanned with one of the FAST∗ heuristics and then one of the
following methods is applied to pick up database proteins (candidate set) that
are to be superposed with the query using the full TM-score transformation
algorithm:

• top kNN (k nearest neighbors) filtration - k most similar proteins to the
query are fetched by a FAST* heuristics and forwarded into the next
stage where they are ordered according to the full TM-score algorithm.
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• range filtration - Only proteins in a given distance from the most similar
protein are further examined. Such an approach is more effective than
the more common method where proteins in a given distance from the
query are considered, since it is more query-specific.

7.2.3 Iterations of TM-score

One of the major qualities of the TM-score formula lies in concentrating on
strong local structural similarities. Hence, an alignment with highly similar
regions shows high TM-score. On the other hand, a superposition looking op-
tically well (figure 7.2a3) can obtain lower TM-score than it seems according
to the appearance. Such a disproportion between a superposition and TM-
score value stems from non-optimalities in the initial alignment. TM-score
rotation procedure picks such a subset of the initial alignment that allows
good superposition. When superposition is completed, the TM-score is com-
puted according to the initial alignment which could contain many aligned
amino acids according to which the superposition was not carried out (see
the many long black bars). In such case, correction of the alignment by dy-
namic programming should increase the TM-score value. Similarly to [Zhang
and Skolnick, 2005], we employ Needleman-Wunsch algorithm with scoring
function σ, defined as:

σ(i, j) =
1

1 +
(
dij
d0

)2 (7.6)

dij being the Euclidean distance of the i-th and j-th residues of the proteins
and d0 the normalization parameter. Hence, the scoring function assesses to
each pair of amino acids their relative “TM-score distance” after superposition
process executed in the previous step.

The optimal path through the dynamic programming matrix represents
the alignment having best TM-score value according to the given superpo-
sition. We modify global alignment algorithm to increase the speed and to
avoid extensive modifications in the alignment by considering only the area
(belt) in the matrix with a constant width going along the original alignment
(we set width of the belt to 33 if not stated otherwise). Based on the newly
obtained alignment, the whole process of computing TM-score superposition

3The image was generated by VMD [Humphrey et al., 1996].
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.2: Superposition and alignment (aligned residues connected by black
bars) of the proteins d1nyef_ and d1n2fa_ before (a) an after (b) iterative
DP (with TM-scores 0.56553 and 0.70329)

can be iteratively repeated (we run two iterations of dynamic programming).
Superposition and alignment after two iterations demonstrates figure 7.2b
(black bars represent the alignment).

7.3 Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate our method and to compare it to other alignment-based (and also
partly nonalignment-based) algorithms, we employ the classification accuracy
(CA - ratio of proteins classified into the correct SCOP level of classification)
and precision-recall curves in our experiments. If not otherwise stated, our
algorithm uses sDens semantics (8 3D rings, each having width 3Å) to extract
feature vectors4. The machine running experiments was 2.4 GHz 4xSix-Core
AMD Opteron CPU, 96GB RAM with Red Hat Linux Server 5.4.

Using dataset originally presented in [Birzele et al., 2007] (also used
in [Csaba et al., 2008] and [Sacan et al., 2008], while CA of other methods is
acquired from these papers), allows us to compare our method to the best ex-
isting solutions. The dataset comprises 979 query proteins present in version
1.67 of ASTRAL compendium (see section 5.1.2) but not present in version

4The values or parameters of the semantics are based on results in [Hoksza, 2009].
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1.65. The query proteins were scanned against ASTRAL25 (each pair of
proteins sharing no more than 25% sequence identity) version 1.65 database
containing 4357 objects, evaluating number of correctly classified proteins
into family, superfamily and fold according to the SCOP classification. Such
a selection of dataset offers testbed being very close to the real-world use
since the proteins in the query set are not selected from the database set,
which corresponds to typical use of the classification hierarchies. Moreover,
the testbed is challenging at the same time because of the low mutual sim-
ilarity. In contrast to the nonalignment-based methods’ test suit, presented
testbed does not restricts size of the classification groups (such as superfam-
ilies) in the database set, thus for a query protein there might exist only one
protein in the whole database which represents correct classification.5

7.4 Classification Accuracy Experiments

In this section we focus on experiments evaluating quality of classification of
our method and comparison to others based on this criterion (although few
related runtime characteristics are also presented here).

Belt-based Restriction Evaluation

In section 7.2.3, we described how we employ belt for restriction of the space
of the dynamic programming matrix in which the alignment’s improvement
takes place. Hence, the new alignment, for which TM-score algorithm is com-
puted, lies within a belt defined by the previous alignment. The advantage of
the belt should be two-fold — higher CA and lower runtime. The higher CA
stems from the new alignment sticking closer to the previous one and thus
relying more heavily on the initial alignment. The lower runtime is achieved
by spending less time in the dynamic programming — although the possible
speedup has to be higher than time increase caused by the necessity of check-
ing that the dynamic programming recursion is going on within the outlined
borders. Figure 7.3 shows the results where no prefiltration is employed —
we deal here solely with FAST modification and dynamic programming im-
provement of the alignment. Figure 7.3a illustrates how width of the belt
influences the CA. We can see that the optimal belt width is about 33 where

5Formation of new groups is not the topic of our research.
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classification accuracy at the superfamily level reaches 95.8% (41 wrong clas-
sifications out of 979). On family level, original TM-score outperforms the
FAST heuristics but on other levels, both versions are comparable. Here
we must stress out that although CA of both methods is almost equal, they
do not return identical results. There are few proteins which are identified
correctly with original TM-score algorithm and incorrectly with FAST TM
and vice versa. Precision-recall experiments in section 7.4.1 indicate that the
overall quality of original TM-score algorithm is slightly better than that of
FAST heuristics.

On the other hand, FAST version is much faster as figure 7.3b demon-
strates6. Original version of TM-score algorithm takes about 365s per classi-
fication whilst FAST modification runs in only 8.6s for belt width 33. Speed
evaluation offers an interesting observation — with decreasing width of the
belt the runtime of original version increases or stays constant but that of
FAST version decreases. This can be explained by analyzing components
of the runtime. The main component of the runtime of original TM-score
is the TM-score transformation procedure itself, not the dynamic program-
ming which takes only about 7s of the overall time. With small belt width
the dynamic programming probably produces alignments that are harder to
stabilize (see the TM-score algorithm for details), hence more time is spent
in the TM-score rotation procedure which consumes most of the runtime.
On the other hand, in FAST version the TM takes only 1s and thus the
main determinant is the dynamic programming, whose runtime is decreased
by the belt-based restriction.

Comparison of CA with Other Alignment-Based Methods

Methods to be compared to our solution include BLAST [Altschul et al.,
1997] (used with its standard settings), CE [Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998],
PPM [Csaba et al., 2008], TM-align [Zhang and Skolnick, 2005], Vorolign [Birzele
et al., 2007] and Vorometric [Sacan et al., 2008] (its TM-score variant apply-
ing TM-score).

In table 7.1, db-iTM represents our method with fast iterative TM-
score algorithm (TM_FAST ). Original TM-score rotation algorithm (using
sDens semantics) is labeled as db-TMorig and db-iTMorig is its iterative ver-
sion. Moreover, we present classification accuracy of density based method

6The time values do not include 50 s for alignment computation which is common to
both versions.
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Figure 7.3: Influence of the belt width on the CA (a) and runtime (b) for
belt-based restriction (orig = original TM, fast = FAST modification)

when we employ RMSD scoring instead of TM-score (db-RMSD) and classifi-
cation based solely on the dynamic programming (no additional superposing
and scoring is applied) is denoted as db-DP.

Within the density-based approach, we can observe domination of the
scoring based on TM-score. Moreover, superiority of RMSD and TM-score
over pure dynamic programming-based scoring clearly illustrates the advan-
tage of employing a superposition procedure over which the final score is
applied (RMSD, TM-score).

In comparison to the other methods, the results demonstrate superiority
of db-iTMorig and db-iTM in superfamily and fold classification accuracy. On
family level, Vorometric, PPM as well as Vorolign outperform our solution
which is probably caused by not taking sequence into account at all (as stated
in sec 5.1.2, SCOP families are largely determined by sequence identity). We
can observe poor results of BLAST (exclusively sequence based method)
which can be definitely attributed to the level of difficulty of the test set
aiming at low sequence similar proteins.

We believe that the accuracy of our method lies in quality of the ini-
tial alignment and in iterative use of the TM-score. Using the belt further
increases the accuracy by concentrating on polishing the found alignment
instead of seeking for other possibilities. Other methods, such as Vorolign
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family superfamily fold
db-iTM 86.6 95.8 98.2
db-iTMorig 86.9 95.8 98.2
db-TMorig 85.4 93.4 96.7
db-RMSD 79.5 87 95.3
db-DP 63.4 69.7 83.7
Vorometric-TM 90.7 94.9 97.6
PPM 88.3 94.5 97.5
Vorolign 86.4 92.4 97.7
TM-align 83.8 92.6 95.9
CE 84.6 91.9 94.1
BLAST 48.9 52.5 52.8

Table 7.1: Classification accuracy on SCOP levels

and Vorometric, employ TM-score formula for the evaluation of their su-
perpositions but these superpositions are not achieved with the help of the
TM-score algorithm but with Kabsch (RMSD) algorithm. Avoiding the TM-
score transformation algorithm is understandable since its runtime in the
original version is very high which we investigate in section 7.4.2.

Comparison of CA with Nonalignment-Based Methods

In the previous chapter we presented quality of classification of simple DDPIn
compared to other nonalignment-based methods. Nonalignment-based meth-
ods are mutually compared on the presented dataset but to the best of our
knowledge there was not presented any comparison with alignment-based
methods on a difficult dataset such as the one utilized in this chapter. For
the purpose of this section, we will denote the easier dataset presented in
section 6.3 as Deasy and the more difficult one presented in this chapter as
Ddifficult. Out of the methods shown in previous chapter, we were only able
to obtain executables of the PSIST method7 which is sufficient since it was
introduced as the best method among the nonalignment-based, although we
have in mind that the ranking of the methods might change for a differently

7The files were obtained by email request and run using optimal parameters presented
in [Gao and Zaki, 2005].
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prepared testbed. Among the top-scored alignment-based methods (accord-
ing to the classification accuracy) we were able to acquire executables of
PPM8 and of course DDPIn and DDPIn-based feature extraction with dy-
namic programming and utilization of modified TM-score.

First, we investigated whether quality of the alignment-based methods
would not deteriorate on the dataset Deasy. Since PSIST measure classifica-
tion accuracy for superfamily and class level only, we present results of the
methods on the same levels.

Table 7.2 shows comparison of the methods on the Deasy. We can see that
alignment-based methods outperform nonalignment-based ones, although the
difference is only very slight since PSIST and DDPIn perform good enough
on the dataset. But still we can see that quality of the db-iTM and PPM
does not deteriorate on the other dataset (although we consider the dataset
quite simple).

superfamily class
db-iTM 99.5% (180/181) 100% (181/181)
PPM 99.5% (180/181) 100% (181/181)
DDPIn 98.9%(179/181) 100% (181/181)
PSIST 97.8% (177/181) 99.5 (180/181)

Table 7.2: Comparison of classification accuracy of the nonalignment- and
alignment-based methods (Deasy)

More interesting observation brings evaluation of the nonalignment-based
methods on the Ddifficult, presented in previous section, where similarity
of the query and database set is very limited. Results of the comparison
shows table 7.39. We can observe huge decrease in the accuracy of the
nonalignment-based methods. The reason clearly stems from the strong evo-
lutionary (and hence structural) dissimilarity of the query and the database
set. In such a case the alignment-based methods are able to reveal the distant

8The files were obtained from http://www.bio.ifi.lmu.de/PPM in May 2010 and run
with default parameters.

9The superfamily classification accuracy is slightly higher for PPM than in table 7.1.
The numbers in table 7.1 were adopted from the paper [Csaba et al., 2008] but since it did
not contain the class classification accuracy we had to download the executables of PPM
and run our own experiments. These have shown slightly higher superfamily accuracy
than presented in the paper.
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relationship by studying the alignment (which can be viewed as a sort of ag-
gregation of local similarities) rather than the nonalignment-based methods
concentrated on studying strong local similarities, expressed by the feature
vectors.

superfamily class
db-iTM 95.8% (938/979) 98.8% (967/979)
PPM 94.7% (929/979) 98.9% (968/979)
DDPIn 38.7% (379/979) 74.5% (734/979)
PSIST 23.4% (229/979) 53.5% (524/979)

Table 7.3: Comparison of classification accuracy of the nonalignment- and
alignment-based methods (Ddifficult)

Lower accuracy of the nonalignment-based methods does not imply their
inapplicability for real use. They are usable for special purposes where the
dataset shows higher level of similarity with the query. If the user knows
in advance that the query protein is probably similar to a protein in the
database, nonalignment-based methods are able to trace the database pro-
tein very fast. A possible next step could be verifying the found protein using
an alignment-based method. Moreover, research in the area of nonalignment-
based methods might be able to come-up with more accurate similarity
approach showing comparable speed with the contemporary nonalignment-
based algorithms.

7.4.1 Precision-Recall Experiments

Another real-world usable approach to evaluate quality of the protein simi-
larity algorithms is a method returning set of results/proteins (instead of the
classification only) which can be further manually revisited. Among those
returned answers the correct classifications should of course prevail which
demonstrates quality of the result set. Information retrieval (IR) field [Man-
ning et al., 2008; Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999] offers a tool to eval-
uate quality of the method according to this requirement — precision-recall
curves. In our case, precision is defined as

precision =
correctly classified proteins

retrieved proteins
(7.7)
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and recall as
recall =

correctly classified proteins
proteins in the query’s “family”

(7.8)

In figure 7.4a precision-recall curves are shown belonging to sRad(SSE),
sDens(SSE) and sDir semantics using db-iTM and not using prefiltration.
For non-SSE semantics, results for both local and global algorithms to obtain
the initial alignments are shown. At most of the recall levels, sDensSSE se-
mantics dominates but on low recall levels the dominate semantics is sDens
which is the reason of its employment in the classification accuracy experi-
ments. For classification of protein structure we utilize the nearest neighbor
being the lowest recall level. We can also see that using local dynamic pro-
gramming (Smith-Waterman algorithm) conforms better to our needs than
using the global one (Needleman-Wunsch algorithm).

Figure 7.4b offers precision-recall comparison of our method with the
PPM algorithm. We can observe that for most of the recall levels PPM
slightly outperforms our solution. Only on lowest and highest recall levels,
density-based solution dominates PPM method, while highest recall level is
important for the classification prediction.

7.4.2 Prefiltration Evaluation

The above carried out experiments illustrate that the original db-iTMorig and
db-iTM (FAST ) methods provide almost identical results except the fact
that FAST is much faster than the original TM-score algorithm (db-iTMorig

takes 363 s whereas db-iTM takes only 8.4 s). But there is still a need for
original TM-score algorithm — the overall results of full TM-score algorithm
might be more valuable as figure 7.5a suggests. The top scored proteins
contains more proteins from the query’s superfamily in case of original TM-
score algorithm than when using the FAST variant. Hence, quality of the
result set produced by the original TM-score transformation algorithm is
slightly better than its simplified version.

To obtain original TM results faster, we proposed using prefiltration
(see 7.2.2 - fullscan is carried out with non-iterative FAST TM, taking only
0.4 s, and then the proteins in a given range from the top scored protein
are rescored with original TM). Figure 7.5b shows the minimal range to be
applied to the results of db-TM to obtain identical results as db-iTMorig does
(not only identical classification accuracy but also the same query proteins
are classified identically in original and FAST version).
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Figure 7.4: Precision-recall curves for various VPT semantics and comparison
with the PPM method (dim = number of rings, width = width of a ring, pct
= percentage of amino acids in a ring)
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Figure 7.5: PR of original TM and FAST and prefiltration’s impact

In figure 7.6, both possible types of filtering (kNN and range) are pre-
sented. Figure 7.6a shows that for filtration set size of about 1,300 (hence
for the whole database db-TM is computed and 1,300 top proteins are veri-
fied by db-iTMorig) the accuracy is identical to db-iTMorig (if prefiltered by
FAST_SSE — in case of FAST the threshold is 900). For such a set size
the runtime is 196 s, hence less than 50% of the runtime of the full version
(depicted as the upper dashed function in the graph exceeding 400 s). Using
range prefiltration, the results are even better since when classification ac-
curacy of the prefiltration method hits the accuracy of full TM the runtime
is 37 s in case of using FAST_SSE for prefiltration and 46 s using FAST .
Hence, we are able to achieve accuracy of the original full TM method in only
10% of its time. Moreover, the range threshold from which prefiltration and
original TM give identical results is 0.34 as figure 7.5b demonstrates. The
range that is needed to hit the classification of original TM when prefiltering
by db-TM is higher hence we not only achieve the same classification accuracy
but we also obtain identical results (structure of the result) — see figure 7.5b.

As stated, our solution with FAST -based prefiltration takes on average
46 s per classification. Since we were able to obtain executables of the PPM
method, we also measured realtime of PPM on identical machine, where
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Figure 7.6: Impact of the prefiltration candidate set size on the runtime and
CA (the upper dashed line represents runtime of the full TM version, the
lower dotted line represents its CA)

our solution was examined. PPM took on average 132 s per query thus being
considerably slower than our prefiltration-based method. On the other hand,
without filtration, original full TM-score algorithm is almost 3× slower.

7.5 Summary
In this section we introduced our approach to alignment-based protein struc-
ture similarity. The novelty of the method lies in using density-based repre-
sentation of protein structures together with dynamic programming. Result-
ing alignment is forwarded to the TM-score rotation procedure. Based on the
result, the alignment is improved by global dynamic programming with belt
bounding the alignment. This modification increases both speed and accu-
racy. We also proposed modification of the original TM-score transformation
procedure highly increasing the speed of the algorithm causing only slight
or none deterioration of the accuracy. Finally we enhanced the method with
prefiltration step that leads to a fast method outperforming other algorithms
in the SCOP classification accuracy at the superfamily and fold level.
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Chapter 8

Possibilities of Efficient Metric
Indexing

Similarly to protein sequence search, we evaluated the possibilities of ap-
plication of metric indexing to protein structure similarity search [Galgonek
and Hoksza, 2009]. Using nonalignment-based version of our algorithm, the
utilization is rather straightforward, since DDPIn identifies protein struc-
ture similarity with similarities of individual feature vectors. Distances on
feature vectors are represented by metric functions and hence application of
metric indexing is a natural choice. But when employing alignment, on which
RMSD or TM-score is further applied, the problem gets more complicated.
Hence, we investigated the metric indicators of the possible protein structure
measures.

8.1 TM-score Modification

In the previous section we introduced the advantages of iterative version of
simplified TM-score measure, while in this section we will address metric
properties of this similarity measure which was denoted as db-iTM in the
previous chapter. As possible values of db-iTM go from 0 to 1 (where 1
denotes a pair of identical structures), it can be easily changed to distance
function by:

db-iTMf = 1− db-iTM (8.1)

db-iTMf does not hold semimetric properties, since symmetry property is
not fulfilled. To achieve symmetry, we employ following simple modification:
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db-iTMsmf(Si, Sj) = max(db-iTMf(Si, Sj), db-iTMf(Sj, Si)) (8.2)

where Si and Sj are the structures to be compared. db-iTMsmf forms
semimetric (all of the metric axioms apart from triangle inequality are ful-
filled). However, the db-iTMf and db-iTMsmf functions are not identical due
to the use of the max function which definitely influences classification ac-
curacy. For the dataset presented in the previous chapter, the accuracy of
db-iTMsmf drops to 94.9%. To acquire the former effectiveness we employ
postprocessing within which we take the top N most similar proteins to the
query according to the semimetric db-iTMsmf and rerank them using the
original non-semimetric function db-iTMf. In such a way, the classification
accuracy increases back to 95.8%.

8.2 Indexability
In order to be able to outline the indicators of the semi-metric db-iTMsmf we
utilize the T-error [Skopal, 2007] expressing the degree of the fulfillment of
the triangle inequality property. Moreover, we use the intrinsic dimensional-
ity and ball overlap factor (BOF) [Skopal, 2007] to measure the indexability,
that is, the theoretical indicator showing how an access method could be
efficient. First, we describe the indicator measures in more detail.

8.2.1 Measures

Definition 8.1. (T-error)
T-error specifies the relative number of nontriangular triplets in dataset D
as

T -error(D, δ) =

(
|D|
3

)−1 ∑
{Oi,Oj ,Ok}⊂S

T (Oi, Oj, Ok)

where T (Oi, Oj, Ok) corresponds to 1 if the distances of the objects Oi, Oj, Ok

are not triangular, otherwise 0.

Higher T-error values indicate higher non-metricity, hence possible errors
during filtration. When a triplet 〈Oi, Oj, Ok〉 does not fulfill triangle inequal-
ity, then while traversing an indexing structure (e.g. an M-tree), some objects
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might be missed. Let Oi be the pivot of a ball region (Oi, rOi) and let Oj be
a query object with range rOj . Then, according to lemma 3.1, if δ(Oj, Oi) >
rOj+rOi each object in the subtree T (Oi) can be filtered out. Let Ok ∈ T (Oi),
then it should be also filtered out, but since the triplet 〈Oi, Oj, Ok〉 does not
fulfill triangle inequality, Ok can reside in both the “non-intersecting” regions
(Oi, rOi) and (Oj, rOj) because δ(Ok, Oi) + δ(Ok, Oj) < δ(Oi, Oj).

Low T-error implies that only few query-similar objects will be wrongly
filtered out (with T-error 0 standing for exact search). But although zero
T-error means qualitatively correct result set, it does not imply good in-
dexability. A space and respective distance function have good qualities for
metric indexing if objects in the space according to the distance function are
appropriately clustered/located. The suitability for metric indexing can be
quantified by intrinsic dimensionality or ball overlap factor.

The indexability of a dataset heavily depends on diversity of the measure
(on corresponding data) since all the indexing methods account on aggregat-
ing objects into non-intersecting clusters. The objects residing in a particular
cluster are not only distant from other objects in other clusters but, more
importantly, they are close to each other. Such a distribution of objects is
what we mean by diversity of the measure (on corresponding data). Intrinsic
dimensionality is then an attempt to grasp the notion of diversity more for-
mally. Since the described concept of diversity is very loose, there exist many
ways of describing intrinsic dimension among which we utilize that defined
in [Chávez and Navarro, 2000] based on statistics of distance distribution.

Definition 8.2. (Intrinsic Dimensionality)
Let H be a distance distribution histogram on D, considering distances
d(Oi, Oj) between all pairs of objects Oi, Oj ∈ D. Then

ρ =
µ2

2σ2

is called the intrinsic dimensionality of dataset D. The µ and σ2 are the
mean and the variance of the distance distribution histogram H.

The intrinsic dimensionality gives us global view of the qualities of the
data space, based on statistical parameters. Maybe a more data- and structure-
specific measure is the ball overlap factor, proposed in [Skopal, 2007], describ-
ing the real relationship among clusters based on given dataset and distance
measure.
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Definition 8.3. (Ball Overlap Factor)
Ball overlap factor (BOF) is defined as the relative number of overlapping
pairs of the smallest non-empty balls.

BOF (S, δ) =

(
|S|
2

)−1 ∑
{Oi,Oj}⊂S

I(RNN(Oi), RNN(Oj))

where RNN(O) is a ball with center in O and radius δ(O, 1NN(O)) —
1NN(O) is the distance to the nearest neighbor in the database. I(Ri, Rj)
equals 1 if regions Ri and Rj have a non empty intersection, otherwise 0.

High BOF values indicate poor filtration ability. Specifically, BOF=0
represents a perfect separation of the data, while BOF=1 represents the
worst possible data distribution without any indexing possibility.

8.2.2 Experimental Evaluation

All the presented indicators were calculated for 500 random proteins from
the SCOP database. The first line of table 8.1 shows that the value of T-
error is low but BOF is very high. To change this behavior, we tried out
several TV-modifications (section 3.2.1) using various powers and logarithm.
The logarithm function is concave, while TV-modification requires convex
function which is why we use −log function. Moreover, the modification
should be increasing function, so we use the resulting modificator in the
form −log(1− db-iTMsmf). The measure with logarithm modification shows
low T-error, BOF and intrinsic dimensionality in comparison to the other
modifications. Hence, we investigate this modification more thoroughly.

measure intrinsic dimensionality T-error BOF
db-iTMsmf 131.2 0.000005% 96.8%
db-iTM2.5

smf 24.3 0.04% 58.1%
db-iTM3

smf 17.5 0.10% 44.5%
-log(1-db-iTMsmf) 6.9 0.15% 44.4%

Table 8.1: Properties of the measures on a random subspace of SCOP

Since the topmost level of SCOP classification is visually determinable,
we can imagine a method querying only one of the classes to which the query
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should be classified (based on the preceding visual inspection). Thus we
calculate the indicators again, but for each of the structural classes of SCOP
database separately — see table 8.2. The results for individual SCOP classes
show some increase in the T-error whereas keeping the BOF low (with one
exception). The outcomes promise possible applications of indexing in the
direction of indexing individual classes. The T-error should be decreased, or
a subsequent step should be added which would partly or fully identify the
missed results.

class ID class size intrinsic dimensionality T-error BOF
46456 825 6.4 0.32% 27.7%
48724 952 6.8 0.60% 15.8%
51349 1,115 7.8 0.22% 17.8%
53931 965 8.7 0.21% 26.3%
56572 86 8.3 0.36% 55.3%
56835 100 3.8 0.27% 38.8%
56992 283 8.1 0.76% 38.1%

Table 8.2: Properties of the measure with the logarithmic modification on
different classes of proteins

We further examined the growing trend of T-error by examining some big
folds and superfamilies of proteins (including even more structurally similar
proteins than the more general classes). On these subsets, T-error further
increased significantly (e.g., T-error 19.27% for proteins from superfamily
48726). Such an increase of T-error can be also observed, although not so
noticeably, for the measure without the logarithmic modification (for super-
family 48726 the T-error is 0.52%).

8.3 Summary
We have shown that our modified TM-score similarity measure can be turned
into semimetric distance function without loss of accuracy. Its degree of
the triangle inequality property fulfillment is very good (on random sets
of proteins), not so the indicators needed for efficient indexing. Both ball
overlap factor and intrinsic dimensionality can be substantially decreased by
using certain TV-modifications (see table 8.1) for the price of slight increase
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of the T-error. Further decrease of BOF can be achieved by splitting the
database on subsets based on structural classes of SCOP. Possibly with better
sets of TV-modifications or other post-processing step, there opens a space for
metric indexing of TM-score measure which we see as the most appropriate
measure for assigning structural similarity to a pair of protein structures.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have dealt with similarity search problems in protein
databases, focusing on sequence and structure protein representation. We
have proposed several novel methods for similarity search in both sequence
and structure databases. We have also modified existing algorithms and
measures aiming at efficient and effective search employing fast similarity
measure and metric indexing methods.

The contributions of the thesis can be summarized as follows:

• protein sequence databases

– We were not aware of any paper considering application of index-
ing methods to the problem of protein sequence database search
where sequence similarity is expressed using global or local align-
ment (being the optimal real-world similarity measure for pro-
tein sequences). Thus, we investigated the possibilities of turning
the similarity measure into metric distance by using TriGen al-
gorithm. Our solution differs from the others by indexing whole
sequences while keeping the measure semantically identical to the
original local/global alignment. Other approaches usually split
sequences into parts which are then indexed using a simplified
similarity measure. It has been shown that the utilization of the
“whole-sequence-indexing” approach is very limited. Still, the re-
search filled a white space in the area of protein sequence indexing.
Moreover, the research gave an introductory analyses of the pro-
tein sequence space.
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– Motivated by the impossibility of indexing the similarity mea-
sure employed for comparing protein sequences, we turned our
attention to speeding up the measure computation itself. Since
sequence alignment is based on dynamic programming, we concen-
trated ourselves on the possibility of saving up computation costs
by storing parts of the dynamic programming matrix. These can
be reused in a subsequent alignment and thus speeding its com-
putation. We noticed that protein sequences in general show high
ratio of common prefixes. Hence, if we order the database ac-
cording to the prefixes, we can save up computation costs. When
aligning a sequence with the query, that part of the dynamic pro-
gramming matrix can be reused which is common to the previ-
ous database sequence in terms of sequential scan. Moreover, we
noticed that score of the alignment of two sequences is identi-
cal to the score of their reverse. Thus, we further increased the
speedup by splitting the database into two parts — sequences to
be aligned with the query in the standard way and those whose
reversed version will be aligned with the reversed query. Using
proper database dividing mechanism and by application of the
outlined method, we achieved substantial improvement. Finally,
we also briefly explored the area of approximate search where we
studied the influence of splitting of the database sequences with
the goal of increasing the ratio of common prefixes. In general,
our method brings up to 20 % speedup on semantically related
datasets according to sequential scan using exact search. We also
assume further speedup with growing size of the protein sequence
databases.

• protein structure databases

– Since the protein sequence database search has been extensively
studied for relatively long time, and thus the area is thoroughly
explored, we turned our attention to protein structure similar-
ity problem. First, we investigated the easier problem of struc-
ture similarity not employing alignment of individual amino acids.
We proposed a novel feature extraction method based on mutual
three-dimensional distances and density of amino acids in the pro-
tein structure. Our method extracts one feature for each amino
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acid by grouping remaining amino acids into concentric three-
dimensional balls (thus forming so-called three-dimensional rings).
From the 3D rings, feature vectors are formed using various se-
mantics (e.g., we utilize density of amino acids in individual rings,
radii of the rings, etc.). The feature vectors are subsequently in-
dexed by M-tree where weighted Euclidean distance is employed
to assign distance to a pair of feature vectors. When a query is ex-
ecuted, the query protein is turned into set of feature vectors and
each of them is used as a query into the indexing structure. The
result sets are then merged to obtain the most similar structure
in the database. Our feature model allows us to utilize multiple
semantics of the feature vectors (based on the common principle
of 3D rings) which can be used to mutually check their results and
thus serve as a supervisor of correctness of the search process. If
the results of individual semantics do not match, we employ final
step where we align the query with the database using sequence
similarity scan. On the datasets on which nonalignment-based
methods compete with each other, our method outperforms all
the other algorithms in predicting SCOP family of an unknown
protein.

– More complicated (but precise) way how to measure protein struc-
ture similarity consists in applying structural alignment of amino
acids and subsequently passing the resulting alignment into a su-
perpositioning algorithm. A similarity/distance formula is then
applied to the resulting superposition returning similarity/distance
of a pair of structures. Our feature extraction model is applicable
to protein structure alignment since the features and distances
between them can be incorporated into dynamic programming
method which provides the required alignment. In order to be able
to apply local or global alignment algorithm, we had to come up
with few necessary modifications of the distance function, penalty
model for dynamic programming procedure, etc. When the align-
ment is available a similarity/distance measure algorithm is ap-
plied which computes superposition of the structures based on
the alignment. The algorithm returns similarity/distance of the
structures based on the superposition. In our approach we uti-
lize TM-score. TM-score can be viewed as an alternative to the
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standard RMSD distance employed by majority of the similarity
assessment algorithms. For our purposes, TM-score provides us
with better results than RMDS does, but for the price of signifi-
cant increase of the runtime. To decrease the runtime, and thus
making our method comparable in speed to the other methods, we
analyzed the resulting distances returned by the TM-score. The
analysis revealed that (at least for the purpose of SCOP classifi-
cation prediction) we can simplify the transformation algorithm
of TM-score and thus to decrease the runtime severalfold while
keeping the quality of the result set almost identical. Moreover,
by rescoring the results of the simplified version of TM-score using
the original version, we achieve the original results. Our proposed
method outperforms the other methods in classification accuracy
at superfamily and fold level of SCOP classification, while it is
comparable at the family level.

– The presented method uses standard sequential scan and the speedup
is founded purely on speeding up the similarity measure itself. We
examined few indicators for metric indexing of the proposed mea-
sure, to evaluate the possibility of future application of metric
indexing. It has been shown that there might be room for further
research of an application of metric indexing. The (modified) mea-
sure shows low values of violating triangular inequality, whereas
keeping reasonably low intrinsic dimensionality and ball overlap
factor.

All of our experimental results were carried out against real datasets on
which our methods were able to be objectively compared to other contempo-
rary algorithms. We did not employ evaluation on synthetic datasets which
are misleading for bioinformatical research, since the space of possible protein
structure conformations (and protein sequences) is not unlimited — protein
structures tend to occupy only subspace of all possible conformations. Hence,
using synthetic datasets, which is typical for other areas of database research,
might show qualities of the methods which are then not useful in real-world
use.
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9.1 Outlook
In the feature, we would like to build on the algorithms and results introduced
in this thesis. We would like to focus not only on direct extension of the
demonstrated ideas, but we would also like to investigate related areas with
the knowledge and experience obtained when conducting the above presented
research. Specifically, we would like to concentrate on the following areas:

• Our DDPIn-based feature extraction is rather straightforward in terms
of employing biological features. The only employed features are coor-
dinates of amino acids and partly secondary structure type. We would
like to examine employment of other physico-chemical features such as
those stored in, e.g., AAIndex [Kawashima et al., 2008].

• A natural extension to pairwise alignment is multiple alignment. Multi-
ple sequence alignment is quite well investigated area of bioinformatical
research but not so multiple structure alignment. We believe that our
feature extraction (or its modification) might find place in this area.

• Protein structure similarity plays a fundamental role in derived pro-
teomics fields such as protein structure prediction. We would like to
penetrate these areas for which we acquired, as we believe, adequate
insight from the carried out research presented in this thesis.
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